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About Tacis and GEPLAC 
 
 
The Georgian Law Review (GLR) is a publication which is funded by the Tacis Programme through 
the Georgian-European Policy and Legal Advice Centre (GEPLAC). 
 
Launched by the EC in 1991, the Tacis Programme provides grant financed technical assistance to 13 
countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgystan, Moldova, Mongolia, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan), and 
mainly aims at enhancing the transition process in these countries. 
 
When Tacis was initiated, technical assistance was a standalone activity, whereas the programme is 
now part of a complex and evolving relationship with each of the 13 countries concerned. Politicians 
and officials from the partner countries and the EU meet now on a regular basis. With the 
implementation of PCAs as well as the EU enlargement process, Tacis also becomes a more strategic 
instrument in the co-operation process between EU and partner countries. 
 
A new Regulation concerning the provision of assistance to the partner states in Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia replaces the former legal basis (Council Regulation (EC Euroatom) No. 1279/96, which 
expired on 31st of December 1999). This new Regulation covers the years 2000-2006 (Council 
Regulation (EC Euroatom) No. 99/2000 of 29th of December 1999). 
 
The new regulation is based on an understanding that cooperation is a reciprocal process, 
encouraging a move from “demand-driven” to “dialogue-driven” programming. More flexibility in the 
way that Tacis is structured will allow potential technical assistance to be mobilised and implemented 
according to the capacity of each partner country. 
 
The 2000 Regulation concentrates Tacis activities on fewer objectives: 
 

- institutional, legal and administrative reform; 
- private sector and economic development; 
- consequences of changes in society, infrastructure networks; 
- environmental protection; 
- rural economy; 
- nuclear safety. 

 
The new Regulation also focuses on projects of sufficient scale (projects of at least 2 million in Russia 
and Ukraine and 1 million in the other partner countries) and supports the objectives of the PCAs. 
 
GEPLAC was established in 1998 by the Tacis Programme in order to support economic and legal 
reform in Georgia. Activities under GEPLAC’s programme include besides GLR the edition of 
Georgian Economic Trends (GET), establishment of a library and the provision of economic policy and 
legal advice to the Parliament and Government of Georgia to support the implementation of the 
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between Georgia and the European Communities and its 
Member States concluded in 1996. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Dear Reader, 
 
Recently the Georgian Government has decided to intensify the approximation of Georgian legislation 
and to further integrate with common European structures within the framework of the Partnership and 
Cooperation Agreement (PCA) that the EU concluded with Georgia as it had with most of the Newly 
Independent States that emerged from the former Soviet Union. As the PCAs have been extensively 
discussed in previous editions of GLR we would like to provide you now with an analysis of another 
type of agreement, which has similar characteristics - the Europe Agreement (EA). Such agreements 
have been concluded by the EU with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe so as to establish a 
political dialogue and to provide for broad-ranging economic co-operation in a number of key areas 
including the areas of culture and finance. As a result of the Copenhagen European Council of 1993 
the EAs were developed to an instrument to achieve accession by constituting Accession Partnership, 
although originally they were meant only as an alternative to accession rather than a tool for it. 
Kirstyn Inglis, at the European Institute at the University of Gent, Belgium, illustrates the political re-
orientation of these agreements and the differing consequences for the various states involved. 
 
The rules of the Georgian Civil Code on contracts related to the act of voluntarily transferring property 
to another person without compensation, i.e. a gift, are discussed by Prof. Roman Shengelia, Dean 
of the Tbilisi Ivane Javakhishvili State University Faculty of Law. He stresses that a gift is a transaction 
which is based upon mutual agreement and not only upon the will of the donor, the author illustrates 
how such contracts can be concluded and explains the structure, the legal nature and the peculiarities 
of such contracts. 
 
One of the topics that has enjoyed the most attention of our authors is the concept of the Federal 
State and what it could mean for Georgia this is certainly due to current political developments in the 
country. Givi Amiranashvili, a Leading Specialist of the Consulate Department of the Georgian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, compares Federal and Unitary States and casts doubts on the idea, that a 
Federal State structure would be the best solution of the ethnic-national problems Georgia has. The 
author refers in particular to the examples of Italy and Spain, which in his opinion ethnic problems 
have been successfully solved within the framework of a decentralised Unitary State. 
 
Jemal Janashia, Candidate of Legal Sciences and Head of the National Bureau for the Fight against 
Drug-addiction and Drug-trafficking of the Georgian Ministry of Internal Affairs from 1983 to 1996, 
spotlights the activities of the world’s international drug-trafficking mafia and their activities in the 
Caucasus. He provides a figurative picture of the history of this activity and the severely aggravated 
situation paying special attention to the effect on Georgia, he emphasises in particular the need for 
strong administrative authorities and an intensification of international cooperation to cope with the 
challenge that threatens peace and stability in the region. 
 
Christopher Pollmann, Maître de Conférences in Public Law and Political Science at the University 
of Metz, France, and Emile Noël Fellow at Harvard Law School, analyses the impact of globalisation 
and individualisation on human rights. In summing up, he concludes that the official recognition of 
human rights would make European integration more dynamic without politicising and thus 
endangering it.  
 
Vakhtang Zaalishvili, Legal Expert of GEPLAC, reviews the basic principles of the Rome Convention 
on Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations. The contribution touches on the history of the drafting 
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and the main characteristics of the Convention. In particular, the author focuses on the rules 
surrounding the choice of law, mandatory rules within the Convention, and the universal application 
and uniform interpretation of the Convention.  
 
Finally, we provide an overview of normative acts of particular importance to the legal system of 
Georgia that have been adopted during the first quarter of 2001.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maik S. Masbaum Alexander Tushuri 
Chief Legal Adviser Deputy Director 
 
June, 2001, Tbilisi 
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KIRSTYN INGLIS* 
 
 

THE EUROPE AGREEMENTS COMPARED IN THE LIGHT OF THEIR 
PRE-ACCESSION REORIENTATION** 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Originally, the Europe Agreements (EAs) with the Central and Eastern European Countries (CEECs) 
were looked upon by the European Community as association agreements, providing more of an 
alternative to accession than a vehicle towards it.1 Yet, the EAs were recognised by the European 
Union as a vehicle for accession following their political reorientation by the Copenhagen European 
Council of 21-22 June 1993.2 The Copenhagen European Council recognised accession as a common 
objective of the EU as much as for the associated countries, ten of which have since applied for EU 
membership: the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 
Slovakia, Slovenia. The 1993 Copenhagen European Council established the criteria attaching to 
membership and the later EAs with the Baltic States and Slovenia reflect this in their preambles, even 
making express reference to the "accession preparations strategy".3 Moreover, the 1993 Copenhagen 
European Council influenced the work of the European Commission to act accordingly both in terms of 
stepping up its efforts to bring about integration between the CEECs and the then EC, but also 
between the CEECs themselves. 
 
Since the 1993 Copenhagen European Council, numerous strategy documents of the European 
Commission, together with the necessary added driving force of the many European Councils 
thereafter, have served to work out and give shape to this strategy for the "European family". 
Following the Commission's 1997 Agenda 2000 recommendations4 the accession process was 
launched on 30 March 1998 and accession negotiations opened a day later, with five CEECs: the 
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia, together with Cyprus.5 But since the 1999 
Helsinki European Council, all ten CEECs, Cyprus as well as Malta and Turkey6 are taking part in the 
Union's largest accession project ever. Thus, accession negotiations have been formally opened with 
the remaining five CEEC candidates.7 Despite the growing momentum in the overall process and even 

                                                                 
*
 Europees Instituut, University of Gent. This article was prepared in the framework of a project ("geconcerteerde 

onderzoeksactie", GOA) financed by the Ministry of Education of the Flemish Community (Universiteit Gent, BOF). 
**

 This article was first published in Common Market Law Review 2000 (37), pp. 1173-1210. Publication with kind authorisation 
of Kluwer Law International. 
1 Commission Communication to the Council COM(90)278 final of 27 Aug.1990, the Conclusions of the Edinburgh European 
Council of 11-12 Dec.1992, based on the Commission's report entitled Europe and the Challenge of Enlargement. See the 
contribution by Maresceau and Montaguti, "The relations between the European Union and Central and Eastern Europe: a legal 
appraisal", (1995) CML Rev., 1327-1367 at p. 1328. 
2 On the evolution and substance of the Europe Agreements, see Gaudissart, in "L'association des pays d'Europe centrale et 
orientale", Chapt. VII of L'association: un mode de co-opération privilégié et les Etats tiers, PhD Thesis, European Institute, 
University of Gent, Faculty of Law, 1999-2000, not yet published. 
3 See the EAs with Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovenia. 
4 Approved by the Dec.1997 Luxembourg European Council. 
5 Already in 1993, and this notwithstanding the de facto division of the island, the European Commission had given a positive 
opinion on Cyprus' application for membership. See Gaudissart, "Cyprus and the European Union. The long road to accession", 
8 The Cyprus Review, (Spring 1996), pp. 1-31. 
6 However, accession negotiations have not been opened with Turkey due to its inability to meet the political criteria outlined 
later in this article. 
7 And Malta too, following its reactivation of its application to become a Member of the EU, 10 Sept.1998. 
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public declarations of anticipated accession dates, no specific timetable has been established for the 
actual accession of any of the candidates.8 
 
However, in re-orienting the EAs to make them accession vehicles, the key feature of the pre-
accession strategy is now the Accession Partnerships (APs), instruments which are adopted by the 
Council (alone) after consultation with the candidates. It is the APs which guide this overall re-
orientation in the EU-CEECs relations under the EAs. And it is the APs which set out the specific 
principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and conditions for each candidate, which specify the 
significant adjustments required of each of them and, last but not least, which programme their EC 
assistance entitlement accordingly. For their part, and in direct response to this re-orientation of the 
EAs by the Union, the candidate countries have followed the Union's pre-accession conditionality by 
adopting the legal instruments and structures in line with the strategy worked out by the Union.9 
 
This dynamic evolution of the accession strategy built on the EAs is not only in line with the increasing 
intensity of relations between the EU and its eastern neighbours and of their respective political and 
economic ambitions. It also results from the need for the permanent adaptation of the Union's policy 
towards the transition of the CEECs. Throughout, the EAs have provided the basis for continuity in the 
relations between the CEECs and the EU as they undergo the necessary, extensive and progressive 
reforms. The EAs remain the bilateral legal bases for the relations between the EC10 and each of the 
candidate CEEC countries and, while their context has changed dramatically as a result of their role in 
the pre-accession strategy, the actual content of the EAs themselves has changed little. 
 
 
2. TRANSITION FROM "PURE" ASSOCIATION AGREEMENTS INTO A PRE-ACCESSION VEHICLE 
 
Originally, the main objectives that guided the EC/CEEC relations under the EAs were: to establish 
political dialogue where it had previously been absent; to bring about bilateral free-trade areas11 with 
each of the CEEC countries within ten years, in order to achieve a liberalisation of trade in industrial 
products; and to provide for broad-ranging economic co-operation in a number of key areas as well as 
cultural co-operation and financial co-operation. Provisions on movement of persons, establishment, 
supply of services, payments, capital, competition and approximation of laws apply to the association, 
and a variety of bodies were established under the EAs through which the European Community and 
the EA countries would co-operate to strengthen and widen their relations. The Union contributed to 
the reconstruction and then the market reform of its eastern neighbours through the PHARE 
instrument dating back to 1989,12 an autonomous instrument of the European Community quite 
distinct from the EAs. Also distinct from and in parallel to the EAs, was the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), established in 1991 to foster the transition towards open 

                                                                 
8 E.g. Enlargement Commissioner Verheugen declared his own personal "political objective" that Poland should be among the 
first new Members and considered the possibility of fixing a timetable before the end of 2000 either to conclude negotiations 
with each candidate or to set the actual dates for accession, at least for the "first wave" of countries with which negotiations had 
been opened in 1998. Interview reported in the Financial Times, 3 April 2000. 
9 Indeed, the enthusiasm of the CEECs to follow the political, economic and legal order of the then European Communities was 
apparent even before the existence of formal agreements and facilitate that re-orientation. See Mûller-Graff, "General Report" in 
MûlIer-Graff (Ed.) East Central Europe and the European Union: from Europe Agreements to a Member Status (Baden-Baden, 
Nomos, 1993), pp. 14-15. 
10 With the accession process, the distinction between EC and EU competencies has become increasingly blurred. Each EA 
with one of the CEECs is a mixed agreement of the EC and of the Member States, giving the Commission provisional 
competence to act beyond the competencies set down in the EC Treaty. In contrast, the Accession Partnerships are based on 
the EC Treaty but are instruments of the Council of the European Union (See 2.1.2 below) as they include non-EC areas of 
competence such as political competencies and justice and home affairs. 
11 The Association Councils adopted Decisions amending protocols to the Europe Agreements in 1996 and 1997 providing for 
the cumulation of origin of products originating in the EC and the CEEC partner countries. 
12 Regulation 3069/89. 
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market-orientated economies as well as to promote private and entrepreneurial initiatives throughout 
Central and Eastern Europe.13 
 
As instruments of integration, the EAs provide a complex and intense integration model and as such 
they have contributed to the economic and political transition for which they were intended. However, 
insofar as the EAs had not been conceived of as vehicles for accession - as integration instruments 
oriented towards eventual accession - the need for some sort of complement to them became 
apparent.14 In particular, the long-term economic and political aims of the Europe Agreements needed 
strengthening, the efficiency of the Association Councils improved, and specific aspects of integration 
had to be filled out in preparation for accession: for example, approximation of laws and the capacity 
of institutions to apply and keep up with the acquis communautaire. 
 
The examples of previous enlargements did not provide an appropriate model for the progressive 
integration of the CEECs in preparation for their accession. No other enlargement has focused on so 
many and such a diversity of countries nor indeed on countries that are so dramatically different from 
the Union in political and economic terms. Although in the end the last enlargement only absorbed 
Austria, Finland and Sweden, originally it was intended to take in all the applicant EFTA countries and 
thus the inclusive approach to the applicant EFTA countries was also apparent in the last 
enlargement. While the COMECON provided the CEECs with a framework for co-operation, EFTA 
provided its member countries with a history of working together in a manner far closer both to each 
other and to that of the EC. Comparatively speaking, therefore, differentiation was not really an issue 
in the case of the EFTA countries. Their level of rapprochement was already well advanced, both 
between each other and with the then European Community and, of course, they did not have the 
political and economic hurdles to integration into the EU anywhere near comparable to those facing 
the CEECs. Yet the accession strategy being applied to the CEECs is essentially the same for each of 
the candidates. The Union has shown itself anxious to assure the candidate countries of the inclusive 
nature of the accession process while at the same time to ensure that there is sufficient differentiation 
between the candidates according to their particular progress or problems. 
 
The EAs continue to provide the only bilateral legal bases for action as they are the only legally 
binding agreements signed and ratified by the EC and its Member States and each of the partner 
CEECs. Built up over a decade, however, today's pre-accession process is not exclusively based on 
the EAs. The 1993 Copenhagen European Council's political reorientation of EC-CEEC relations 
marked the starting point, focusing all available instruments, including the EAs, on accession. The pre-
accession process that is now underway is rooted in the transition of the candidates to functioning 
market economies and democracies, in line with the principles of the PHARE programme, of the 
Copenhagen criteria as well as of the EAs. Today's pre-accession process also builds upon the work 
done under the EAs in terms of co-operation and political dialogue, notably making use of the 
institutions and dispute settlement mechanisms provided for in the EAs. Thus, the EAs have laid the 
foundations for further integration in the run-up to accession and the successful implementation of 
their obligations under the EAs is fundamental to the pre-accession process. As a case in point, the 
timetables set out in each EA for lifting duties and tariffs on products originating in the partner 
countries are a priority of the pre-accession strategy. For the purposes of drafting the APs, the 
candidates' ability to meet their timetables are considered as indicators of the candidate's readiness 
for accession. As part of the pre-accession process, the Commission has also recently announced 
framework agreements in the form of Protocols on conformity assessment to attach to seven of the 

                                                                 
13 The Bank is also active in the CIS (and in South-Eastern Europe). 
14 See e.g. Arnold, Nedelka, "Different models of adjusting to European integration with a view to the implementation and 
enforcement of the Europe Agreement", in Mûller-Graff op. cit. supra note 9, pp. 357-367. 
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EAs (see below)15 These Protocols will build on work already done under the trade provisions of the 
EAs, effectively extending the internal market to sectors where each candidate has adequately aligned 
its own rules with the acquis communautaire in accordance with the pre-accession process. Progress 
under these Protocols will also be used as an indicator of the countries' ability to implement the 
internal market acquis. 
 
The seemingly patchwork evolution of the enlargement process reflects not only the lack of an 
appropriate pre-existent model for accession but also the need for political consensus among the EU 
Member States and the diversity of the applicant countries (see 2.1.). It also reflects the checks and 
balances that have shaped the integration efforts of the EA partners into the accession process (see 
2.1.1.). The reinforced pre-accession strategy complements the integration efforts of the partners so 
far under the EAs and also the conditionality of the Copenhagen criteria, implementing the 
commitments and ambitions of the European Council, the Member States and the CEEC candidates 
(see 2.1.2.). It programmes all Community funding accordingly, as well as third party lending through 
the World Bank, the EBRD and the EIB through framework agreements. The bodies established under 
the EAs are used for the implementation of the overall strategy and it is the EA bodies together with 
the Council bodies that are used to examine the implementation of the AP in this accession strategy. It 
is this pre-accession strategy that guides the relations between the Union and its eastern Member 
States-to-be. 
 
2.1. Two milestones in the reorientation of the Europe Agreements 
 
Two milestones stand out in the reorientation of the Europe Agreements into a vehicle for accession: 
the 1993 Copenhagen European Council and the 1997 Agenda 2000. The fundamental re-orientation 
by the 1993 Copenhagen European Council of the Europe Agreements also brought about the 
reorientation of the financing instruments. 
 
2.1.1. The Europe Agreements and the pre-accession strategy before Agenda 2000 
 
The 1993 Copenhagen European Council recognised membership as a common objective of both the 
Union and the CEECs and, consequently, raised the political significance of the EA. From this point 
on, the Union and the CEEC candidates would interpret the EA in the light of the Copenhagen 
(political) criteria and with their sights firmly on enlargement and accession. These are the criteria 
referred to in many subsequent European Councils and Commission policy documents on the matter: 
 
"membership requires that the candidate country: 
− has achieved stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights, and 

respect for and protection of minorities 
− the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope with competitive 

pressures and market forces within the Union, and 
− (has) the ability to take on the obligations of membership, including adherence to the aims of 

political, economic and monetary union."16 
 
The close relationship between the Copenhagen criteria and the aquis cornmunautaire is apparent. 
The third criterion obviously refers directly to the acceptance of the rights and obligations, actual and 
potential, of the Community system and its institutional framework as described by the Commission in 

                                                                 
15 See Commission Press Release IP/00/736, 10 July 2000. The Commission has initialled PECAs with Hungary, the Czech 
Republic and Latvia. Four more PECAs are in progress with Estonia, Lithuania, Slovenia and Slovakia. 
16 A further condition is also relevant, that of the capacity of the EU to absorb new members. 
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its preparations for the last enlargement.17 The Commission made clear that following the entry into 
force of the Maastricht Treaty, future enlargements would require the candidates to take on the acquis 
in the field of common foreign and security policy (CFSP) and members would have to fulfil the criteria 
for economic convergence if economic and monetary union to be successful. Nowadays, the word 
“acquis" is also frequently used to denote European Union activities outside the EC Treaty proper and 
falling under the second and third pillars of the Treaty. Specific reference to the European Convention 
on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in the Maastricht Treaty imported respect for that 
Convention into the acquis. Moreover, with the new Article 6 of the Amsterdam Treaty, the Union is 
"founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms 
and the rule of law, principles which are common to the Member States" (emphasis added).18 
 
This all-embracing character given to the term acquis is reflected in today's pre-accession process. 
The APs themselves attach an explanation to the Copenhagen criteria insisting on both the 
incorporation of the acquis into legislation as well as the adjustment of their administrative structures 
to ensure that it is actually applied. Thus the progress of the candidates towards adopting the acquis 
and being able to enforce it determines the candidate's ability to meet the Copenhagen criteria. The 
candidates are even expected to take on those chapters of the acquis to which certain Member States 
are not party: the Schengen acquis for example and that of EMU. 
 
The December 1994 Essen European Council set out on a pre-accession strategy based upon the 
EAs. In addition to reorienting the PHARE instrument in line with the Copenhagen criteria, the 
Commission was given the task of drawing up guidance for the CEECs on the key measures in each 
sector of the internal market and priorities for legislative harmonisation. Finally, eager to establish the 
inclusiveness of the enlargement project, so as not to risk alienating or demoralising the partner 
CEECs, a multilateral element, the structured dialogue, was introduced which was intended to build 
upon the foundation provided by the Europe Agreements for the pre-accession strategy. 
 
While the PHARE instrument,19 which predated the reorientation of the Europe Agreements towards 
accession, had been extended to all the CEECs in line with the Community's political commitments 
supporting the economic and social reform of the CEECs, PHARE eligibility was not linked to the 
existence of a EA. Indeed the early annual reports of the European Commission on PHARE, distanced 
PHARE from the parallel evolution of the Europe Agreements, access to EIB and ECSC loans and 
other forms of assistance.20 
 
PHARE was primarily an instrument providing technical assistance for the transformation process. It 
was a "demand driven" approach relying primarily on the partner country to programme the use of 
PHARE funds through indicative programmes prepared by the European Commission services in 
agreement with the relevant national authorities. These indicative programmes were non-binding and 
were designed to be flexible in order to respond to the different needs of the various partners. This, 
however, resulted in the growing number of partner countries following disparate programming and a 
proliferation of priorities and small projects, undermining PHARE and attracting widespread criticism of 
it.21 

                                                                 
17 See Europe and the challenge of enlargement, Bull. EC, Supp. 3/92 at 12. 
18 Previously this Article read “The Union shall respect the national identities of its member States whose systems of 
government are founded on the principles of democracy". 
19 PHARE extends to South Eastern Europe. 
20 See esp. COM(93)172, 10 May 1993, Second Annual Report of the Commission on the implementation of Community 
assistance to the countries of East and Central Europe (PHARE) in 1991. The Third Annual Report (also COM(93)172, 10 May 
1993) made the first references to the Copenhagen criteria and the Europe Agreements, but they form a category alongside 
humanitarian aid, national programmes and sectors, regional co-operation etc. 
21 See the other PHARE Programme Annual Reports for 1997 (COM(1999)234, 18 May 1999), 1996 (COM(1998)178, 24 March 
1998), 1995 (COM(1996)360, 23 July 1996), 1994 (COM(1994)366, 20 July 1995). 
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Nevertheless, while the 1993 Copenhagen European Council set aside a 15% allocation of total 
PHARE funds specifically for certain major infrastructure projects, the 1994 Essen European Council 
explicitly reigned PHARE into the framework of the EA to help the CEECs meet the EA objectives as 
part of the accession strategy. In particular: 
 
− integration projects such as infrastructure development were raised to a 25% allocation; 
− intra-CEEC co-operation (CBC22) was promoted; 
− emphasis was put on legislative harmonisation, standards and other aspects of the internal market; 
− environmental co-operation was explicitly supported as was co-operation in the area of CFSP and 

justice and home affairs, together with co-operation on culture, education and training; 
− PHARE was also programmed on a longer- or medium-term, multi-annual basis. 
 
Also as a result of the 1994 Essen European Council, the Commission's 1995 White Paper on 
preparing the CEECs for integration into the internal market23 ("the White Paper") was published. The 
Cannes European Council of December 1995 concluded that "the preparation of the associated 
countries for integration into the Internal Market is", as was affirmed by the Essen European Council, 
"the main element of the strategy of preparation for accession". The White Paper set out guidelines on 
what was expected of the CEECs. These related to the internal market aspects of the free movement 
of capital, free movement and safety of agricultural products, social policy, agriculture, transport, 
audio-visual policy, environment, telecommunications, taxation, free movement of persons, public 
procurement and financial services. 
 
The partner countries had taken it upon themselves to approximate their own legislation with that of 
the internal market in anticipation of the White Paper and were already using PHARE funds to this 
end. PHARE funding remained a matter for the partner country to programme and as a result, co-
ordination of overall assistance under Community programmes was not easy. Moreover, the White 
Paper gave rise to the overall impression that the internal market acquis communautaire took 
precedence over other equally important areas of the acquis. The applicants were making uneven 
progress generally.24 
 
The creation of the Technical Assistance and Information Exchange Office (TAIEX) in 1995 signified 
an attempt to introduce a multi-country approach to the use of PHARE funds by assisting the CEECs 
with the adoption and implementation of the Internal Market acquis set out in the White Paper. 
Nevertheless, the distinction remained between the Internal Market acquis and the environmental 
acquis in Community assistance bodies: the Development and Implementation Strategies for 
Approximation in Environment (DISAE) for example were administered independently from TAIEX. 25 

Later, Agenda 2000 categorically stated the indivisibility of the acquis communautaire in order to 
remove any risk of imbalance in the adoption and implementation of it between the candidates and, 
looking to the future, between eventual Member States.26 TAIEX was further broadened to apply to the 
entirety of the acquis, to take over DISAE and to extend beyond assistance to the governments of the 
candidates to private entities.27 Also, Agenda 2000 envisaged, in line with the provisions of the EAs, 
the “progressive opening-up to the CEECs of a broad range of Community programmes as an 

                                                                 
22 Cross Border Co-operation was introduced by Regulation 1624/94, O.J. 1994, L 171/14. 
23 COM(95)163, 3 May 1995. 
24 See the Commission's country opinions that accompanied Agenda 2000. 
25 See Inglis, “Extending the environmental acquis to Central and Eastern Europe: Implications of the previous enlargement and 
the Amsterdam Treaty", (1999/1) Revue des Affaires Européennes, pp. 61-79 at p. 68. 
26 Such potential risks are outlined in the Conclusions to the Section on reinforcing the pre-accession strategy in Agenda 2000, 
Vol. 2. p. 57. 
27 Agenda 2000, Vol. 2, p. A-10. 
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intermediate objective to accession and this has indeed been done progressively". Finally, the 
reinforced strategy would later aim to familiarise the candidates with Community law and Community 
procedures through administrative co-operation and participation in Community programmes, as well 
as through their active participation in Community agencies and bodies, such as the Medicines 
Agency and the Environment Agency, the European Patent Office and the European Training 
Foundation. 
 
The institutional framework and bilateral dialogue provided for in each of the Europe Agreements also 
held drawbacks for the application of the EAs. The Association Council, assisted in its task of 
supervising the implementation of each EA by an Association Committee, ran in parallel to the 
Association Parliamentary Committees, which monitored the dialogue between the European 
Parliament and each of the national parliaments of the CEECs. In some cases, bilateral advisory 
bodies, the Joint Consultative Committee, have since been set up - comparable to the EU's Economic 
and Social Committee - which bring together the social partners of both sides. Essentially, the 
Association Councils simply did not meet often enough and progress was either diluted by the need 
for consensus in decision-making or even held back by lengthy arbitration procedures where 
consensus failed.28 The need to create a framework for deepening the relationship with the candidates 
was called for by the Copenhagen European Council. It was tackled through the creation of a 
structured relationship with the institutions of the Union, co-operation in the field of justice and home 
affairs and closer co-operation between the candidates themselves. 
 
The Structured Dialogue introduced a multilateral framework for meetings between the EA countries 
and the EU institutions and was designed to embrace not only the bilateral EAs, but effectively 
extended to all pillars of the Union's activities.29 While each Europe Agreement provided for its own 
bilateral political dialogue and institutional framework, the structured dialogue was designed to deepen 
relations throughout the region, to be inclusive of all EA countries in order to avoid giving any 
impression that the EAs were bilaterally exclusive, and to ensure that no one country would be, or feel, 
left out. The meetings took place on the fringes of Council meetings or the summits of Heads of State 
and Government, taking the form of mutual information and open discussions rather than any actual 
role in decision making or formal inclusion in the internal policy cycles of the EU.30 But the Structured 
Dialogue was dogged by a combination of practical/organisational problems relating to the poor 
preparation, continuity or co-ordination of meetings, the lack of allocated time surrounding the Council 
Meetings and consequently hindering any real, actual dialogue.31 
 
While a convincing package of technical reform measures was agreed by the Foreign Ministers on 27 
February 1996, the attention of the Member States had turned to what would be Agenda 2000 - the 
strategy document of the Commission which promised a more sophisticated accession strategy 
generally. However, as will be seen below, the enhancement and subsequent reinforcement of this 
strategy has concentrated on strengthening the bilateral relations between the EA partners and has 
weakened the multi-country Structured Dialogue.32 
 

                                                                 
28 See Arnold, Nedelka, supra note 14, at p. 364. 
29 Designed to cover all the Common policies, especially those having a trans-European dimension, the common foreign and 
security policy, as well as justice and home affairs. See Communication from the Commission to the Council "Follow up to 
Commission Communication on 'the Europe Agreements and beyond: a strategy to prepare the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe for accession"', COM (94)361, 27 July 1994. 
30 On the Structured Dialogue, see Lippert, Becker, "Structured dialogue revisited”, 3 EFA Rev. (1998), 341-365. 
31 It has even been described as a structural monologue rather than dialogue. See Klau, "Tackling the structural monologue", 
(1996/Feb.) European Voice, pp. 22-28. 
32 Agenda 2000, Vol. 1, p. 62, which reads "the present structured dialogue no longer appears appropriate". 
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2.1.2. Reinforcing the pre-accession strategy 
 
In June 1996 at its Florence summit, the European Council reiterated its call33 for accession 
negotiations to begin 6 months after the Intergovernmental Conference, and went on - at its Dublin 
European Council of December 1996 - to welcome plans for an enhanced pre-accession strategy. 
With the IGC complete, the June 1997 Amsterdam European Council calling for accession 
negotiations to begin, Agenda 2000 was published in July 1997. Its reinforced pre-accession strategy, 
formally approved by the December 1997 Luxembourg European Council, placed full emphasis on 
accession while at the same time, adjusting and refining the earlier reorientation. The adjustment and 
addition of various components to the predecessor strategy was justified and necessary: "Such a 
reinforced pre-accession strategy, if carried out well, will give all parties a guarantee of a well-
prepared accession and will facilitate the solution of the problems raised by enlargement by avoiding 
systematic recourse to long transition periods, which could jeopardise the EC acquis and the cohesion 
of the whole Union."34 The March 1999 Berlin European Council anchored the whole process when it 
reached agreement on the pre-accession financing instruments. Of course, this enhancement and 
reinforcement also served to intensify the bilateral relations between the Union and each respective 
partner. 
 
Thus, the Agenda 2000 strategy raised the significance of the EAs in legal, political and economic 
terms and speeded up the accession train. Agenda 2000 made specific provision for the better use of 
existing procedures, especially the Europe Agreements. It highlights the reliance of the Agenda 2000 
strategy on the bodies set up under the EAs and the fact that since the EAs cover most of the fields 
associated with the acquis, they would provide the basis for the candidate's national programmes for 
adoption of the acquis. Agenda 2000 thus marks a fundamental shift in the relations between the 
Union and the CEECs, which complements the EAs. 
 
While the EAs remain the bilateral legal foundation for the strategy and the bodies set up thereunder 
form the basis of the bilateral work of the EU and the partner CEECs, the Copenhagen Criteria provide 
the basis for the overarching accession process Indeed, the need to create a "framework for the 
gradual integration of (each partner) into the Community" is recognised as an objective of the 
association under all of the EAs except for that with Hungary alone,35 as is the need for the partner to 
fulfil the necessary conditions. The Agenda 2000 strategy is designed to tackle horizontal questions 
common to all CEECs, setting up practical arrangements for the initial phase of the accession process 
and for the reinforcement of the pre-accession strategy as a whole.36 
 
New legal instruments were introduced to improve the framework for EU-CEEC relations, to clarify the 
accession preparation programme and then to implement that programme with each candidate 
country. These new legal instruments take root in EC Regulation 622/98 on assistance to the applicant 
States in the framework of the pre-accession strategy, and in particular on the establishment of 
Accession Partnerships (APs) adopted on an annual basis to mobilise all Community Assistance 
within a single framework and then guide that assistance.37 However, while based on the EC Treaty, 
these are unilateral38 instruments of the Council which deal with matters falling under EC competence 
but also with issues such as political criteria, CFSP and justice and home affairs. 
 

                                                                 
33 Following the December 1995 Madrid European Council. 
34 Agenda 2000 (Vol. 2, A-11). 
35 See Art. 1 of all the EAs. 
36 Agenda 2000, Vol. 1, p. 41. 
37 O.J. 1998, L 85/1. 
38 Unilateral in the sense of being adopted by the Union, following consultation with each candidate, but without formal 
agreement of the candidates. The Commission drafts the APs on the basis of its findings in the annual regular country reports. 
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The APs guide the work of the EA partners in meeting their commitments under the EAs.39 In direct 
response to the APs, the candidates adopted their own national plans for the adoption of the acquis; 
Joint Assessments of medium-term economic policy priorities; the Pact against organised crime; 
National Development Plans, and; other sectoral plans for the participation of the candidate in the 
Structural Funds after membership and for implementation of additional assistance for agriculture and 
rural development (SAPARD) and for structural policies in the field of environment and transport 
infrastructure (ISPA) (see infra at 2.1.2.1). They commit to their respective programmes through 
ratification of their own parliaments. With the accession negotiations underway, screening of the 
candidates' progress in adopting and being able to implement the acquis communautaire is an 
ongoing process clearing the way for negotiations on outstanding matters and problems arising, or on 
the future transitional arrangements, which will of course be kept to a minimum. The screening also 
necessarily affects the drafting of the APs for every year. Of course, as far as the EAs are concerned, 
screening is more concerned with the CEECs' progress towards accession than with association 
under the EAs. 
 
Consequently, the commitments of the Union and the candidate countries under the accession 
strategy run in parallel rather than bilaterally. While legally speaking the measures adopted by the EU 
and the CEECs are separate and autonomous, they are operating in a parallel and mutually 
complementary manner. This is significant because under the bilateral EAs, dispute resolution is 
incorporated and the rights and obligations of the parties are "cast in stone". Under the instruments 
implementing the accession strategy, however, which are considerably further reaching than the EAs, 
the ground is constantly shifting in this pre-accession period as the candidates progressively adopt the 
acquis communautaire and strive to meet the Copenhagen criteria. Once the acquis is implemented 
into the candidate countries' national legal systems, the EC standards will apply and it is for their 
national courts to rule on the rights and obligations under that legislation. This raises the matter of the 
direct effect of Community law and of the EAs and certain references for preliminary rulings before the 
ECJ at the moment raise this very issue. Moreover, whereas the EC courts are able to refer questions 
for a preliminary ruling to the European Court of Justice as to EC law on the matter, the candidate 
countries' courts are not able to do so. This paper concentrates on the EAs and not the APs, which 
require considerable analysis in themselves. However, certain comments on the APs themselves are 
relevant to relations under the EAs.40 
 
2.1.2.1. Specific legal instruments for the re-orientation of the EAs 
 
Regulation 622/98 provided the specific legal framework for the adoption of measures (APs) in the 
programming and implementation of the 1993 Copenhagen European Council conditions and the pre-
accession strategy and of the candidates' commitments under the EAs.41 But it went further. It 
provided the Council with the legal basis to take "appropriate steps with regard to any pre-accession 
assistance granted to an applicant State",42 where a candidate should fail to respect elements 

                                                                 
39 This is made clear in the objectives of each of the APs which reads: "The purpose of the accession partnership is to set out in 
a single framework the priority areas for further work identified in the Commission's opinion on Hungary's application for 
membership of the European Union, the financial means available to help Hungary implement these priorities and the conditions 
which apply to that assistance. The accession partnership will provide a framework for a number of policy instruments which will 
be used to help the candidate countries in the preparations for membership. These will include, inter alia, the national 
programme for the adoption of the acquis to be adopted by Hungary, the joint assessment of economic policy priorities, the pact 
against organised crime and the internal market road maps. Each of these instruments is different in nature and will be prepared 
and implemented according to specific procedures. They will not be an integral part of this partnership but the priorities they 
contain will be compatible with it". 
40 "Accession process" involves all candidates with which accession negotiations have been launched and "accession strategy" 
refers to the Agenda 2000 strategy as implemented by the various legal instruments described. 
41 The specific legal basis for the adoption of the AP by qualified majority in Council is founded on Art. 2 of Regulation 622/98, 
and the mobilisation of all Community assistance within a single framework on Art. 1. 
42 Regulation 622/98, Art. 4. 
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essential to continued pre-accession assistance. Essential elements in this context are listed (non-
exhaustively) as including failure to respect commitments under the EA or to progress sufficiently 
towards fulfilling the Copenhagen criteria. Thus without affecting the political character of the 
Copenhagen criteria, Regulation 622/98 has given the Union an additional legal stick in the form of 
sanctions which attach to both the conditionality contained in the Copenhagen criteria as well as in the 
EAs. Indeed, each of the APs for both 199843 and 1999 list the Copenhagen criteria as guiding 
principles and even refer to outstanding obligations under the EAs.44 
 
The APs provide the legal instruments for the reinforced pre-accession strategy.45 It is the APs which 
programme the relations between the EU and CEECs under the EAs for each year, and the 
Community funding for each is programmed accordingly. As said above, Regulation 622/98 created 
the specific Community legal framework for the adoption of measures in implementation of the 1993 
Copenhagen European Council conditions and the pre-accession strategy and of the candidates' 
commitments under the EAs.46 This means not only that the candidates must fulfil their commitments 
of legislative approximation and implementation of the acquis under the EAs but that they must do so 
according to the APs. Thus all the candidates are placed on an equal footing in terms of what is 
expected of them in order to fulfil the Copenhagen criteria. Nevertheless, the APs differ from candidate 
to candidate. 
 
Despite the impression of joint agreement, commitment and responsibility that the word "partnership" 
implies, these instruments take the form of Council Decisions.47 Each (annual) AP sets down precisely 
what is required of each candidate, building on the progress already made towards reaching the 
Copenhagen criteria and commitments under the Europe Agreements and then programmes 
Community assistance accordingly. They also provide for a raft of additional conditions, some of which 
fall outside the competence of the EC Treaty. These conditions can differ according to the country, 
and include political conditions, institutional and administrative capacity building, additional Internal 
Market measures, justice and home affairs, and the environmental acquis. Article 2 of each AP 
provides that the bodies established under the Europe Agreements and the appropriate Council 
bodies examine the implementation of the Accession Partnerships and that the Commission reports 
(regularly) to the Council. Progress is examined by the Council, which relies on the Commission for 
Annual Progress Reports in order to assess those areas where further work is required.48 
 
However, Regulation 622/98 and the APs could not have financial implications as such.49 As regards 
the financing of the strategy, therefore, Council Regulation 1266/9950 was adopted which ties the 

                                                                 
43 See O.J. 1998, L 121; O.J. 1999, L 335. 
44 See e.g. the 1998 APs, O.J. 1998, L 121. 
45 This new form of instrument was called for by the European Council when it met in Dublin (1996). Their content and role in the 
accession strategy was outlined in Agenda 2000 (Vol. 1, pp. 63-64) before subsequent approval by the Luxembourg European 
Council in December 1997 and their adoption and publication in 1998. 
46 This is expressly outlined in the preamble to Regulation 622/98: "Community assistance is conditional upon the respect of 
commitments contained in the Europe Agreements and upon progress towards fulfilment of the Copenhagen Criteria" and this 
provision is echoed in Art. 4. The APs also contain a specific section on conditionality, section 5. 
47 Unlike the EAs, which had to be ratified by each Member State in turn, the APs were adopted under the EC Treaty but by the 
Council of the European Union. These are not bilateral legal instruments in that it was the Council of the European Union that 
adopted, after consultation with the candidate, the AP in respect of each of them. See the Composite Paper for all progress 
reports COM(1999) 500, 13 Oct.1999 and COMs(1999) 500 to 510 of the same date for country progress reports. 
48 See Art. 1, Regulation 622/98, cited supra note 37. 
49 This Regulation, adopted by unanimity, is based on Art. 308 (ex 235) EC, which in the absence of any other appropriate 
Treaty Articles, enables the Community to take "appropriate measures” to “attain one of the objectives of the Community". Art. 
308 could only be used where no other Treaty Article provided the legal basis for appropriate measures. Aid programmes are 
provided for in the Treaties and the programming of financial resources is, rather, dealt with in the financial instruments and 
programmes adopted under the pertinent Treaty provisions. 
50 Regulation 1266/99 on co-ordinating aid to the applicant countries in the framework of the pre-accession strategy and 
amending Regulation 3906/89, O.J. 1999, L 161/68. 
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various pre-accession funding instruments51 to the EAs, the Copenhagen criteria and to the APs52 as 
well as providing for their co-ordination.53 The co-ordinating Regulation appoints the Commission to 
carry out the co-ordination of all Community assistance under the pre-accession strategy,54 including 
the Community budget, the European Investment Bank, International Financial Institutions (IFIs) and 
any other specific Community financial instruments.55 Programming the assistance, the APs are 
expressly referred to in the Community financing instruments underpinning the pre-accession strategy. 
Thus, the programming of PHARE for example has shifted from a demand driven approach to an 
accession driven approach based on the APs, as is reflected in the 1998 Annual Report on PHARE.56 

ISPA57 and SAPARD58 have entered into force (January 2000), providing additional assistance for 
agriculture and rural development (SAPARD) and for structural policies in the field of environment and 
transport infrastructure (ISPA). Indeed, each AP stipulates the PHARE, ISPA and SAPARD allocation 
and specifies their programming.59 Moreover, as had been envisaged in the Agenda 2000, a 
Memorandum of Understanding has been signed with all International Financial Institutions60 in the 
region, which sets out the principles and the focus61 of their co-operation in the pre-accession 
preparation of the CEECs. However, the suspension of Community funding where essential elements 
are lacking under the Copenhagen criteria or the EAs (see below) is provided for in Regulation 
622/9862 and, by reference to it, in each AP.63 
 
2.1.2.2. The European Conference 
 
The Structured Dialogue seemed to have been quietly dropped64 and replaced with an even weaker 
multi-country forum in the form of "the European Conference". But the European Conference is 
nowhere near as ambitious as the structured dialogue was. Established following the call of the 1997 
Luxembourg European Council for a "comprehensive, inclusive and ongoing process", it is open to 
aspiring countries "sharing the Union's values and internal and external objectives" and intended to be 
a forum for the less advanced to participate. The London meeting of the European Conference on 12 
February 1998, brought together the Heads of State and Government of the EU Member States and 
the CEEC applicant countries and Cyprus and the President of the Commission. 
 
A number of operational observations are pertinent to this comparison. The European Conference is 
held at a far higher level of government than the Structured Dialogue, which involved the relevant 
national officials at a more operational level. It involves far fewer meetings than were involved in the 
Structured Dialogue. This applies equally to the EU Member State officials meeting in the Council and 
to the European Commission officials. The issues dealt with are determined in advance and tend to be 

                                                                 
51 The main one being PHARE, ISPA (the environmental and transport structural funding instrument) and SAPARD (the 
agricultural and integrated rural development funding instrument). 
52 Art. 6. 
53 Art. 5. 
54 Art. 10. 
55 Of course, PHARE is the financing instrument used for the South-Eastern European stabilisation process, and the 
conditionality applied in respect of these countries is different: see Lannon, Inglis, Haenebalcke, "The many faces of EU 
conditionality in Pan-Euro-Mediterranean relations", in Maresceau, Lannon (Eds.), The EU's enlargement and Mediterranean 
strategies (Macmillan, London, New York, 2000). 
56 The PHARE Programme, Annual Report 1998. 
57 Council Regulation 1267/99 establishing an instrument for structural policies for pre-accession, O.J. 1999, L 161/73. 
58 Council Regulation 1268/99 on Community support for pre-accession measures for agriculture and rural development in the 
applicant countries of Central and Eastern Europe in the pre-accession period. O.J. 1999, L 161/87. 
59 Section 4. of each Accession Partnership (1999). 
60 World Bank Group, the EBRD, the Council of Europe Development Bank, the Nordic Investment Bank and the Nordic 
environment Finance Corporation. 
61 Focus is to concentrate on development of the financial sector, enterprise policy, and small and medium sized enterprises, 
environmental protection, large infrastructure projects, social and rural development, and the reinforcement of institutions and 
development of the regulatory framework. The adoption of the acquis will guide the collaboration of all IFIs. 
62 Art. 4, Regulation 622/98, cit. supra note 37. 
63 Section 5, (conditionality) in all the APs. 
64 Agenda 2000, Vol. 1, p. 62. 
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more of common concern among the candidates rather than specific problems arising in the accession 
process. In contrast to the Structured Dialogue, the European Conference is a weaker forum restricted 
to an agenda dealing with topics such as transnational organised crime and the Balkans. These 
matters are of course, of critical importance to the region as a whole. But the European Conference 
does not help prepare the candidates to work within the Union's political institutional structures nor 
does it give them the benefit of experience that this could provide.65 It is striking that even its 
proceedings are held away from the seat of the EU institutions, thus further distancing the candidates 
as a group from the workings of the institutions. 
 
Thus, the increase in the intensity of bilateral relations between the EA partners has not been 
accompanied by any strengthening of the multilateral Structured Dialogue. The emphasis in the 
negotiations and the screening process66 is on the bilateral relationship between the Union and each 
candidate. If anything, the multilateral dialogue component has taken a step backwards as a result of 
the re-orientation. Consequently, the EU is now striving to assure the candidates of the inclusive 
nature of the process while at the same time to maintain scope for differentiating between the 
candidates according to their readiness for accession. 
 
 
3. THE EVOLUTION OF THE EUROPE AGREEMENTS PARALLEL TO THE ACCESSION PROCESS 
 
While the substantive content of the EAs themselves has changed little, drafting differences in the 
various EAs do require careful attention. Although the layout of the EAs is the same,67 the provisions 
of the various titles can differ. The EAs provide the bilateral legal bases for the rights and obligations 
under the association pending eventual accession to the Union. Therefore, differences in the 
provisions can also give rise to divergences in the rights and obligations under the various 
agreements. Moreover, the increasing intensity of the relations between the EU and the CEECs has 
been accompanied by cases being brought before national courts on the provisions of the EAs, and 
four references for preliminary rulings are pending before the European Court of Justice concerning 
the rights of establishment and services (see below). The following section aims to provide a 
horizontal overview of the EAs, comparing and contrasting their provisions. It is not possible to do so 
exhaustively but examples are provided wherever possible. 
 
Due to the fundamental reorientation of the EAs as outlined above, it cannot be forgotten that the APs 
now programme all Community assistance and work by the CEEC partners and the EU, putting all the 
candidates on an equal footing. Thus, work under the EAs concentrates on the objectives, principles, 
priorities and intermediate objectives and conditions contained therein. This is borne out by the fact 
that the Commission's Regular Reports on the candidates' preparations for accession, which form the 
basis for the priorities established in the APs, make no more than a very brief, preliminary evaluation 
of the association under the EAs. 
 
3.1. The later EAs depart in certain significant respects from the model Europe Agreement 
 
The initial reticence of the EU to express its commitment to bringing in its eastern partners was 
somewhat corrected and filled out in the later EAs signed with the Baltic States and Slovenia, all of 
which contained references to the 1993 Copenhagen European Council, "the accession preparation 

                                                                 
65 The candidates are being included at an operational level in Community programmes and through participation in Community 
agencies and bodies. See COM(1999)710 final, 20 Dec.1999. 
66 At the very beginning of the screening process, multilateral screening was done, but it took more the form of informative 
seminars by the European Commission officials on the content of the acquis than any sort of dialogue as such. 
67 Apart from in the case of the Political Dialogue Title, see below. 
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strategy" and the 1994 Essen European Council.68 The later EAs in certain respects also further reflect 
the evolution of political relations between the EU and the CEECs by incorporating co-operation in 
areas covered by the Common Foreign and Security Policy.69 As regards the structure of the EAs, a 
general model is followed, and the Title on "Institutional, General and Final Provisions" is similar in 
every EA. 
 
3.1.1. Essential elements clauses 
 
However, the later EAs do depart from their predecessors (the EAs with Hungary and Poland) in 
certain significant respects. The new essential elements clause of the Bulgarian, Czech and Slovak 
Republics70 and Romanian EAs71 appears after the Title I on Political Dialogue - i.e. in the same order 
as the first EAs, with Poland and Hungary. However, in the later EAs with the Baltic States and 
Slovenia, the essential elements clause appears before the title on political dialogue. This is 
significant. Underlying this structural change to the EA model was the Council's statement on 11 May 
1992 establishing the rule that all co-operation and association agreements between the EC and its 
CSCE partners would, from then on, contain provisions on respect for human rights and the principles 
of a market economy.72 Although it does not transform the basic nature of the EAs, which are not 
specifically directed at promoting human rights, it does upgrade the respect for democratic principles 
and human rights and the principles of market economy. The insertion of these essential elements 
clauses reiterates the shared values and principles and establishes human rights as a precondition to 
co-operation under the EAs as a whole. 
 
While the EAs with the Baltic States and Slovenia closely follow the wording of the earlier EAs, there 
are certain significant additions. The EAs with the Baltic States and Slovenia, specifically mention the 
Bonn Conference on Economic Co-operation in the preamble as "the basis for the domestic and 
external policies of the parties" in the definition of essential elements. These EAs also expressly 
provide that political dialogue "shall take place within the multilateral framework",73 reflecting the hopes 
instilled in the multilateral (structured) dialogue as a mechanism to advance and intensify relations 
throughout the region. This seems all the more incongruous given the general weakening of this 
component following the Agenda 2000 document, discussed above. 
 
To take further account of the evolution of the multilateral dimension, the EAs with the Baltic States, 
signed after the Essen European Council, make provision for integration beyond the purely economic, 
thus expressly extending the potential of the political dialogue to facilitate intra-regional co-operation, 
fostering good neighbourly relations and political and economic stability. Of course, this also reflects 
the deepening relations between the EU and its earlier associated partners, and between the 
associated partners themselves. EU funding initiatives such as INTERREG and the Cross-Border Co-
operation Programme, predating the 1993 Copenhagen European Council, also aimed at cross-

                                                                 
68 The ten EAs entered into force on four separate dates over a period of five years, beginning 1 Feb.1994. The last to enter into 
force, on 1 Feb. 1999, was that with Slovenia, with which accession negotiations had already been opened on 30 March 1998. 
The EAs entered into force on the following dates: on 1 Feb. 1995: Poland (O.J. 1993, L 348) and Hungary (O.J. 1993, L 347); 
on 1 Feb. 1994: Bulgaria (O.J. 1994, L 358), Romania (O.J. 1994, L 357), Czech Republic and Slovakia (O.J. 1994, L 359); on 1 
Feb. 1998: Estonia (O.J. 1999, L 68), Latvia (O.J. 1998, L 26) and Lithuania (O.J. 1998, L 51); on 1 Feb.1999: Slovenia (O.J. 
1999, L 51). 
69 Thus, e.g. the EAs with the Baltic States and Slovenia make specific reference to co-operation in the Union's CFSP within the 
political dialogue. 
70 The new Czech and Slovak EAs, following succession, even contained such a clause (see Art. 6 EA Czech Republic). 
71 Signed December 1994. 
72 See Bull. EC 5-1992, point 1.2.13. For a more in depth analysis see Pollet, "Human rights clauses in Agreements between the 
European Union and Central and Eastern European Countries", R.A.E., III, 1997, 290-301. 
73 See Art. 5 of the EAs with Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovenia. 
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border, transnational, and interregional co-operation74 and the funding provided has grown 
dramatically. Multilateral fora such as the Central European Initiative or CEFTA sub-regional and 
bilateral co-operation and agreements had been actively encouraged. Initiatives at sub-regional level 
were also fostered. The 1995 Treaties on Good Neighbourly Relations between Hungary and Slovakia 
or Hungary and Romania provide examples, as does the Black Sea Economic Co-operation (BSEC) 
which extended Romania's and Bulgaria's co-operation beyond the future EU borders to Moldova and 
Ukraine. Also noteworthy is South East European Co-operation in response to the ex-Yugoslav crisis. 
Many candidates have concluded bilateral agreements between themselves and are co-operating with 
the Union's Member States on a wide range of issues including fostering economic relations. 
 
Indeed, the preambles to the EAs with the Baltic States expressly refer to WEU, NATO Partnership for 
Peace Programme, the Pact on Stability in Europe while that with Slovenia recognises the Pact on 
Stability in Europe and the (bilateral) Osimo Agreements between Italy and Slovenia, particularly as 
regards the promotion of their economic co-operation. Thus, the Council of the Baltic Sea States,75 

which brings the Baltic States together with the Nordic EU Member States, Poland and Russia, is a 
welcome forum for such regional co-operation contributing to the future prosperity and stability of the 
region in line with the Europe Agreements. 
 
3.1.2. Transitional arrangements 
 
Moreover, nine of the ten EAs provided for transitional arrangements both for the association and for 
establishing the free trade area. Estonia76 is the only candidate to have no transitional arrangements 
for the association, due to its progress in economic and political reforms. The EAs with Latvia and 
Lithuania provide for one, single transitional period for the association ending 31 December 1999. The 
earlier EAs provide for a transitional period for the association in two stages, in principle of five years, 
though it could also be one of four and one of six, (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, 
Romania, the Slovak Republic) lasting no more than ten years in all, while that with Slovenia provides 
for a two stage transitional phase of four and two years respectively,77 which would bring Slovenia's 
transition to full association into line with the other CEEC candidates. 
 
This transitional phase applies to association under the titles on movement of workers, establishment, 
supply of services, on payments, capital, competition and other economic provisions, approximation of 
laws, on economic co-operation, on cultural co-operation, on financial co-operation, on institutional, 
general and financial provisions. Where appropriate, transition to the second phase is decided by the 
Association Council and may involve changes to the content of the provisions governing the second 
stage and will depend, for example, on Slovakia's progress in the "economic reforms". Taking as an 
example the EU-Hungary EA, the only EA on the point of transition to the second phase,78 the first 
phase of the Hungary EA expired 31 January 1999, the EA havi ng entered into force 1 February 
1994.79 Transition to the second phase for Hungary will concern in particular the movement of 
workers, the right of establishment and the movement of capital.80 

                                                                 
74 The INTERREG Initiative was introduced in 1990 to develop cross-border co-operation and help areas on the internal and 
external borders of the Union to overcome the problems arising from their isolation. The new INTERREG III Initiative for 2000-
2006, adopted May 2000, provides further support for that goal while also supporting interregional and transnational co-
operation. 
75 Co-operation among the Baltic States is provided for in Art. 2(2) of the EAs with Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 
76 See Art. 8 of the EA with Estonia which differs completely from all other EAs. 
77 EA Slovenia Art. 3(1) that transitional period beginning date of entry into force of the EA. 
78 See Decision 1/2000 of the EU-Hungary Association Council, O.J. 2000, L 114/32. Poland too, according to its 1999 
Association Council minutes, is due to move on to the second stage. 
79 See Art. 6 of the EU-Hungary EA: normally, the Hungary Association Council must adopt a decision formally launching the 
second phase within 12 months of expiry of the first phase. 
80 See the Explanatory Memorandum to the proposed decision, COM(1999) 692 of 15 Dec. 1999. 
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3.1.3. New titles in the EAs with Baltic States and Slovenia 
 
Certain specificities of the EAs with the Baltic States and Slovenia are apparent. The EAs with the 
Baltic States and Slovenia also contain an entirely new title81 on co-operation in prevention of illegal 
activities. Illegal immigration, corruption, illegal trafficking in industrial waste and counterfeit goods are 
covered, as well as drugs and psychotropic substances and organised crime. The EU Member States 
will provide technical and administrative assistance to help co-operation in the form of consultations 
and close co-ordination. These countries have not been singled out for measures to tackle organised 
crime. The 1998 and the 1999 APs have specified measures to combat corruption and organised 
crime and border management as short and medium term objectives for all the CEEC candidates. This 
is a clear example of how the APs serve to put the candidates on an equal footing in the pre-
accession strategy and alleviate textual differences in the EA. In addition, the Pact on Organised 
Crime82 has been adopted and organised crime is a preoccupation of the European Conference. 
Moreover, the 5-year Action Programme on organised crime of the Portuguese Presidency (2000) is 
establishing co-operation at EU Member State level to combat it. 
 
The EA Slovenia also contains a special Title on Provisions relating to the 1975 Osimo Agreement 
and concerning Economic co-operation between Slovenia and Italy.83 Effectively, it promotes regional 
co-operation84 under the Osimo Agreement and foresees mutual free access to originating products in 
the frontier zones, created by agreement between Slovenia and Italy under the Osimo Agreement. 
 
The EAs with the Baltic States give special attention to fostering intra-Baltic co-operation and that with 
other CEECs and countries bordering the Baltic with a view to integrated development of the region.85 
The EAs with the Baltic States all contain provisions on fisheries and information infrastructure, which 
are not contained in the other EAs. The provisions on fisheries reflect the strategic importance of 
fisheries to the Baltic States. The EAs with the Baltic States in particular, provide the basis for the 
development of bilateral co-operation under their separate fisheries agreements, taking account for 
example of sustainability issues, including international co-operation, and the introduction of EC 
production quality or health standards for fish farming. However, all of the 1998 APs for countries with 
coastlines86 state the development of capacity to implement and enforce the common fisheries policy 
as a medium term objective and these priorities have been further elaborated in the 1999 APs. 
 
3.2. Trade related provisions 
 
As regards the transitional phase for establishing the Free Trade Area, the general target date for 
opening up the Free Trade Area to all the CEEC candidates is 1 January 2004.87 It is a system for the 
asymmetrical opening up of trade based on reciprocal concessions, whereby the EU Member States 
move faster than their counterparts to lift such duties and tariffs on products originating in the EA 
countries. This also extended the timeframe for the candidates to lift customs duties on certain EU 
products and allowed them to take exceptional measures to protect new emerging industries. 
 

                                                                 
81 Title VII in all Baltic EA and in the EA with Slovenia. 
82 On 28 April 1997 the Council of the EU adopted an action programme against organised crime (O.J. 1997, C 251) setting out 
a range of measures to be taken over the following two years. These included the signing of a pre-accession pact on this 
subject with the States of Central and Eastern Europe and Cyprus. 
83 See Arts. 107-109 of the EA with Slovenia. 
84 Art. 107. 
85 EAs with Estonia (Art. 71(4)), Latvia (Art. 72(4)) and Lithuania (Art. 72(4)). 
86 That is to say all EAs except those with Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic. 
87 The transitional period starting from the dates of entry into force of the EAs and the Agreements on Trade-Related Matters 
with the Baltic States. The last transitional period to expire is that of Bulgaria. 
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Under the EA Lithuania, a six-year transitional period is provided for; and under the EA Latvia a four-
year transitional period, both beginning on the date of entry into force of their Agreements on Free 
Trade and Trade-Related Matters, 1 January 1995. Pending the entry into force of the EAs, Interim 
Agreements were used to apply provisions of the EAs relating to trade and accompanying measures88 
except for the Baltic States, with which Agreements on Trade and Trade-Related Matters entered into 
force simultaneously. The absence of a transitional phase in the EA Estonia did not mean immediate 
opening up of the free trade area because the provisions of each relevant section specify the 
deadline.89 
 
So far most amendments or measures to complete the EAs have been trade related. Any 
amendments have primarily been designed to speed up the dismantling of duties and taxes imposed 
upon imports from the CEECs90 or to further reduce levies91 or to take account of the Uruguay Round 
negotiations92 or to facilitate or extend the system of cumulation for example.93 However, certain of the 
EAs have been amended to take account of the specificity of the relations between the EC and the 
partner in question. Thus, for example, the EA with Poland was amended to suspend customs duties 
to imports of and raise tariff quotas for Community produced cars imported into Poland.94 
 
Each EA sets out (different) timetables for each partner to progressively reduce customs duties, or 
charges having equivalent effect, on industrial products or to abolish quantitative restrictions thereon. 
Only the EA with Estonia foresaw the same deadline for the EC as for Estonia to bring about the free 
trade area in industrial products. As regards the other candidates, however, the timetables and 
products can differ. For certain sensitive industrial products, agricultural products and fishery produce, 
gradual mutual reductions of existent duties and tariffs between the partners under the Title III on free 
movement of goods are provided for. Industrial products, agriculture and fishery products listed in the 
relevant annexes have been treated differently; the actual concessions granted by the Union differ 
according to the origin of the product and the product itself, as do the concessions of the CEEC 
partners. 
 
Duties applicable to industrial products are reduced and abolished at different rates according to the 
product and the CEEC partner, but access for industrial products from the associated countries have 
had virtually free access to the EU since the beginning of 1995. The EA Hungary timetables give 
Hungary until 1 January 2001 to do away with the last of the customs duties and quantitative 
restrictions on Community imports. But the deadline for Romania to reduce customs duties on 
Community industrial products to zero is 30 April 200295 while Bulgaria has to reduce customs duties 

                                                                 
88 These provisions included general principles, trade in goods, current payments for trade in goods, competition, protection of 
intellectual, industrial and commercial property, institutional, general and financial provisions and the protocol on mutual 
assistance between administrative authorities in customs matters. 
89 Compare e.g. the EA Estonia, Art. 19(3), which allows Estonia concession in respect of agricultural products which "shall 
cease to apply at the latest by 31 December 1999", compared to a more standard form, such as that set out in the EA Bulgaria, 
which reads "they shall cease to apply at the least at the expiration of the transitional period". 
90 See e.g. the replacement of various Articles of the EA with Poland in order to speed up the abolition of customs duties on 
imports. Additional Protocol to the Interim Agreement on trade and trade-related matters and EA with Poland, O.J. 1994, L 025, 
p. 0002-0005 94/129. 
91 See e.g. the Exchange of Letters of 25 Oct. 1994 between the EC and Hungary further reducing levies on agricultural produce 
and adding to that list. 
92 See e.g. 99A0202(01) Protocol for the adaptation of the trade aspects of the Europe Agreement between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Hungary, of the other part, to take into account the 
accession of the Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland and the Kingdom of Sweden to the European Union and the results 
of the agricultural negotiations of Uruguay Round, including the improvements of the existing preferential regime. O.J. 1999, L 
28/3-0063. 
93 See e.g. Decision 1/1999 of the Association Council with Hungary, O.J. 1999, L 049/33. 
94 Exchange of Letters EC/Poland amending Annex IVb to the Interim Agreement and to the Europe Agreement between them 
and the Declaration by the Community, O.J. 1994, L 202/0020-0024. 
95 See Art. 11 EA Romania, which provides that the final reduction of basic duty to 0% on EC products shall be 9 years from the 
date of entry into force of the Interim Agreement Romania. 
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on Community industrial products to zero by 30 December 2002.96 Similarly, the timetables for the 
reduction of customs duties and quantitative restrictions by the Community, and the products to which 
they apply, can also differ under each EA. 
 
In all EAs, specific provisions deal with textiles,97 ECSC and Euratom products as set out in the 
relevant protocols or annexes or dealt with under the Euratom Treaty. As for agriculture and fisheries, 
the EAs differ on the concessions or the timetable for tariff reductions according to the products listed 
in the annexes. Exceptionally, the EA Poland contains a provision specifically providing for regular 
consultations in the Association Council on how to harmonise the agricultural policies of the EC and 
Poland.98 The dismantling of tariffs on trade in agricultural produce under the EAs is proving a major 
stumbling block to the present negotiations with Poland as, rather than implementing the EA 
commitments, it has even increased import tariffs on EC produce.99 Additional political pressure has 
been put on Poland by the AP which lists "the need for the elimination of outstanding tariff and non-
tariff market access barriers (linked to Europe Agreement obligations) as a short-term priority".100 
 
Fishery produce provisions also differ from one EA to another. For example, under the EA Estonia, 
Community tariff reductions are applied only to specified Estonian fishery products101 and the 
Association Council agrees on the grant of further concessions whereas under the EA with Bulgaria, 
concessions on fishery products are agreed within the Association Council as for any other agricultural 
produce.102 The EA with Lithuania also provides Community tariff quotas to specified Lithuanian 
fishery produce, while Lithuania applies certain tariff reductions to Community fishery. 
 
As regards technical barriers to trade of course, which are not specifically dealt with in the trade 
provisions, the work of the candidates to approximate their legislation with that of the EC will 
necessarily facilitate EC-CEEC trade. Every EA requires that the candidate "shall endeavour to ensure 
that its legislation will be gradually made compatible with that of the Community”,103 although the lack 
of any timetable or specific agenda for approximation of laws within the EA made this provision vague. 
Priorities and objectives for the alignment with EC rules on the internal market, agriculture, 
environment, transport, and employment and social affairs for example are now specified in the 
various APs. Indeed, the 1999 AP for Poland sets as a short-term priority the adoption of a 
programme for the elimination of outstanding and non-tariff barriers "linked to Europe Agreement 
obligations"104 before 2000. To speed up the integration process in the internal market in particular, 
protocols attaching to the EAs containing framework agreements on conformity assessment are to 
enter into force before the end of the year with three but perhaps even seven of the EA countries.105 
These framework agreements are designed to iron out potential trade barriers which may arise in the 
mutual recognition of conformity assessment procedures or mutual acceptance of certain industrial 
products. Once the candidate's legislation on industrial products has been aligned with that of the EC, 

                                                                 
96 Art. 11(4) EA Bulgaria. 
97 A subtle distinction is made between tariff and non-tariff aspects of mutual trade in textiles. Only tariff measures are actually 
taken into account in Protocol 1 to the EAs on textile and clothing products. The dismantling of non-tariff measures is only really 
anticipated within a timeframe that is half of the period agreed in the Uruguay negotiations, up to a minimum of 5 years, 
beginning 1 Jan. 1993. See Gaudissart, op. cit. supra note 2, p. 229. 
98 See Art. 20(6) EA Poland. 
99 Poland has increased import duties on imports of EC produce including pig meat, cereals, sugar and rapeseed. Accession 
Negotiations with Poland are in stalemate. Negotiations on agriculture are also a problem in the negotiations with Slovenia. 
100 See 1999 AP for Poland, p.10. 
101 These products are listed in Annex VI to the EA Estonia. 
102 See Arts. 23 and 24. 
103 Art. 69 EA Romania. The wording can differ from EA to EA. See e.g. Art. 67 EA Hungary. 
104 O.J. 1999, L 335/10. 
105 Commission Press Release IP/00/736, infra. Examples of the products concerned include: machinery, electrical safety, 
electromagnetic compatibility, gas appliances, hot water boilers, good manufacturing practices for medicinal products, good 
laboratory practices for medicinal products and medical devices, equipment for use in potentially explosive atmospheres 
(ATEX), lifts and personal protective equipment. 
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these protocols then agree to establish the general principles and procedures for the mutual 
recognition of results of conformity assessment procedures and the mutual acceptance of the products 
concerned. Effectively, this will extend the internal market for certain industrial products, to those 
candidates that have agreed such a protocol, in advance of the accession of the candidate. 
 
The common provisions of the Title on the free movement of goods are more or less the same 
throughout the EAs.106 The introduction of new customs duties or quantitative restrictions is forbidden 
(the "standstill" clause) as is fiscal discrimination. Exceptional tariff measures by the partner candidate 
country are permissible as is the introduction of anti-dumping or safeguard measures by both partners 
in respect of increased imports of sensitive products. Strict procedures and rules apply to their use.107 
All EAs, in a later Title, contain provisions on the discipline in currency payments, movement of capital, 
competition and public procurement and the approximation of laws, which complement the trade 
arrangements.108 
 
3.3. Movement of workers, establishment and services 
 
The regime for the movement of workers under the Europe Agreements is virtually the same in all 
EAs, apart from the transitional arrangements. Essentially, these provisions provide for non-
discrimination by the Member States of legally employed nationals of the CEEC partner on their 
territory and vice versa. Under the establishment provisions, the rule is that the Parties must grant 
"national treatment" to their respective companies and individuals - non-discrimination - under all the 
EAs, enabling them to carry out the majority of economic activities. As in the EC Treaty, these 
provisions overlap with those on services. 
 
However, the establishment and services provisions, especially in the later EAs with the Baltic States 
and Slovenia, are more carefully worded than the earlier agreements - something which can be 
explained by the fact that these EAs were negotiated after the Uruguay Round.109 Derogations to the 
general principle of national treatment are provided for but will generally come to an end with the first 
phase of the transitional period or the end of the transitional period where appropriate110 and the EU 
Member States grant national treatment upon entry into force of the EA. All EAs contain a clause 
allowing the CEEC partner to derogate from the establishment provisions in respect of EC companies 
and nationals wanting access to sensitive industries, but the EAs with the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia additionally allow the Association Councils to prolong the first phase 
of transitional arrangements for industries undergoing restructuring in specific circumstances. In the 
cases of Romania and Bulgaria such measures must not exceed the transitional period.111 The EAs 
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia do not restrict any prolongation of a derogation to the 
establishment provisions other than to an unspecified "limited period of time".112 
 
The definition of establishment is the same throughout and the right of establishment neither extends 
to allowing the Parties' respective nationals to seek or take employment in the partner country nor 
confers any right of access to the labour market. However, the definitions of "key personnel" for the 

                                                                 
106 See Art. 28 EA Slovenia. The EA does not affect specific trade arrangements between the EC Member States and the ex-
Yugoslavia as succeeded to by Slovenia. 
107 The Commission's interim report 2000/1 covering statistics for anti-dumping and anti-subsidy activities of the Union for the 
first quarter of 2000 describes a sharp increase in the number of provisional measures taken by the EC, attributed in the 
executive summary thereto as a result of the Asian financial crisis and world-w ide difficulties experienced in the steel sector. 
See http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/policy/dumping/reports.htm. 
108 See Title V of each EA. 
109 Again, transitional arrangements can differ from EA to EA in the establishment provisions too. 
110 See Art. 51 of the EAs with Latvia and Lithuania and Art. 50 of the EA with Estonia. 
111 EA Bulgaria Art. 51. 
112 Art. 52 EA Slovenia; Art. 51 EAs Slovakia and Czech Republic. 
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purposes of employment of both EC and CEEC corporate staff in the partner country differ in the EAs 
with the Baltic States and Slovenia. These EAs allow for the temporary intra-corporate transfer of 
employees113 in addition the right of establishment for senior employees or highly or uncommonly 
qualified employees provided in earlier EAs.114 The EAs Baltic States and Slovenia have also been 
further opened up to allow for the temporary presence of a company's representatives in given 
circumstances.115 
 
As regards services, the EAs Baltic States and Slovenia specify a time limit for the gradual opening-up 
of cross-border movement of services, while the other EAs leave the deadline open to the Association 
Council. Moreover, the EAs Baltic States and Slovenia contain a standstill provision, absent in the 
earlier EAs, to prevent new measures restricting the cross-border provision of services, together with a 
consultation procedure where such measures are adopted.116 This novelty is no doubt due to the fact 
that no steps have actually been taken to open up the supply of services. 
 
The general provisions on limitations on grounds of public policy, public security and public health also 
differ between EAs. The EAs Baltic States and Slovenia provi de for limitations on the grounds of 
public policy, public security and health as regards the entire Title on movement of workers, 
establishment and services117 while the earlier EAs provide for such limitations only as regards 
establishment. Other differences include the fact that the Bulgaria, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia and 
Romania agreements allow EC companies and nationals to be excluded from public aid in public 
services during the transitional period.118 
 
None of the EAs119 applies its establishment provisions to air transport, inland waterways and maritime 
cabotage transport services, although the Association Council does have the power to make 
recommendations for improving establishment and operations in these fields. Insofar as they do apply 
to transport services, the EAs reflect the specificities of the associated country. However, the short 
and medium term priorities set out in the APs concentrate on aligning with the acquis on maritime 
safety legislation and air, road and maritime transport. 
 
Supply of transport services is dealt with separately. Like the previous EAs, the Agreements with the 
Baltic States provide for the conclusion of separate agreements on international shipping, air and land 
transport. The EAs Baltic States also contain a commitment to conclude an agreement with the EU on 
the transit of inter-modal traffic through each others' territories before the end of 1999 and the trilateral 
agreement between Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on Baltic Common Transit Procedure entered into 
force in 1999.120 This is consistent with the planned extension of the common transit system to the 
candidate countries on the basis of the Commission's action plan for transit in Europe.121 The EA 
Estonia allows Estonian and EC companies and nationals providing international maritime transport 
services also to provide international sea-river services in their respective inland waterways. The EA 
Slovenia also refers to the provisions of the transport Agreement signed by the EEC and Slovenia on 

                                                                 
113 See e.g. Art. 50(2)(c) EA with Slovenia; Art. 48(2)(c) EA with Estonia; and Art. 49(2)(c) EA with Latvia and Lithuania. 
114 See e.g. Art. 53 EA Bulgaria. 
115 See Art. 50(3). 
116 See e.g. Art. 52, EA Estonia. 
117 See e.g. Art. 54(1) EA Estonia. 
118 See e.g. Art. 57(2) EA Slovenia. 
119 Hungary, Slovenia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, Romania. 
120 See e.g. Art. 53(4) EA Estonia. 
121 COM(97)0188, O.J. 1997, C 176/3. 
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5 April 1993, which mentions the principles of the freedom of transit for road traffic, non-discrimination 
and approximation of Slovene transport legislation to that of the Community.122 
 
Of course the purpose of these provisions and other economic provisions on competition and 
approximation of laws is to complement the increase in trade under the EAs in preparation for 
eastwards enlargement. In a case brought before the Finnish courts by the Estonian Shipping 
Company against the Finnish dock workers' trade union, dating back to December 1998, the Estonian 
company is attempting to rely on the competition provisions combined with the services provisions of 
the EA to force the Finns to lift their boycott of Estonian cargo ships. The Finns object to the meagre 
earnings of the Estonian workers and maintain that their industrial action relates to Finnish Labour law, 
which falls to national competence. The Finnish courts must look at whether the case is a matter for 
Finnish labour law - Article 55 of the EA Estonia explicitly states that "nothing in the Agreement shall 
prevent the Parties from applying their laws ad regulations regarding ... labour conditions ... provided 
that ... they do not apply them in a manner as to nullify or impair the benefits accruing to any Party 
under the specific provision of the Agreement". If however, the court considers that it raises issues 
relating to services and competition, it could, in theory, refer to the European Court of Justice for its 
guidance on the interpretation of the EA provisions - a very lengthy procedure. Of course there is the 
dispute resolution mechanism provided by the Association Council to settle matters by diplomatic 
means. In the meantime, the Swedish companies are now proposing to import skilled workers from the 
Baltic States, especially in the areas of information technology and the processing industry, and are 
also facing opposition from Swedish trade unions in favour of making better use of the local work 
force, hiring workers from other Member States and taking measures to raise the birthrate. 
 
3.3.1. The evolution of case law 
 
The increasing intensity in the relations between the EU and the EA countries has been accompanied 
by an increase in case law under the EAs. Indeed four references for preliminary rulings are pending 
before the European Court of Justice concerning the provisions on establishment and services under 
the EAs with Poland, the Czech Republic and Bulgaria. The Barkoki reference from a UK court123 asks 
whether Article 45 of the EA Czech Republic has direct effect, despite the fact that Article 59 of the 
same agreement, stipulates that "nothing" in the Title on the movement, establishment and the supply 
of services shall prevent the Parties from applying their laws and regulations regarding entry and stay, 
work, labour conditions and establishment and supply of services, provided that, in so doing they do 
not apply them in a manner as to nullify or impair the benefits accruing to any Party under the terms of 
a specific provision of the Agreement". If directly effective, the UK Court has asked to what extent a 
Member State can apply national rules on entry, stay and establishment to natural persons seeking to 
rely on the establishment provisions of the Agreement. If Article 45 is not directly effective, the UK 
Court has asked whether there is any legal basis upon which a Czech national can rely to invoke 
Article 45 of the EA Czech Republic in order to challenge the (EC) national laws which have resulted 
in a decision to refuse him entry. If Article 45 is directly effective or an alternative legal basis is open to 
the Czech national in order to invoke a right of establishment, the UK Court puts a number of related 
questions concerning whether, and on what grounds, prior entry clearance can be required of or 
refused a Czech national wishing to set up as a self-employed person. 
 

                                                                 
122 Indeed, the EA Bulgaria was completed by an Exchange of Letters on inland transport infrastructure dating back to 1994, in 
which Bulgaria undertook to facilitate EC/Bulgaria traffic in the event that the Yugoslav crisis did not return to normal, O.J. 1994, 
L 358/0215-0216. 
123 C-257/99, The Queen v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex. Parte J. Barkoci,  M. Malik, O.J. 1999, C 26512. 
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The other three references124 again relate to the direct effect of the same provisions in the EA Czech 
Republic or equivalent provisions in the Polish and the Bulgarian agreements, and also request 
guidance as to whether the Bulgarian/Polish or Czech national must already be self-employed prior to 
entry, for example. The Dutch court in the Jany case additionally raises the question of whether 
prostitution can be excluded from the notion of ''economic activities as self-employed persons". In 
particular, it highlights the fact that Article 43 of the EC Treaty relates to "activities" of self-employed 
persons in contrast to the EA establishment provisions which relate to "economic activities" of the self-
employed and asks whether this amounts to the express exclusion of prostitutes from any right of 
establishment. 
 
It will be interesting to see the ECJ's reaction, as the matter of direct effect of international agreements 
generally is not free from controversy. In the meantime, however, national courts are also applying 
these provisions of the EAs and not necessarily in a uniform manner. On the movement of persons 
provisions, in a recent case before the French Administrative Appeal Court of Nancy, Article 37 of the 
EA Poland was found to be sufficiently clear to be given direct effect without any reference to the 
ECJ.125 The French Basket Ball Federation had refused to allow Lilia Malaja, a Polish basketball 
player legally employed in France and in possession of a valid residence permit, to play in the 
women's league on the grounds that there were too many foreign players and that her work contract 
hadn't been approved by the federation running the league. Relying on Article 37 EA Poland, the court 
ruled in her favour that she could not be considered a "foreigner" for the purposes of those rules 
because she already had a valid work contract under the French Labour Code. 
 
In a number of Dutch cases126 concerning prostitutes coming from EA countries, the question has 
arisen as to whether the establishment provisions in the EAs should be interpreted as broadly as 
those in the EC Treaty. In these cases, the Dutch courts have refused residence permits to self-
employed prostitutes coming from EA countries on public policy and public morality grounds, to the 
extent that Dutch nationals were allowed to exercise this economic activity. A Belgian judge is 
reported127 to have given direct effect to Article 44 of the EA Poland, while a Dutch court is reported to 
have ruled that the same Article does not have the direct effect of Article 43 EC. Apparently, the Dutch 
judge found that Article 43 EC was not directly effective, because it had to be implemented through 
implementing regulations and even went on to base his reasoning on differences in the wording of 
Article 44 EA Poland and Article 43 EC, but also on the fact that the preamble of the EA Poland (like 
all the other EAs) expressly states the agreement's purpose as being to help Poland achieve EU 
membership rather than to give its provisions a comparable status to those of the EC Treaty. This 
decision seems all the more bizarre given the reorientation of the EAs towards accession and that EU 
membership is now a common objective of both the EU and each candidate country. Moreover, this is 
made clear in the short and medium term priorities for employment and social affairs in the APs, in 
accordance with which the candidate countries are adopting the same implementing regulations and 
provisions. Thus Europe Agreements and the pre-accession strategy generally effectively blur the 

                                                                 
124 C-63199, GIoszczuk, O.J. 1999, C 121/12; C-235/99, Kondova, O.J. 1999, C 246/15; C-268/99, Jany, O.J. 1999, C 265/4. 
125 Registered 5 Feb. 1999, N?99NC00282. This case effectively extends the jurisprudence established by the ECJ in the 
Bosman ruling (Case C-415/93, [1995] ECR 1995 I-4921), to all association agreements of the EU, with the result that it is 
forbidden to impose quotas on non-EC nationals legally employed in the EU. However, in a more recent preliminary ruling, 
Deliège (Joined Cases, C-51/96 and 191/97, judgement of 11 April 2000, nyr) from the Belgian Trinual de Première Instance of 
Namur, the ECJ underlined that fact that selection system which takes into account the nature, organisation and financing of the 
sport concerned does not in itself constitute a restriction on the freedom of athletes to provide services, as these considerations 
are unconnected with the personal situation of the athlete in question - even where it favours one athlete over another. Thus, in 
contrast to the Bosman ruling, the selection rules applying to Deliège did not impinge upon her access as a professional athlete 
to the labour market nor did they contain nationality clauses limiting foreign sportspersons from participating. 
126 Case A.M.J. v. Staatssecretaris van Justitie, AWB 97/1311 VREWT and AWB 97/1016 VREWT. 
127 See Van Ooik, "Vrije vestiging van Oost-Europese prostituees in Nederland", 3 Nederlands tijdschrift voor Europees recht 
(1997), 245-248. See also Van den Hende, "Free movement of services and the right of establishment in a pan-Euro-
Mediterranean economic area: between EU membership and GATS", in Maresceau, Lannon (Eds.), op. cit supra note 55. 
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distinction between the EA as an association agreement per se when compared with an equivalent to 
Community law. 
 
3.4. Payments and capital, competition and other economic  

provisions and approximation of laws 
 
The Chapters on approximation of laws are identical but the chapters on competition, state aid and 
other economic provisions in the later agreements take account of the developments at WTO level on 
public procurement. As regards the competition provisions, these can differ from one agreement to the 
other also.128 However, the adoption of implementing provisions, in the form of identical Decisions of 
the Association Council, helps to iron out such inconsistencies and the priority of the adoption of the 
competition and state aid acquis is made quite clear in the APs. State aid in particular, predictably, 
remains the main problem area in the accession negotiations. 
 
An obvious peculiarity of the EA129 with Slovenia is the Exchange of Letters in which Slovenia 
undertakes to take measures to allow EU citizens to buy immovable property there on a non-
discriminatory and reciprocal basis within four years of the EA's entry into force and to allow those EU 
citizens resident in Slovenia for three years to do so upon entry into force of the EA. This was a short-
term priority for action in the 1998 AP for Slovenia and the matter has now been resolved.130 It is 
noticeable that Czech Republic is pushing in the pre-accession negotiations to have an unspecified 
transitional period for the removal of its restrictions on the purchase of real estate by non-residents. 
This is clearly relevant to the establishment provisions where the candidates have agreed that EC 
companies established on their territory can buy and rent property in order to carry out their 
business.131 Indeed, Hungary and Poland would like to secure long transitional arrangements for 
restrictions on the acquisition by foreigners of agricultural land and real estate; and Slovenia expects 
reciprocity should other candidates conclude such arrangements. Hungary is also keen to gain a 
transitional period for the acquisition of air transport licences. These countries are also requesting 
transitional arrangements in the negotiations for the chapters on services in line with these transitional 
arrangements. 
 
Provisions on current payments and the movement of capital can differ from agreement to agreement. 
Obvious differences in the texts do arise. For example, the EAs with Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and 
Lithuania expressly enable them to apply restrictions on outward investments by their nationals and 
companies,132 a provision which does not exist in the EA with Romania, Slovakia, the Czech Republic 
nor in the later EAs with Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia (Article 61 of the EA Latvia provides for compliance 
with the IMF agreement on balance of payments between EC and Latvian residents). And, in the pre-
accession negotiations, Estonia and Slovenia are pushing for restrictions on capital movements to 
third countries. 
 
On access to public contracts for companies not established in the associated country, the competition 
provisions on public procurement procedures apply.133 The EAs with the Baltic States and Slovenia, 
unlike the other EAs, grant their companies access to public contract award procedures once they 
have transposed Directive 93/38/EEC, co-ordinating the procurement procedures of entities operating 

                                                                 
128 See Van den Bossche, “Competition provisions in the Europe Agreements" in Maresceau (Ed.), “Enlarging the European 
Union: relations between the EU and Central and Eastern Europe" (Longman, 1997). 
129 Annex VIII to the EA with Slovenia - Exchange of Letters based on Art. 64(2) of the EA with Slovenia. 
130 See the Regular Report of the Commission for Slovenia of 10 Oct.1999: Law to define reciprocity, and the Rules to establish 
the permanent residence were adopted in February 1999. 
131 See e.g. Art. 45(7) EA Czech Republic. 
132 Art. 61(3) EA with Bulgaria; Art. 60(3) EA with Hungary; Art. 62(4) EA with Lithuania. 
133 See e.g. Art. 66 EA Hungary. 
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in the water, energy, transport and telecommunications sectors.134 Again, however, the APs are 
aligning the progress of the countries. The 1999 APs specify the adoption of EC public procurement 
legislation in respect of a number of candidates. 
 
On intellectual property rights, different transitional arrangements allow the candidates the time to 
bring their protection regime up to the Community level and to accede to multilateral conventions on 
the subject. Here too the EAs with the Baltic States reach further than their predecessors, in that they 
introduce a clause requiring "urgent consultations" should a dispute arise "with a view to reaching 
mutually satisfactory solutions" while the Slovenia EA expressly states that any such dispute "shall be 
referred to the Association Council, at the request of either party, with a view to reaching mutually 
satisfactory solutions".135 The Baltic States are also obliged to accede to a greater number of 
multilateral conventions on intellectual, industrial and commercial property rights than the other EAs. 
Again, however, the APs guide the candidates' actions in this field. A comparison of the 1999 APs 
shows that Hungary is the only candidate for which no short or medium term objectives have been set 
in this field. 
 
3.5. Differences in the EA provisions on economic co-operation 
 
There are differences in the wording of the various Articles of the Europe Agreements but broadly 
speaking, the areas of economic co-operation are the same with only minor textual differences 
according to the specificity of the partner in question. Again, the APs give an indication of work being 
done in these fields prior to accession. For example, specific provisions have been inserted into or left 
aside in the Title on Economic Co-operation in the EAs with the Baltic States.136 
 
As for the EA with Slovenia, it does not mention broadcasting,137 something dealt with in all the other 
EAs under the Article entitled Telecommunications, postal services and broadcasting. Nor does the 
EA with Slovenia contain provisions on public administration,138 unlike the other EAs where co-
operation between national public administrations is provided for. The FA with Slovenia does, 
however, contain additional provisions on protection against natural disasters, unlike any other EAs, 
although - as with all the other country APs - the emphasis rests on the transposition of EC 
environmental acquis and approximation programmes, which include co-operation measures on 
protection against natural disasters. And, like the very early EAs with the Czech Republic, Hungary 
and Poland,139 the EA with Slovenia does not refer to agro-food standards alongside industrial 
standards and conformity assessment as is done in the other, later EAs.140 Despite these textual 
differences, all the APs' provisions on the subject concentrate on furthering the development of 
standardisation and conformity bodies and the operation of a market surveillance system generally, 
without specifically mentioning agri-food standards. 
 
With slight differences, the EAs with the Baltic States contain provisions on economic co-operation on 
information infrastructure. Again, there are no specific priorities for information infrastructure in either 
of the 1998 or 1999 APs for the Baltic States nor any other CEEC candidate for that matter. Given the 

                                                                 
134 O.J. 1993, L 199/84. 
135 See e.g. Art. 68 EA Slovenia, or Art. 67 EAs Latvia and Lithuania, Art. 66 EA Estonia. 
136 E.g. the EA with Lithuania is the only EA (see Art. 92) to contain a provision on housing and construction, which briefly 
provides for co-operation to modernise and restructure the sector, taking account of health, safety, environment and energy 
efficiency. Neither of the Lithuania APs have referred to pre-accession objectives in this field. 
137 Art. 84. 
138 See e.g. Art. 95 EA with Hungary, or Art. 98 EA with Estonia. 
139 Art. 73 EA with Hungary. 
140 See Art. 76 EA with Slovenia, compared to Art. 76 EA with Latvia or Art. 75 EA with Bulgaria. 
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huge potential for growth in this sector in the Baltic Region as a whole,141 this provision in the EAs 
Baltic States is not surprising. It covers a wide range of communications (data, text, picture and 
sound) which could build on the fairly efficient telecommunications networks in these countries. The 
Union is active in its co-operation with the Baltic Sea Region as a whole. Indeed the horizontal 
concept of the Commission's "Northern Dimension" for the policies of the Union of 1998,142 which 
employs existing assistance programmes, highlights the need for efficient information Systems to 
support modern business activity alongside efficient telecommunications and postal networks. 
 
Of course, progress in the economic co-operation of the associated partners must be evaluated by 
reference to the APs and the coherence that they introduce into the relations between the EU and the 
associated partner countries. The programming of EC assistance is now fully accession-driven, in line 
with the APs. The programming reflects two clear priorities: institution-building and investment support 
to bring the candidate countries' industries and major infrastructure up to EC standards. The process 
of alignment of the candidates has been reinforced through, for example, the "Catch-up" facility (worth 
EURO 100 million for 1998-1999) targeted at Romania, Slovakia, Latvia, Lithuania and Bulgaria 
specifically to help their progress in economic and social reform in order to attract investment and fight 
corruption, so as to align their progress with that of the remaining candidates. 
 
3.5.1. Incorporating the candidates at an operational level 
 
Participation of the candidates in the Community programmes, agencies and committees (see section 
2 supra) was anticipated by the Copenhagen European Council of 1993. In the later Agreements, 
provision for such participation was made in the EAs themselves but Protocols had to be added to the 
earlier EAs.143 A Commission Communication on the matter outlines the new approach to 
incorporating the candidates following Agenda 2000 and the 1997 Luxembourg European Council. 
Decisions adopting the new generation of programmes on LIFE,144 for example, or in the field of 
Justice and Home Affairs will automatically include the candidates. Participation requires that the 
candidates forward part of their PHARE allocation to the programme in question but gives them the full 
administrative backup of the Community agencies and bodies. Their inclusion has been speeded up 
by the new approach. As regards participation in Community bodies, this will be decided on a case-by-
case basis but is a fundamental step towards familiarising the candidates with the acquis 
communautaire. Again, the APs specify priorities for reinforcing administrative and judicial capacity as 
well as the funding allocations for participation in the Fifth Research and Technological Development 
Framework Programme for example. This further deepens the overall process of familiarising the 
candidates with practical aspects of becoming a Member State. 
 
 

                                                                 
141 See Opinion of the Committee of the Regions on "Current and future EU policy on the Baltic Sea region with specific 
reference to local and regional aspects", CdR 141/96 fin, O.J. 1997, C 42/6. "The starting point for successful development is 
relatively favourable since the western part of the Baltic Sea possibly has greater potential than anywhere in the world while the 
eastern part has a fairly efficient telecommunications network compared with many other regions of Europe". As early on as 
1994, the Commission had identified the potential economic expansion of the region. 
142 A complement to the Europe Agreements, EC assistance programmes, and regional co-operation programmes such as the 
Council of Baltic States and the Barents Euro Artic Council and the Artic Council, it is designed to address the challenges for EU 
policies towards the countries bordering the Baltic Sea, the North/West Russian regions and Kaliningrad. See COM(1998)589, 
25 Nov. 1998. To this end, it brings in funding under INTERREG, TACIS and PHARE. 
143 See e.g. Additional Protocol to the Europe Agreement establishing an association between the European Communities and 
their Member States, of the one part, and Romania, of the other part. O.J. 1995, L 317/40-43. 
144 The second phase of LIFE expires this year and the third phase will apply from 2000 to 2004. Council Regulation 1404/96 of 
15 July 1996 amending Regulation 1973/92 establishing a financial instrument for the environment (LIFE), O.J. 1996, L 181/1. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The EAs have served generally to intensify the integration efforts of their partners at multi-country 
level but also at sub-regional level (Baltic States, etc.). Additional or different provisions in the EAs 
mean that rights and obligations can also differ from one EA to another, requiring careful attention 
when interpreting their provisions. With the increasing intensity in the integration efforts of all the 
countries concerned, an increase in court actions to defend those provisions of the EAs having direct 
effect can also be expected. 
 
The institutions and instruments used for implementing the accession strategy remain unilaterally 
established by the EU on the one hand and the candidates on the other, co-operating through the EA 
institutions. This is also the case as regards the commitments of the Union (through the financing 
instruments, for example) and the candidates (through their national plans for the adoption of the 
acquis, for example). In this sense the commitments of the Union and the candidate countries under 
the APs are parallel and mutually complementary rather than bilateral. 
 
Consequently, the APs serve to guide any evaluation of the work being done by the EA partners but it 
is still the EAs that specify the association. In comparison with the EAs, the APs adopted by the EU on 
the one hand are not binding on the candidates but, rather; are implemented by them. Thus they do 
not give rise to any rights or obligations for the parties. This effectively disarms the legal/arbitration 
arm of the dispute settlement mechanism of the EA insofar as any dispute should arise under the 
APs.145 Of course, the diplomatic arm of the dispute resolution mechanism of the EAs remains in the 
form of the Association Council, which can resolve disputes by political consensus. 
 
Reflecting on the overall reorientation of the EAs, a certain depoliticisation of the association under 
them is becoming apparent. The progressive reorientation of the Union's conditionality in its relations 
with CEECs and the increasing coherence in that conditionality generally, as well as the considerable 
role played by the Commission in the formulation and implementation of the pre-accession strategy 
and negotiations, emphasises this depoliticisation. 
 
An increasingly precise conditionality, in the form of preconditions, conditions and incentives,146 is 
being applied by the Union in its relations with the CEECs in this pre-accession phase. The 
reinforcement of the pre-accession strategy and, in particular, the reliance on an increasingly precise 
conditionality extending into all areas of current and even future EU policy, can be seen in the working 
out of conditions and how to apply them in a systematic and all-inclusive, non-discriminatory way. The 
APs put all the candidates on equal footing in terms of what is expected of them in order to fulfil the 
Copenhagen criteria. This helps to take the heat out of the political jealousies between aspirant 
countries essentially on the grounds of preferential treatment of candidates.147 
 
The central role given to the Commission in the formulation and implementation of pre-accession 
strategies and negotiations148 and in the co-ordination of the financing instruments is also key to the 
reinforced strategy. Of course, the pre-accession conditionality has been made tighter by the 
introduction of the specific legal mechanisms for the suspension of Community assistance. And it is 
the Commission which must first propose the suspension of Community assistance before the Council 
can take "appropriate measures"149 or "appropriate steps"150 to suspend pre-accession assistance 
                                                                 
145 See e.g. Art. 108 EA Bulgaria. 
146 See Lannon, Inglis, Haenebalcke, op. cit. supra note 55. 
147 Or, in the case of Turkey, between the self-declared and the recognised candidates. 
148 On accession procedures, see Boos, Forman, "Enlargement: legal and procedural aspects", (1995) CML Rev., pp. 98-99. 
149 Lannon, Inglis, Haenebalcke, op. cit. supra note 55. 
150 Regulation 622/98, Art. 4. 
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acting by qualified majority. To some extent this has, at the same time, served to depoliticise the 
relations between the EU and the CEECs in the run up to accession. Moreover the weakening of the 
multilateral, Structured Dialogue dimension to the accession process has served to underline this 
trend and the greatly expanded role of the Commission, the executive arm of the Union's institutions, 
in the accession process adds to this impression. The considerable role of the Commission throughout 
does however, provide coherence in the implementation of the AP and work under the EAs. Moreover, 
as it has been put by a leading author: "[a]n interesting and unique interplay between the Commission, 
European Council and, somewhere in the middle, the Presidency but also some individually 
concerned Member States can be seen at work in the current enlargement debate. The dimension and 
degree of intensity of this interaction cannot be compared with previous enlargements, thus adding a 
very special touch to the present envisaged enlargement(s)".151 
 
Despite this apparent "depoliticisation" of the accession process, the accession process nevertheless 
remains an essentially political one. Any decision to suspend assistance under Regulation 622/98 is, 
in the end, political because it is taken by a qualified majority of the Member States. And ultimately, 
once the candidates have shown themselves to have completed the whole process, it is for the 
Member States to decide whether the accession conditionality has indeed been met.152 They are 
under no obligation to take a favourable decision on a candidate's eventual accession, which they 
must do by unanimity in any event, even if a candidate fulfils all that has been required of it under the 
AP and the European Commission has given its favourable opinion. Consequently, the overall 
reorientation does not commit to prioritising any of the candidates in the short or medium term, thus 
maintaining a degree of flexibility as regards the (political) differentiation of the candidate countries. 
The aim is more to maintain flexibility in the broad differentiation of the pre-accession train in the 
context of the region rather than risk diminishing the incentive that accession provides to the EA 
countries. 
 

                                                                 
151 Maresceau, "The pre-accession strategy: a political and legal analysis", in Maresceau and Lannon, op. cit. supra note 55. 
152 See point 26 of the 1997 Luxembourg European Council. 
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CONTRACT OF GIFT** 
 
 
1. DEFINITION OF THE CONTRACT OF GIFT 
 
The Civil Code of Georgia (Articles 524-530) exhaustively regulates the relations concerning gifts. 
 
Gift is a transaction, which is based upon mutual agreement between two parties and not solely on the 
will of the donor. Until a gift has been received by the intended recipient a gift shall not be deemed 
valid, because the legal relation arises on the basis of mutually conditioned will. This is why each gift 
is a contract. Even though a gift refers to the transfer of property rights from one person to another, 
and is considered as such from the moment of achieving agreement between the two parties turning 
the act of gift giving into the means of acquiring property, the fact that gift sometimes has no such 
purpose or transfer of property rights does not coincide with the agreement between the parties should 
be taken into consideration. In such cases gift is deemed as a type of obligatory relations. This 
element is rather outlined in gift and for that reason it was considered that gift giving should be 
covered by the law of obligations and not by the law of things and as such is now governed by 
contractual law. 
 
The main peculiarity of the contract of gift lies in its gratuitous nature. From a legal point of view this 
aspect means that a gift does not have a defined equivalency. For instance, a gift shall not be 
considered to require any counter-performance, although according to widespread tradition sometimes 
the donee pays a symbolic price for certain things received as a gift (handkerchiefs, knives, etc.). 
Neither need gifts of another type be compensated for, for example gifts of personal kindness (the 
saving of a life, aid at the time of sickness etc.). Legally speaking, the motive for giving a gift, which 
may sometimes be mercenary, is not always decisive. It may be the case that the donor wants to gain 
the confidence of a famous person or his support for his success or for his promotion at work. Thus, 
gratuitous nature of a gift means that a donor is not entitled to require reciprocal compensation from a 
donee. If a contract of gift contains such a condition, it shall be deemed as a pretending transaction. 
For instance, in order to reduce fees, very often for example purchase contracts on land or cars are 
registered as contract of gifts. 
 
Not every free presentation of something to another person may be considered a gift: e.g., the passing 
of a cigarette, the giving of flowers, the giving out of an address, the issue of a grant or scholarship, a 
bonus or allowance, etc. Such activities go beyond civil law and fall within the realms of morality or 
other fields of law. 
 
The purpose of a gift is the growth of donee’s property and the respective reduction of the donor’s 
property. Improvement of property status of one party may also take place in the case of barter, when 
one party is in a more profitable position than the other, but this contract cannot be characterised as a 
contract of gift, as advantage in terms of property carries elements of random and one-sided 
enrichment is not the primary purpose of the barter agreement. Neither is it considered a gift when a 
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debtor transfers part of his property to the creditor as a pledge. In this case the transfer of property 
does not aim at the improving the lot of the creditor but at securing the right to claim. The enlargement 
of a donee’s property may be achieved by different means, including the transfer of a property, 
assignment of a right to claim, release from restrictions on property rights etc. 
 
A growth of donee’s property should correspond to a reduction in the donor’s property. In this way a 
gift differs from will, in this case a whole property or part of a property is left to another person. 
However, his property does not decrease until he is alive. Only after his death is the property passed 
on to the heir. The point here is not the corresponding reduction and growth of the property of an 
ancestor and the heir because their property merges at the moment of transferring of values from one 
person to the other’s hands. Neither can life insurance for the benefit of a third party be deemed as a 
gift, because the growth of the latter’s property is not connected with the reduction of the property of 
the insurance policyholder. 
 
A reduction in the size of the property of one person and another’s growth does not always mean that 
a gift has been given. Furthermore, the desire to present a gift to another person is necessary. Exactly 
on the basis of expression of such will the reduction of donor’s property and the growth of donee’s 
property should take place. For this reason in cases for example when one person wishes to help 
another in a delicate manner and thus, deliberately buys from him a house or a car at a comparatively 
high price, this cannot be considered to be a gift. Here the desire to give a gift is absent and logically 
the manifested delicacy does not fit within the essence of the nature of giving. 
 
General provisions defining the notion of gift are revealed in specific titles. For instance, a gift may be 
an engagement present or a dowry in the case of a marriage, a charitable donation for state or social 
purposes etc. In all these cases the contract of gift is apparent. 
 
 
2. CONCLUSION OF THE CONTRACT OF GIFT, PROMISE TO MAKE A GIFT 
 
Parties to the contract of gift can be both natural and legal persons. They, in all cases, should hold 
legal personality. For example, a minor shall not give away his property or receive a gift without his 
tutor’s permission because the giving of a gift might imply something against his interests. It is also 
necessary for the legal person to have a legal and active capacity. Solely the agreement of the parties 
to the contract is not enough for the contract of gift. The gift must actually be handed over to the 
donee. It is at this moment that the contract of gift can be said to have been concluded and thus the 
contract of gift is of a real nature. It is a unilateral contract and provides for the distribution of mutually 
conditioned rights and duties between parties. 
 
Objects of the gifts may be various. Objects given as gifts are assumed to be things in civil circulation. 
Things, civil circulation of, which are restricted, can be presented as gifts by taking into account 
peculiarities of legal regime of such thing. For example if special permission is needed. In order to 
purchase such a thing the donee must have this permission. The price of what is given as a gift is not 
restricted , however the law may stipulate certain restrictions in this area. (e.g. Law of Georgia from 17 
October 1997 “On Incompatibility of Interests and Corruption in Public Service” – Article 12). Certain 
rights can also be the objects of a gift. When the object of the contract is a right it should usually be 
assigned to the donee as well. Noteworthy is that in the relations of obligations, i.e. where a creditor is 
changed, prohibition of transfer of the creditor’s right to claim to another person can be envisaged. In 
this case transfer of the right to claim to the donee without the debtor’s permission may become 
grounds for the invalidation of the contract. When the subject of the gift is the right to claim, the debtor 
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should be warned thereof in any case. The risk of violation of this obligation is then transferred to the 
donee. Some personal rights cannot be objects of gift: e.g. the right to receive alimony, the right to 
authorship, the right to be a successor etc. 
 
Assignment of a right to claim allows the donee to receive the property satisfaction from the third 
party. Furthermore, a right connected to the donor itself can be considered as the object of a gift. For 
example in situations where a donee is a debtor, the donor may release the donee from property 
obligations which arose before him (forgiving of a debt) or the donor may take it upon himself to pay 
off the debt to the third party. In the latter case, the consent of the donee’s creditor is necessary. 
 
Contracts of gift may be concluded both orally and in writing. A specific form for such a contract is 
determined by the parties involved. Generally, movable things are gifted in an oral form and 
immovable - in writing. As a general basis for the definition of the form of the contract of gift, the law 
stipulates the usage of rules on arising of property rights on particular things. If the object of the gift is 
a property, on which property right arises only under legally defined form, the same form should be 
observed in the drawing up of the contract of gift for such a property. As an example, if the object of 
gift is a plot of land or a residential dwelling, the contract should be made under the legally defined 
rules on the purchase of real estate. Specifically, the contract should be concluded in writing, 
authenticated by the notary and registered in the public register. The same is true with relation to cars, 
which, despite being movable things cannot be purchased without the completion of written 
documents. It follows therefore that the contract of gift of a car should be concluded and registered in 
written form. Violation of this rule will result in invalidation of the contract of gift. 
 
Fulfilment of a contract of gift means the delivery of a gift to the donee. The object may be literally 
handed over or in some cases there may be a symbolic transfer of a gift (the handing over the keys to 
a car or a house) or the necessary ownership documents may be handed over (warehouse receipt or 
warrant) etc. As for the donee’s permission on the receipt of a gift this can be expressed by a 
concluding action or by signing a written contract. 
 
The last paragraph of Article 525 of the Civil Code concerns a special type of gift it concerns the idea 
that the promise of a gift may cause the obligation to make a gift. Such an obligation only arises in 
cases when the promise is recorded in writing and authenticated by a notary; other kinds of promise 
do not entail any obligation. The promise of a gift is a variation of a preliminary contract and in the 
future may lead to the conclusion of a contract of gift. If we take this meaning then a promise of a gift 
is a preliminary agreement. For this reason, it still cannot be considered as an independent contract of 
gift. Otherwise, the promise of a gift would have to be considered as a consensual contract of gift. The 
latter is possible only through broad understanding of the essence of gift. For example, if one person 
promises the other the cottage house after the holiday period is over and such a promise is 
authenticated by the notary – this causes an obligation to make the gift. If the person making the 
promise refuses to make the gift, he may be liable to compensation for the damage caused by his 
refusal. If the refusal is conditioned by excusable reason - for instance, the making of such a gift would 
deprive the donor of his source of living, certainly the liability will not occur. The possibility that 
promised gifts may not materialise must always be taken into account. The promise of a gift does not 
always guarantee that the promise will be kept and the gift given. A promise merely voices a person’s 
obligation to make a gift in the future. Imagine that a father promised his son that if he were to 
graduate from school with honours he would give his son his own car and authenticated the promise 
with the rule of notary. The obligation to give the gift should be implemented in the new contract of gift 
in writing, authenticated by the notary and registered in the public register. Thus a gift always means 
actual transfer of gift to the donee. 
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3. INADMISSIBILITY OF GIFT 
 
Under the existing legislation the donor may be restricted in the exercising his rights. This is mainly 
connected with the legal status of his property. If the object of the gift is property, which is jointly 
owned, it can only be given away with the consent of all the joint owners; or in the case of giving away 
the right to claim, the rules concerning the change of creditor in obligation shall be observed. The 
same applies to cases in which with regard to third persons the donor takes it upon himself to pay the 
donee’s debts. In this case the change of debtor in obligation is at stake and the interests of donee’s 
creditor should be taken into account. Certain restrictions exist on the value of a gift. 
 
Along with restrictions surrounding the giving of gifts, there is legislation, which provides for the 
prohibition of giving gifts. This rule is given in Article 526 of the Civil Code. The grounds for prohibition 
of the presentation of a gift may be the grave economic conditions of the donor’s family. If by giving a 
gift, the donor or his dependants will be deprived of their source of living, a contract of gift shall not be 
concluded and any contract already concluded will be considered void. For instance, a milking cow, 
which is the main source of living for the donor and his dependants, or a cottage house, which is 
rented out and provides the family with a steady income, cannot be given as gifts. 
 
Accordingly, if the restriction of a gift basically implies the protection of interests of the donee and a 
third party, prohibition of the giving of the gift will be conditioned according to the interests of the 
donor. 
 
 
4. DEFECTIVE GIFT 
 
Even though the contract of gift is of gratuitous nature, the donor is obliged to perform certain duties. 
This concerns firstly the qualitative side of the subject of gift. Any transfer of property to another 
person means the need to fulfil requirements as stipulated by the law in such cases. Consequently, 
gifts should be of high quality and bring a certain benefit to the donee or improve the latter’s economic 
conditions otherwise the issue of liability may well be raised. Specifically if the gift causes damage to 
the donee’s life, health or property, the donor shall be liable for compensation. The donor’s property 
liability arises whenever there are specific grounds established by the provisions of the Civil Code 
related to the tort obligations. The donor shall be liable for his wrongful (unlawful) and guilty actions. In 
other words, if the donor deliberately concealed the defects of the gift, defects which had existed 
before giving the gift and which were apparent and of which the donor was aware and about which the 
donor should have warned the donee. The burden of proof of the existence of the defect before the 
making of the gift is transferred to the donee, whereas the donor must prove that he was not aware of 
such a defect or was aware and indeed notified the donee thereof. In practice widespread grounds for 
the donor’s liability is gift of medicine-chemicals harmful to life and health, wild, untamed animals, 
inflammable things etc. In all these cases damage caused must be fully compensated. 
 
 
5. DONATION 
 
Gift, as a gratuitous contract, shall not contain conditions, which concern the performance of property 
obligation by a donee. For example, in the case of a house being donated, the value of new 
refurbishment shall not be required from the donee. If this were to happen then the contract would no 
longer be gratis. This does not mean however that no conditions are envisaged by the contract of gift 
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although such contracts do exist. The first part of Article 528 concerns situations in which gifts are 
given with certain conditions attached. According to this article the parties may agree that the validity 
of the contract of gift should depend on the performance of a specific condition or the achievement of 
a specified purpose. The condition might concern rules regarding the use or control of the property 
that was given. For example, a donor may oblige a donee to give a certain portion of the income from 
the plot of land given to a famous person or to leave one room of the house given for the use of a 
particular person. A contract concluded with such conditions shall be considered void if the condition is 
not fulfilled. The basis for the conclusion of such a contract of gift might be the achievement of a 
specific purpose. For example, a donor may give away a property on the condition that the donee 
uses it for the improvement of the state of the health of a sick member of the family. The purpose of 
the contract might be for the common good i.e. a donation. Its characteristic is that the donee is a 
group of people, or sometimes a legal person of public importance. The purpose of the gift is to 
promote an activity for the common good or to help to the development of a charitable event or 
enterprise. Thus gifts of property to the state, municipal, educational or scientific institutions, homes 
for children and handicapped persons, religious institutions etc. are all deemed to be donations. In 
light of such a definition it is not considered a donation if the gift is actually made to a circle of people 
who have some sort of private interest. Such is the situation if a gift is made to family or friends. 
 
Any person with a legal capacity can make a donation. It is desirable that such a person already has a 
positive reputation and that they are not trying to make a distinguished place in society for themselves 
with this act. 
 
The object of a donation may be any kind of property, which can be freely disposed. This is why family 
property, immovable things and capital which is already in use cannot be donated. To make a 
donation it is also necessary to have the consent of those persons to whom the donation is made. The 
use of the donation should be compatible with the purposes for which it was made. The use of a 
donation in violation of the principles for which it was given serves as grounds for making the contract 
void. There are exceptions for example in cases when an organisation, which is a charitable donee 
was wind up or reorganised and nothing was mentioned in the initial contract about the need for an 
alternative use for the donated property. In such cases a charitable donor defines the specific purpose 
of it’s donation’s use and if he is not alive, the body responsible for winding up of the organisation or 
any other competent authority. The donor retains the right to insist on the fulfilment of the conditions of 
the donation and is responsible for controlling the conditions related to the donation. This right may 
also be exercised by the person in whose interests the property was donated. Donee always will 
always be party to the contract as drawn up by the donor or the interested person. This is the one who 
shall ensure the fulfilment of the conditions of the contract. If the donee fails to fulfil a condition, this 
will be considered as a violation of the contract and as a substantial basis for making it void. 
 
 
6. CANCELLATION OF THE CONTRACT OF GIFT DUE TO UNGRATEFULNESS  

ON THE PART OF THE RECIPIENT 
 
Cancellation of a contract of gift is possible not only in cases when it is conditional and the conditions 
are not fulfilled but also when the contract does not contain any conditions. One of the specific 
grounds for the cancellation of a gift may be donee’s ungratefulness, which can be expressed in 
several forms. The law underlines what constitutes being insulting and expressing major 
ungratefulness towards the donor. The expression of ungratefulness towards close relatives of the 
donee is also deemed as unacceptable. The law does not define what the notion of ungratefulness 
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comprises or who the close relatives of the donee are. Civil law gives some kind of answer to these 
questions. It is known, that donee’s ungratefulness includes: 
 

- wrongful action which is intended to endanger the life, health, freedom, dignity, honor and 
business reputation of the donor, his family member or close relative; 

- intentional action, which is aimed at causing significant property damage to the donor; 
- default on legal obligations to maintain or take care of the donor etc. 

 
In each concrete case the court shall determine the degree of ungratefulness of the donee by taking 
into account the behaviour of the donor. It shall decide whether the expressed ungratefulness is a 
basis for cancellation of the contract of gift. 
 
Contracts of gift can be cancelled for other reasons as well. For example, the contract might stipulate 
the right of the donor to cancel the contract of gift if he outlives the donee; giving of the property by the 
subject of entrepreneurial legal relations which wrongfully was exercised before being declared 
bankrupt etc. Obviously, these grounds for the cancellation of contracts of gift are not applied to 
ordinary gifts of small value. 
 
If the contract of gift is cancelled on the basis of a court decision the donor is entitled to require 
retraction of the property given. This process is rather simple if the property is still available. In this 
case the property will be retracted in kind. Otherwise the donee shall retract the value of the gift 
determination of which is connected with certain difficulties. Retraction of gifted property is possible 
from the moment the court’s decision is put into force regarding the cancellation of the contract of gift. 
As for the cancellation of the gift itself, it is permissible only within one year from the moment when the 
donor received grounds for the cancellation of the gift. In the course of the retraction of the relevant 
property the donee shall not be entitled to demand from the donor any compensation for damage 
caused by the retraction of the property. 
 
 
7. REVOCATION OF GIFT 
 
The law stipulates that in cases when cancellation of the contract of gift is caused not by the donee’s 
ungratefulness but by grave economic conditions of the donor itself. Donee’s “fault” in this case is 
excluded. At the time of the conclusion of the contract the donor had no economic problems. He 
voluntarily transferred to another person the property that has a form of a thing. There is a period of 
time during which if the donor having made such a gift, finds himself unable to maintain himself or his 
dependants, he shall be entitled to demand the return of the property that was given. It means that the 
donor has the right to require the retraction of the gift while the gifted thing actually exists in the 
ownership of the donee. If the donee alienated or otherwise used the gifted thing, the donor cannot 
demand it from a third person or demand the requisite compensation from the donee. In addition the 
donor only has the right to retract the gift if its retraction will not put the donee in grave conditions. In 
other words only the fact of actual existence of gifted thing with the donee is not enough. It is 
necessary to observe the most important requirement of the law – the donee shall not be put in the 
type of position, which made the donor demand the retraction of the gift in the first place. This is to 
protect the donee’s interests. Thus the same grave economic conditions, which gave grounds to the 
donor to retract the thing, entitle the donee not to return the gift. Between two persons being in 
contractual relation and in grave economic condition the law gives advantage to the donee and it is 
natural because gift is of gratuitous and real transaction. Retraction of a gift is usually morally 
unjustifiable. 
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The donor does not have the right to retract the gifted thing from the donee if he has artificially created 
the grounds for such a requirement. This means if his grave economic condition is caused by his own 
deliberate action or gross negligence. The degree of the grave condition in which the donor finds 
himself, which might in some cases change the nature of the legal relations connected with the gift, 
shall in any case be determined by the court. 
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONSTITUTIONAL -LEGAL FEATURES OF 
FEDERAL AND UNITARIAN (DECENTRALISED) STATES** 

 
 
 
More than two hundred years have passed since the first constitution in the world was written and the 
first classic federal state was created. In 1787, in Philadelphia delegates came together in order to 
solve a problem: they had to create one state out of 13 independent countries through the 
establishment of a new political formation – federal power. The State had to have the features of a 
confederation and a unitary country at the same time. On 17th of September 1787, after 16 weeks of 
discussion, 39 out of 42 delegates present signed the final version of the Constitution. 
 
B. Franklin pointed to the bright golden-painted half-sun on the back of G. Washington’s chair and 
said: “During this session I often looked at this back behind the President and I could not make out 
what it represented - a sunrise or a sunset. But now, finally I am happy to know, that the sun is rising 
and not setting”. 
 
The further federal development of the United States was brightened with the light of these rays. 
However it does not mean that the aforementioned country faced no difficulties on the way to 
democratic reforms. The conflict of 1790, which had arisen between the federalists and anti-
federalists, attached a great stigma to the American state system. 
 
Federalists under the leadership of A. Hamilton represented the interests of the merchants of the 
harbour towns. Anti-federalists, guided by T. Jefferson protected the interests of the villages and the 
South. The dispute between them concerned the inter-dependence of central government and the 
power of individual states. Federalists gave priority to the existing form of power, while anti-federalists 
were supporters of the state’s rights. Jefferson recognised the importance of strong central power in 
foreign affairs, but was against it with respect to the other fields. Hamilton feared tyranny and came 
out for the principles of freedom. 
 
Everything mentioned above, serves to illustrate, that the democratic development of the USA and the 
country’s institutional gradation went on for several years. The United States needed both 
approaches. The country was lucky to have these two people and was able to bring their philosophies 
into agreement. They were standing at the roots of federalism and with their ideas contributed to the 
revival of federalism and its further popularisation in another countries. 
 
The clash of the ideas of the two geniuses gave birth to a new and very important interpretation of the 
Constitution. The following is also vivid proof of this: Jefferson was a Secretary of State, when 
Hamilton introduced the report on the establishment of the National Bank, Jefferson rejected it. 
Protecting the rights of the states he asserted, that all rights belonging to the federal government were 
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clearly defined in the Constitution and that the rest belonged to the states. There was nothing said in 
the Constitution about the right to establish a national bank.  
 
Hamilton argued with him and declared that in order to address the diverse needs of the nation the 
need for the existence of some general articles should have been foreseen and should have been 
covered in the main section of the Constitution concerning rights. One of these articles should 
empower the congress “to adopt all laws, that were necessary and proper”, so that the Congress could 
implement the other concrete rights that were assigned to it. The Constitution gave power to the 
Congress to set and collect taxes, pay debts and borrow money. The existence of a National Bank 
would promote the effective execution of these functions. Consequently, Congress was authorised to 
create such a bank. Washington and the Congress adopted these considerations and this was an 
important precedent in the increase of the authorities of federal government. Moreover, it has to be 
mentioned that this was not the only precedent in the history of the USA, on the long road to the 
distribution of power between the federal government and the states. It was most recently revealed in 
the face of “new federalism” during the first years of the Reagan presidency. 
 
The word “federalism” originated from the Latin ”feodus”, which means “federation, union, agreement”. 
From the beginning of the 18th century, thanks to Montesquieu this word was often used to denote the 
organisational principle of the legal unity of several states. Particularly where self-determination and 
the right to participate in the solution of state affairs of the members of the union was to be 
emphasised. The word “federalism” gained today’s meaning on the conclusion of the struggle for 
independence in North America and from the enmity between the federalists and anti-federalists. 
 
Unlike particularism and other separatist tendencies, American federalism in the first place aimed to 
strengthen the federal bodies, while federalism in the European sense primarily viewed state 
centralism as a threat and therefore underlined the importance of separate members maintaining their 
independence. 
 
Federalism is the supreme form of autonomy of the compound part of the unified state. 
 
The “states” that are included in the federation are characterised by three major features: 
 
- the independence of state bodies (this is generally provided by elections);  
- existence of autonomous competencies in the constitutional and legislative fields (excluding the 

issues, that are within the competencies of the Federation), as well as in the field of government; 
- the status of juridical personnel, including their own financial resources and autonomous budget.  
 
Federalism is the arrangement of a state, during which governing functions are distributed among 
central subjects and subjects of the Federation (states, regions, lands, cantons). This is the vertical 
gradation of state power that in a way fulfils and completes the generally recognised horizontal 
distribution of power.1 
 
T. Jefferson, one of the most distinguished politicians and statesmen a so-called “Father-Establisher” 
wrote: ”It is not by the consolidation or concentration of powers, but by their distribution that good 
government is effected”. 
 
This means that the Constitution or federal agreement defines the fields and elements of a state, in 
which the second level territorial units (federation subjects) are sovereign and central government 

                                                                 
1 V. Lortkipanidze, The federal arrangement of the country, Tbilisi, 1999, pp. 9-10. 
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cannot interfere in their competencies and vice versa – States have no right to interfere in such fields 
of management, which by Constitution (or federal agreement) are only in the competencies of federal 
government. 
 
According to the principle of federalism - two or more than two governments possess authorisation 
with respect to one and the same people on one and the same territory. For example the United 
States’ government and the government of Pennsylvania State possess several shared authorisations 
(for example, regarding collection of taxes), while the other authorisations exclusively belong to one or 
the other. J. Madison wrote that “the federal Constitution creates the lucky combination of broad 
general interests, that belong to the governments of the states”. For example, the creation of money is 
the business of national government and the right to get a divorce is the prerogative of states. On the 
contrary, the police of the individual States are sometimes subordinated by national government, 
although mainly they are mainly at the states’ disposal. 
 
The history of American federalism shows that it was not always that easy to differentiate clearly 
between “general”, “local” and “specific”. However, federalism was given the opportunity to solve the 
problem of the multiplicity of America. 
 
In the process of the distribution of the fields of government among the federal government and the 
federation subjects it is not a transfer of power that is taking place, but a form of inter-delegation. In 
this case the main difference between “transfer” and “delegation” is that in the first case one level is 
transferring the right of disposal of the governing field to another, which is what in principle takes place 
in the case of a unitary arrangement of a country as well. Nevertheless, “delegation” has to be 
understood not only as a transfer of the right of government of something, but in general-as a transfer 
of responsibility with respect to the concrete field of state government in a broad sense; for example: 
mobilisation of budgetary funds for the financing of a certain field, elaboration of the budget and the 
insuring of expenses.2 
 
Thus it has to be mentioned that it is difficult to agree with the author when in our conditions he 
remarks on the existence of a federal arrangement as an alternative and an increase in the number of 
federal countries in general. It has to be mentioned that during the last couple of years the idea of a 
federal arrangement for Georgia is becoming steadily more popular. This idea has also been spread 
among the upper echelons of government. This idea has come to be a conversational topic for 
everyone, familiar or not with the idea of federalism. Such attitudes towards the issue have created a 
largely one-sided approach and brought us federalist propaganda, which shows federalism as the only 
way, with no other alternative if we want to maintain Georgia’s territorial and national integrity. I hold 
back from such radical judgements and would like to add that out of 200 states existing today only 21 
states are federal (and only one of these is located in Europe). 
 
We do not dispute the fact that the federal arrangement of a country can be a progressive form of 
state development. At the same time the carbon copying of a federal system for use in Georgia would 
bring with it a whole host of additional problems. Historical traditions, the current situation, internal and 
foreign factors have to be taken into consideration as well. 
 
First of all in a great number of unitary countries (meaning decentralised ones) the central forces 
satisfied their drive for the transformation and the reorganisation of the state by maintaining the initial 
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form of the state system. As a rule, the co-existence of federalism and unity and in a way their 
confrontation, as often happens, brings them closer. They have taken a lot of ideas from each other. 
 
After World War II and particularly in recent times the transformation of states has occurred on a 
regional basis and has been implemented by means of strict decentralisation. 
 
Today, the following integral parts of unitary states have regional status: Aland Islands (Finland), Isle 
of Man and Normandy Islands (Great Britain), 20 circuits of Italy and 17 circuits of Spain, the islands of 
Iraq, Kurdistan, Greenland and Faroes Islands (Denmark). 
 
By analogy with federal states the functions were divided among the central and regional 
governments. The special competencies of the common state were: foreign policy, armed forces, 
monetary-credit relations, customs duties, marine service, etc. the special competencies of the 
autonomous entities were: organisation of the circuit (regional) agencies and institutions, establishing 
and changing the borders of municipalities, urbanisation, culture, archives, agriculture, tourism, sport, 
etc. 
 
In states of such a type each autonomous region has its own constitution, emblem and flag, “circuit” 
(regional) Parliament, government, and bodies of justice. One of the last normative acts, assigning to 
a circuit the legislative function was the law of Denmark, adopted in 1979 on substitution of the 
Greenland’s deliberative body - Landstram by the legislative body – Landsting (parliament). 
 
One of the most important forms of the unitary states’ reorganisation was the transformation of the 
single-chamber parliament into a two-chamber parliament. One of the chambers is selected on the 
basis of territorial representation. For example, in Article 57 of the Constitution of Italy is written: “the 
Senate of the Republic is elected on a regional basis”. 
 
The aforementioned rule is foreseen in Article 4 of the Constitution of Georgia although it has not yet 
been enacted. The Senate, which will be created on the basis of this article, will be represented in 
Abkhazia, Ajara and other territorial entities of Georgia by elected members and five persons assigned 
by the President of Georgia but only after the establishment of the relevant conditions (terms) and 
establishment of the local self-governing bodies on the territory of Georgia. 
 
As we see the sources of the two different forms of federalism and unitarism are in harmony. 
Federalism had lost its old monopoly on decentralised unitary states. On the other hand a new variety 
of federal and unitary states has been created – centralised federal and de-centralised unitary states. 
Sometimes, the autonomies of the decentralised unitary states have more rights than the subjects of 
the federal state. The participation of Scotland (Great Britain) and the Faroes Islands (Denmark) in the 
World and European football championships serves as a good example. The Aland Islands produce 
their own postage stamps and the Normandy Islands (Great Britain) even have their own banknotes. 
None of the subjects of federal states have such rights. Despite the approximation of decentralised 
unitarism and centralised federalism there is a principal distinction between them. In federal states the 
competencies of the central and federal subjects are declared in the Constitution and not in special 
organic laws (for example the legal status of the five regions of Italy and their special status is defined 
by the constitutional laws of Italy of 1948).3 Furthermore, the distribution of power in federal states is 
implemented not only horizontally but also vertically, from top to bottom as well; this complements the 
horizontal distribution of power in federal subjects, creating a complex but at the same time integral 
set of functions. In this case the functions of government are distributed not only among the different 
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bodies of one and the same government but also among the various governments, which are the 
subjects of the federation. The Constitution of the USA lists a broad spectrum of functions only 
possessed by Congress and those assigned to states in particular. 
 
According to the Constitution of Canada, the legislative competencies of Parliament consist of 24 
fields, joint competencies with states - 12 fields and competencies which are the sole responsibility of 
the provinces - 16 fields, in which the central government “has no right to interfere”.  
 
A federal state is built on the constant harmonious co-operation and mixing of these two levels of 
power. The central power is sovereign in a federal state, but the federal subjects participate in the 
establishment of sovereignty.4  
 
In unitary decentralised states the gradation vector of the governmental statements always coincides 
with one foreseen direction: from top to bottom, while in federal states the opposite occurs, i.e. from 
bottom to top. This direction defines the special status of the five circuits of Italy under the Constitution 
of Italy of 1947 and the relevant constitutional laws. 
 
From this point of view most remarkable is the example of Spain, where the problem of the delimitation 
of competencies became the subject of long negotiations and special constitutional court decisions. 
However the procedure of transfer of the governmental statements was not a one off procedure but a 
gradual one (step by step), on the basis of a well worked-out scheme. The constitutional - legal status 
of the subjects of federal states is of a different origin. As history proves - the initiators and creators of 
federations are state entities that further become its subjects. They create general-federal structures 
of government and assign to them relevant competencies. In order to implement these they are 
obliged to reject their “independence” and give away part of their authority. It has to be mentioned that 
the implementation of the afore-mentioned takes a long time.5 
 
The process of integration, which started in North America, was accomplished in the 18th century in 
the style of a union-confederation like that of the 13 provinces of Britain, however, when the problems 
typical of integration arose it was changed to a federation. 
 
Each state contributed to the elaboration of the Constitution of 1787. For example, the establishment 
of a two-chamber parliament instead of a single-chambered was implemented according to the State 
of Connecticut, and the pattern of the president of the country being a head of state and executive 
power copied the idea of the power given to the state governors. In many places the governor of local 
administration is called president. The assignment of the veto to the person in the highest position in 
the United States of America was guided by the Constitution of New-York State. 
 
The federal union of the US was very young and it can be said, that in a way, for the world of that time 
it set a precedent in the form of state arrangement. It was followed by the emergence of separatist 
goals that were backed by external forces. In 1861, six slave-holding states announced their decision 
to leave the federation. A. Lincoln, the President of America at that time had no choice but to declare 
war on the confederates taking the lives of thousands of participants. 
 
The history of the Swiss Federation was similar. In 1648 on the Vestfal Congress, large states 
recognised the independence of Switzerland. According to its arrangement at that time Switzerland 
was a confederate state (including 13 cantons). 

                                                                 
4 G. Gogiashvili, The political importance of federalism, Politika, 1998, pp. 4-6. 
5 L. Mataradze, The forms of state arrangement, Sakartvelos Respublika, October 4, 1995. 
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In 1815, the Vienna Congress officially recognised the independence of the Swiss Union (as a 
federation). It united 22 cantons. In 1843, seven Catholic cantons left the union. This was followed by 
a four-year confrontation that ended with a small war and the defeat of the separatists. As for Canada 
and Australia the process of federal formation was guided by the American – Swiss scheme. Although 
the situation in neither of the states resulted in armed conflict the confrontation between the English 
and French villages in Canada was quite serious, it should be mentioned that their inter-relations are 
still tense to this day. 
 
After the violent confrontations of 1864, the Quebec agreement was adopted. This was the foundation 
for the Act of 1867 on the North America of Britain that became the Constitution of Canada. 
 
The adoption of the state Constitution of Australia, under which it was declared a federal state, was 
quite prolonged. This was because a referendum was held in each colony. 30 years have passed 
since the time that Belgium set foot on the road to federalism, thus the arrangement of its states is not 
yet complete. The confrontation between the Wallons and Flemishs is still felt today. 
 
All the above-mentioned show that the process of forming of a federal state is long and complex. 
Consequently the declaration supporting and agitating the federal arrangement of Georgia seems to 
us too fast in light of current conditions, especially when the complete decentralisation of Georgia has 
not yet been implemented, and the supreme officials of the executive powers of the regions and big 
towns are not elected but are appointed by the President. Under such conditions talk of Georgia as a 
federal state is embarrassing. 
 
First of all the strict decentralisation of Georgia is necessary according to regional features (probably 
at this stage so-called asymmetrical federalism would be more appropriate). This would prepare the 
base for its possible development as a classic federal state after several years. At the same time, the 
following should be taken into consideration: not only those territories separated by force but historical 
districts as well, have expressed no desire for such an arrangement of the country (ambition is one 
thing, the ability to take responsibility with regard to the functions and competencies typical of the 
subjects of a federation is another). 
 
The arguments of the supporters of the federal state arrangement are debatable on the topic that a 
federal state is the optimal form for the salvation of ethnic-national problems. 
 
As a rule, a federal state is not arranged according to national characteristics. Neither the state 
arrangement of Switzerland (divided into 22 cantons), nor the USA (50 states and Columbia Federal 
District) nor Australia (consisting of 6 states and two territories) nor Canada (divided into 10 provinces 
and 2 territories) was created according to this aforementioned feature. 
 
Moreover, the most successful results in the resolutions of ethnic problems have been reached in 
unitary states such as: Spain and Italy. After Franco’s regime the process of autonomisation was 
completed by the establishment of 17 autonomous regions. Catalonia, Basque country, Galicia and 
Andalusia gained broad rights of autonomy. From a centralised unitary state Spain was transformed 
into a decentralised unitary state. This has substantially changed the internal political situation and 
saved the country from war between ethnic groups. 
 
Of the 20 autonomous circuits of Italy, only five have the special statutes. Four of them were 
established according to the national characteristic of the area. These are: Valle d’ Aosta (French) 
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Trentino-Alto-Adige (Germans), Friuli – Venezia – Gulia (Slovaks) and Sardinia (Sardinians). The 
basis for the autonomous apportion of the 5th circuit – Sicilia, were socio-economic factors. 
 
Separatism is equally dangerous for a unitary state as it is for a federal state. In such countries where 
separatism is a real danger different legal protection mechanisms against it have been devised. The 
following functions are maintained by the centre and are allowed for in the constitution of a federal 
state: foreign relations, defence, frontiers and customs, money, emissions, etc. The competencies of 
the subjects of the federation are strictly defined. 
 
In decentralised unitary states all commissioners and representatives of the government are chosen 
not by the population but are appointed by the government. Their legal status and official duty is 
concrete – to supervise the legality of the government and the governmental bodies of the 
autonomous communities. They are the governing administration, though not of these entities, but of 
the state administrative bodies – post-telecommunications, railways and highways, airway transport, 
state enterprises and institutions, which are located on the autonomous territory, and they try to 
implement the co-ordination of their work with the administration of the autonomies.6 
 
According to Article 127 of the Constitution of Italy, not even one of the draft laws adopted by the 
regional council can be enforced without the signature of the government commissioner. The 
Constitution also permits the dismissal of the regional council for a variety of reasons. 
 
The constitutional court, the government, the bodies of administrative jurisdiction and the chamber of 
accounts are assigned to control the work of the bodies of regional autonomous communities in Spain 
(Article 153 of the Constitution). Exclusion is only admitted with respect to the laws of Catalonia and 
the Basque country, which according to the statutes of these autonomies, are subjected only to the 
control of the Constitutional court (Articles 40 and 48 of the relevant statutes). 
 
In unitary states, if governments of regions boycott the jurisdiction of the central government, the 
statehood, legitimate state authority and sovereignty will exist anyway. A breach of territorial integrity 
in unitary states does not cause the death of the government as a reflection of the will of the state. In 
the case of a federation, if the subjects of the federation stop relations with the central government, 
the state system is under threat. 
 
The above-mentioned problem was behind England’s refusal to establish joint government with 
Scotland and Wales and to execute the idea of delegation. This decision has meant the maintenance 
of a unitary state and extended to Scotland and Wales the sovereignty of the United Kingdom and at 
the same time transferred some authorisation to the legislative body of Scotland. With respect to 
Wales some administrative delegation was implemented and there was a partial transfer of some 
governmental functions by the centre. 
 
The main worth of the unitary system is that it simplifies the decision-making mechanism to such an 
extent that the competencies of the state supreme government is not limited to nothing but the 
international norms and there is no necessity for co-ordination with the subordinate bodies on many 
issues. 
 

                                                                 
6 L. Mataradze, The forms of state arrangement, Sakartvelos Respublica, 4 October 1995. 
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Federalism is possible only where people posses a high sense of responsibility, a devotion to 
obligations and agreements, the art of negotiating and the ability to make political compromises. 
These are the vital fundamentals of federalism.7 
 
I have had the honour of talking about the state system of Georgia with Mr. Schneider, Director of the 
Institute of Federalism of the German Federal Republic (on his visit to Georgia) and of sharing my 
thoughts on the territorial division of the country. Although he was supportive of the idea of the federal 
system of Georgia, at the same time he agreed with the idea that it is not the title that is the main thing 
(called federal or unitary) but the content of the system, i.e. what functions will the regions have after 
the territorial division. This means that to a certain extent the country may remain unitary (strictly 
decentralised, asymmetrical if you would like to call it so), but the competence of the regions would be 
much more extensive. 
 
In general, two types of federalism have been identified: so-called unitary federalism (Germany) and 
American federalism. I would firstly like to acquaint you with American and Australian federalism and 
review their characteristic features. 
 
Common (unified) national legal systems do not exist in the USA. There are 50 different legal systems 
for each of the states and an independent federal legal system. Despite this, the Constitution of the 
USA includes provisions, which provide an opportunity for the unification of the states’ legislation and 
legal practices up to a certain level. 
 
In Article 4 of the Constitution it is noted that “full faith and credit shall be given in each state to the 
public acts, records and judicial proceedings of every other state”. Moreover, according to the steadily 
functioning principle - the state bodies of each state can use the normative acts of another state. It has 
to be mentioned, that these principle functions operate at a vertical level as well. Federal courts are 
also obliged to trust and respect the normative acts adopted by the states and the decisions of their 
courts. 
 
The US Congress possesses broad opportunities for the unification of the legal system of the states. 
Different organisations such as the American Institute of Law, the Institute for Organisation of Justice 
and the American Bar Association are working for the unification of law. 
 
The correlation of federal law and the legal norms of the states is defined by Article 6 of the 
Constitution, which provides for the principle of the superiority of federal law (constitution, federal laws 
and international treaties of USA). This principle foresees that none of the legal acts of the states shall 
be in contradiction with federal norms. In the case of contradiction of the Constitution or law of the 
state, the judges of the states are obliged to follow the Constitution or laws of the USA. At the same 
time, the Constitution of the USA has enacted the equality of legal norms of the states with federal 
normative acts. 
 
The dispute on conformity of the legal norms of states to federal laws as specified in the Constitution 
of the USA is to be solved by the court and relevant decisions may be appealed in the Supreme Court 
of the USA, as the highest body of constitutional control. 
 
The interpretation of the Constitution and laws by the Supreme Court is part of federal legislation and 
it has mandatory power over all courts and governmental institutions of the country. 
 

                                                                 
7 G. Gogiashvili, The political importance of federalism, Politica, 1998, pp. 4-6. 
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Among scientists there are the following understandings of American federalism: dual federalism and 
co-operative federalism. 
 
The term “dual federalism” is in a way a summary of the inter-relation theory of national government 
and states. This theory has four important elements: first – national government governs only 
according to “listed rights”; second – national government has limited constitutional goals; third – each 
unit of the government – national or belonging to a state – is sovereign in its own field; fourth - the 
relations between the state (government) and states are characterised more by tension than co-
operation. Dual federalism views states as a powerful component of the federal system, in some 
cases even equal to national government. According to this theory of primary importance are the 
authorisations assigned to the states based on the following concept that the states have all the 
authorisations, which the Constitution did not assign to the national government. 
 
The defenders rights of individual states believe that the rights of the national government should be 
very limited. They demand that notwithstanding the flexible point which authorised Congress with 
“foreseen powers”, it should function only in the frame of its listed powers. They strengthen their 
consideration by quoting the Tenth amendment: “the powers not delegated to the United States by the 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved for the States respectively, or for the 
people.8 
 
Experts on politics often call dual federalism “the federalism of puffy cake”: The authorisations and 
functions (powers) of national government and governments of states are separated as the layers of 
puffy cake are separated. Government maintains supremacy in its own “layer”, or in the scope of its 
activity. Both layers are distinctively different and the dimension of each layer is strictly fixed in the 
Constitution. Some critics affirm that if the national government is created by states, then it is the 
creation of only 13 states, or those who ratified the Constitution. The remaining 37 states were 
accepted by the union only after the establishment of the national authority on the territory which was 
purchased by this authority. Another approach by this body of criticism concerns the process of 
ratification. The ratification of the Constitution was executed by 13 states under the special 
conventions and not by the legislature of the states. So the ratification was a public act and not made 
by the states. Moreover, the preamble of the Constitution starts with the words “We, the people of the 
United States” and not with the words: “We, the states”. 
 
The term co-operative federalism came about in 1930. It reflects a different theory of inter-relations 
between national government and states. This theory recognises the overlapping of the functions of 
the integral state and of the states and rejects the idea of delimited fields and layers. The theory of co-
operative federalism includes three elements: first – the subdivision of the national and states’ 
governments who more often than not implement governmental functions together rather than 
separately; second – that state and states should divide power among each other; third – that power 
should not be concentrated at the level of any government or its subdivision completely. Such a 
distribution of responsibility (fragmentation) gives to people and to governmental bodies the 
opportunity to use many centres of influence. Co-operative federalism pays less attention to the 
difference between the national government and the government of states. For this type of federalism 
the metaphor of the “marble cake” is used. National and states’ governments are not said to be 
functioning in different fields, on the contrary their competencies are inter-mixed. The broad 
interpretation of the section on the primacy of the Constitution (Article 6) is a critical point for the 
theory of co-operative federalism. This section declares the supremacy of national laws over the laws 

                                                                 
8 Janda, Beri, Goldmen, American democracy, Tbilisi, 1995, p. 84. 
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of states and requests each of the judges not to follow the laws of a state if these laws are in 
confrontation with the Constitution, national laws or state agreements. 
 
The principal difference between dual and co-operative federalism is the interpretation of the section 
of the American Constitution providing for the nature of relations between the national government and 
states’ government according to these theories. Article 1, section 8 enumerates the powers of 
Congress and ends with point 18 - ”the flexible point”, authorising Congress with the power of issuing 
laws which are necessary and proper for carrying out the execution of the above-mentioned. 
 
As has been mentioned, the Tenth Amendment leaves with the people and with the states the powers, 
which were not delegated to the National government, and/or prohibited to states under the 
Constitution. Dual federalism considers the limited “flexible point” and broad interpretation of the Tenth 
amendment as a postulate. Co-operative federalism believes the opposite – as a postulate it considers 
the flexibility of the “flexible point” and naturally assumes the Tenth Amendment to be a clear, simple 
truth.9 
 
The allocation of power from states to national government has been taking place throughout 
America’s history. We have to look for the answer to this question in the peculiarities of historical 
development and not in dispute about the theory of the constitution. 
 
The issue of the ratio of the power of the federal government to the power of the states is sometimes 
well outlined in the programs of the Republican and Democratic parties and in their conflicts. The 
Republicans guided by the famous phrase of A. Lincoln - “the State should not interfere in issues 
which can be resolved by the citizens themselves”, stand for the reduction of the number of 
bureaucrats and for the return of their powers to the states. A reflection of this was Nixon’s “New 
Federalism”. The key issues of which were the distribution of income, by which the national 
government would return to the states and local authorities collected tax income, so that they could 
spend these funds according to their own considerations. An effort at restoring “new federalism” was 
Reagan’s “New Federalism”, which was actually a repetition of the ideas of the previous Republican 
president, the successful implementation of which never took place. 
 
In contrast to American federalism, Australian federalism has one basic outstanding characteristic 
Australia is a federal state, united in the Commonwealth of Great Britain. It consists of six states and 
two territories – Northern Australia and the Capital of Australia. Each state has a governor (assigned 
by the queen of England), parliament, government and legal bodies. 
 
Australia is a constitutional monarchy. The head of the state is the Queen of Great Britain, executing 
her functions with the support of the governors assigned by her. Legislative power is given to the two-
chamber parliament (Senate and Chamber of Representatives). The powers of the chambers are very 
similar. The field of financial legislation is an exception – here the powers of the Senate are very 
limited (it has no right to make amendments to financial draft law). 
 
The legislation pertaining to the states and to the federation is delimited by the Constitution. The 
legislative competencies of the federation are defined exactly by Article 51, The states use so-called 
“attached competencies”, according to which their parliament has been assigned the right to adopt any 
laws on its territory to maintain “peace, order and good government of the Commonwealth”. 
 

                                                                 
9 Janda, Beri, Goldmen, American democracy, Tbilisi, 1995, p. 84. 
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At the same time it has to be said that if the laws of states are in confrontation with the laws of the 
federation, priority is given to the latter. States are not empowered to establish marine and land 
military forces, put taxes on any kind of property that is owned by the federation, or create money 
without the confirmation of the federation, it means states do not have the rights that in any other 
federal state are assigned to the central government. 
 
Executive power is assigned to the Queen of Great Britain and is carried out in her name by the 
Governor General appointed by her for a five-year term. Among the authorisations that are 
implemented by the Governor General in conjunction with the Prime Minister, the following should be 
emphasised: He has the right to call and postpone parliamentary sessions, to dissolve the Chamber of 
Representatives, the enforcement of the laws of Parliament, must be approved by him. He has the 
right to send the law back to Parliament with his comments. The Governor General appoints officials to 
state positions; he has the right of pardon and is the commander-in-chief. 
 
In the states the representatives of the Queen, the Governors depend on the Governor General, as 
the Queen does not control their work. The Governors operate within the frame of the competencies 
assigned to them. The term of their authorisation is also for five years. 
 
The legal system of Australia has developed under the influence of Anglo-Saxon law. Common law, in 
contrast to statutory, is common to all six states and the two territories of Australia (Northern Australia 
and the capital of Australia). The common law system of Australia is quite different from the US law, 
according to which each state has its “own” common law. The Supreme Court of Australia plays a big 
role in providing the common law of Australia with integrity. The decisions of the Supreme Court on 
the issues of common law (which are made on the basis of the appellation of the court decisions) are 
mandatory for the all courts of Australia. Only the Supreme Court of Australia and the supreme courts 
of the states and territories have the power of precedent. The legislation of Australia includes the laws 
adopted by the Parliament of Australia and the parliaments of the separate states. They are 
supplemented by the relevant legislative acts of executive power. 
 
In 1976, the government came to the decision that those states located outside the borders of the 
country were called Australia and inside the country – the Union of Australia. The competencies of the 
Union of Australia and the states are defined in the constitution, so that an essential part of the 
legislative institutions are regulated by the legislation of the state. This essential part includes the 
fields of: the Union’s and states’ joint competencies (in the case of conflict priority is given to the 
legislation of the Union) and in special competencies which are of importance to the Union. 
 
For example, the legislation of the states regulates the right to own land and other property, contract 
law, responsibility for compensation in the event of damage, labour conditions, etc. The legislation of 
the Union defines the jurisdiction of the courts and regulates some other issues of justice, issues of 
legislation on employment and dismissal; pension provision, marriage and divorce (except in some 
private issues), as well as banking and copyright law.10 
 
One of the peculiar fields of Australian legislation is connected with the norms that regulate the legal 
status of the country’s ancient indigenous population – the aborigines. In the 20th century many 
amendments were made to legislation in this area. 
 
For example, if by the Constitution of 1900 aborigines had only electoral rights, after the referendum of 
1967, they were officially recognised as enjoying full citizenship. In 1968 the Federal Ministry for 

                                                                 
10 P. M. Reshetnikov, The legal systems of the countries of the world, Moscow, 1993. 
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Reconciliation and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs was established. In 1973 the 
Aborigines National Consulting Committee that consists of the representatives of this ancient 
indigenous population of Australia was established, although they do not possess any serious 
authority. In the Northern territory the construction of the housing was begun and in some states a law 
was adopted which gave them the right to own property. However the main problems of the aborigines 
remain unsolved. 
 
The court system of Australia includes the federal courts, the courts of the individual states, also some 
special court institutions with concretely defined functions. Federal courts and courts of the individual 
states may examine cases, according to the legislation of the Union and also the legislation of the 
states. This is why federal courts were established as the Supreme legislative body both in the North 
Territory and in the Capital of Australia for the implementation of the court functions. In 1970 court 
reform was implemented and alongside the operating Supreme Court the family court of Australia and 
then the federal court of Australia was created. 
 
The Supreme Court of Australia deals with the following issues: the definition of the Constitution; 
cases in which the union of Australia participates as one party; disputes among states; complaints 
regarding the actions of federal officials, also criminal cases, which are considered to be covered by 
the legislation of the Union of Australia. Moreover, the Supreme Court reviews complaints about any 
decisions or verdicts of the courts of the federal jurisdiction as well as on relevant decisions made by 
the supreme or individual states’ courts. Under the Constitution of 1900 the decision of the Supreme 
Court may be appealed in the Secret Council Committee. In practice this rarely happens. 
 
Despite the similarities that exist between the state arrangement of these two federal countries, there 
still is an essential difference between them. First of all it can be explained by the fact that the USA is 
a presidential republic and Australia is a constitutional monarchy. If in the USA the head of the 
executive power is the president, the executive power of Australia is leaded nominally by the Queen of 
Great Britain who executes the aforementioned duties not directly but through representatives 
appointed by her. The competencies of the Federation and the States are different with regard to 
legislative issues. This can be explained by the characteristic peculiarities of each country. There is a 
noticeable difference in the court system of these two countries.  What is important however, is not the 
aforementioned but the fact that the state system of each country is strengthened by the delegation of 
wide competencies and rights of state constitutional arrangement to state-territorial entities. 
 
It can be concluded that for the democratic and legal development of any state, essentially significant 
is not the title assigned to the country (decentralised unitary or asymmetrical federal state) but its 
structural-territorial division, healthy relations between the centre and regions, the strict delimitation of 
duties and their delegation to the relevant entities of the country. All this has vital importance for our 
country under the current conditions, as there can be no strong independent democratic state without 
the determined and effective division of state-territorial entities. This is one of the main prerequisites 
for the development of a truly democratic legal state in the near future. 
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INTERNATIONAL NARCO-BUSINESS – TRANSNATIONAL CRIME 
AND ASPECTS OF IMPROVING THE RELEVANT LEGAL FRAMEWORK** 

 
 

“Drugs have always served as a 
meeting point for military forces” 

 
Alain Joxe, Sociologist 

 
1. CONFLICTS AND DRUGS IN EURASIA 
 
1.1 Energy of wars  
 
A connection between substances that affect the human psyche and conflicts of the outer world is 
mentioned even in Ancient Greek mythology. In the “Iliad” Orpheus visited Achaean warriors, who had 
fallen asleep near the city of Troy, and caressed them with poppy stems, hoping to break into their 
dreams. The existence of links between the warriors and substances affecting the psyche is backed 
up by subsequent history as well.1 The most remarkable outcome of these links is the effect they used 
to have on warriors, i.e. they stimulated them to be more courageous in battles, making them forget 
their fear and relax.  
 
After exploring the problem and making an analysis I have arrived at the conclusion, that narcotic 
drugs have been linked to armed hostilities for centuries. In many cases they appear to be the energy 
of wars and their main stake is the attainment of them. Narcotic drugs still maintain this function in 
modern ethnic conflicts and the same is true of civil wars (Afghanistan, Lebanon, Liberia, Nicaragua, 
Caucasus, Albania, etc.). Large-scale special operations have always been implemented with a view 
to taking over the territories of drug cultivation and distribution. After the Cold war ended, 
revolutionaries, nationalists, politicians and governments, who had attained large sums of money with 
the help of narcotic drugs, became “democrats”, although in many regions of the world narcotic drugs 
still remain one of the most efficient sources of state finance. 
 
China, Burma, Lebanon, Afghanistan, Nicaragua, Peru, Columbia, the Balkans and the Caucasus are 
examples of a permanent nature of the connection between wars and narcotic drugs, when narcotic 
drugs become not only the means of stimulating warriors, but also the instrument of funding roaming 
armies, i.e. through the exchange of narcotic drugs and arms2 and thus allowing them to fight wars. 
 
If we consider the problem from a political point of view, we see that conflict often moves towards the 
areas of narcotic drug production. 
 
On the basis of analysed data, I can say, that ethnic conflicts often arise in areas of tension, when the 
centralised systems of management and control have lost control. Countries are reigned by disorder 
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and chaos, making it easier to create criminal groups. They become engaged in various illegal 
activities, including the drug business. These groups jeopardise the security of the country, in which 
they operate and cause damage to the democratic principles and institutions of these countries. Arms 
are available to them and something of major importance is that quite often the governing elite itself of 
such countries creates secure channels and the means for the manufacture and distribution of 
narcotic drugs. 
 
The “narcocracy” is a growing phenomenon and thus the jeopardy a country may be in, in light of the 
growth of this “business” as well as an analysis of the dangers that could be caused to the world by 
the drug trade, is one of the priority issues of the coming decade. 
 
Narcotic drugs have historically played a part in wars, conflicts and hostilities. Areas in which they 
have consistently appeared in connection with wars and conflicts are Asia, Indochina, the Black Sea 
and Mediterranean areas, and Central and South America. They are mentioned in such a light on 
every map, in every historical description and in every ancient document. 
 
The era of international commerce in narcotic drugs is of particular importance for scientists studying 
the development of narcotic drugs in world history, when together with the intrusion of toxicomania the 
cash boxes merrily opened up and drugs appeared at the centre of imperialist wars. 
 
The end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century should be mentioned in particular as 
the period in which narcotic drugs underwent considerable changes. The development of the 
pharmaceutical industry and the first drug bans coincided with an increase in the drug trade and in 
profiteering. Profitable commerce had thus become a criminal activity, albeit a very cost-effective one 
with its own competition, wars and transportation routes. 
 
The banning of drugs which was far from the outcome desired, coincided with an increase in the 
consumption of narcotic drugs. This moment in history when the world was still wavering between the 
colonial world and the emergence of modern countries, between magic medicine and chemical 
rationalism, between former religious faith and modern moral rebellion gives a clear picture of 
worldwide sale and consumption of narcotic drugs, with a view to better and easier identification of the 
current situation with regard to narcotic drugs.3 
 
A logical question may arise: Why do narcotic drugs become the centre point of all wars and conflicts? 
The answer requires complex analysis. First and foremost: drugs have the utmost economic 
importance and as subjects of trade in a prohibited substance have exclusive features, the main 
feature of which is the attainment of profit. Every phase is in itself a series of mediatory transactions. It 
starts with the receipt of the product, then passes through the processing process and finally goes out 
for sale. Opportunities for profit are essential at each phase. In the case of cocaine the value of the 
product increases 2000 times on its journey from producer to consumer, while in the case of heroin – 
700 times. According to A. Joxe, the sociologist, each of these phases serves as a meeting place for 
the armed forces as far as a good profit provides sustenance and arms for the soldiers.4 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
3 A. Labrousse, A. Wallon, La planete des drogues: organisations criminelles, guerres des drogues: organisations criminelles, 
guerres et blanchliment, Paris, Seuil, 1993. 
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This type of commerce has several manifestations: the first one is the exchange of arms for drugs. For 
instance, in 1990, in former Yugoslavia, Italian Camorra used to pay heroin and cocaine for arms. 
Later on it exchanged these arms for drugs with Latino-American dealers. There were cases when 
dealers offered both arms and drugs to a client at the same time, in order to be sure, that the client 
would pay the relevant sum after the sale of supplied drugs. This was a good method of avoiding 
duplicating a network (in the search for an alternative) and of gaining the confidence of a seller.5 This 
was the case on the Balkan route, when a conveyor was detained and found to be carrying a ballistic 
Stinger-missile and heroin. 
 
Drugs have been the reason for many conflicts in the second half of the twentieth century. The attempt 
of the Kuomintang Army to free Burma from China; the wars in Vietnam and Lebanon, the Central 
American conflict around Nicaragua; the war in Afghanistan; and the Balkan-Kosovo crisis are just 
some of the more well-known examples. 
 
An analysis of the facts and events shows that the 1980s should be given particular attention, when 
the production of drugs experienced a new outburst and the laundering of assets obtained through 
trade in drugs started again. Secret services did not or could not hold a monopoly over them. From 
that time on drugs funded the armies of vagrants and nomads of the grey zone of the planet and did 
nothing to obstruct the persistence of the relations of local government representatives with them. 
Moreover, drugs were used for strategic goals as well. For example, assets obtained from heroin 
provided the finance for nuclear research for military purposes in Pakistan. 
 
There are various manifestations of the connection between drugs, armed forces and groups. Firstly 
both minor armed units, operating in various regions of the world and large armies are funded by the 
taxes collected on the products cultivated on drug plantations. These military forces are well armed, 
mobile and highly qualified. For instance, in Peru the “Sendero Luminoso” (Shining Path) intervened in 
an anti-drug-campaign initiated by the USA in order to protect the interests of local coca producers in 
the famous Huallaga Valley. The links between Sendero Luminoso and drugs date back to 1986. It 
was at this time that they managed to remove all the other competition in order to become the only 
direct intermediary between the peasants and the collectors of the raw materials for coca. It 
established an organisation called “Delegation” which set the prices for coca and checked the scales. 

                                                                 
5 Observatoire géopolitique des drogues, atlas mondial des drogues, VI – Drogues et conflits: de l`Iliade aux guérillas. Presses 
universitaires des France, Paris, 1996. 
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Every company that traded in drugs had to pay 5-15 thousand USD to enjoy the right to participate in 
the system. This system operated continuously from 1988 to 1993. 
 
In my opinion the part drugs played in the Afghan war and the ethnic confrontation, characteristic of 
this region, requires thorough scientific study. In this international trouble hot spot there is a clear 
illustration of what a powerful stimulator wars and ethnic conflicts are on drug production and 
distribution and the part that the world states play in this. 
 
On the basis of the analysis of vast theoretical and practical data it could be said that main reason for 
post war disorder and chaos in Afghanistan is that Afghanistan was no longer the point of interception 
for the West and the East and consequently the western countries were no longer interested in it. The 
fire has been put out, there is no reason to start a new one.6 
 
Through the study and analysis of information already researched it can be assumed that the role of 
Pakistan, as a heroin producer is of equal importance, although this role was not preconditioned by 
either a historical or geographical aspect. The warring activity in Afghanistan gave a strong impulse to 
the new Pakistani drug trade. Sealed military machines delivering arms to the zones controlled by the 
Mujahidins returned with an abundance of opium, to be handed over to the laboratories of tribal zones. 
Income was gathered in a black box and used for financing secret operations, which were designed to 
cause destabilisation in neighbouring countries.7 
 
Investigations carried out attest that guerrilla groups impose taxes on the prohibited crops in many 
countries. For instance in the Philippines (Moro National Liberation Front), in Indonesia (Aceh Sumatra 
Liberation Front), in India (National Socialistic Council of Nagaland), in Senegal (Movement of 
Democratic Forces of Casamance), in Liberia (National Patriotic Front of Liberia), etc.  
 
Interesting activities were detected on the Balkan Peninsula, which will continue to be studied by 
scholars and practitioners for some time to come. In the Balkans the scope of the illegal circulation of 
drugs has drastically increased since the end of the 1970s, while in the 1980s it became the main 
artery for the trade in drugs and arms in Europe. 
 
This situation was partially promoted by ethnic confrontations in Yugoslavia, while disorder and chaos 
on the territory of the country have highly stimulated the trade in drugs.  
 
Yugoslavian drug dealers operate widely in some European countries (in Switzerland, Italy, Austria, 
Germany). It should be mentioned that the behaviour of Yugoslav groups was also politically 
motivated. These groups used to finance the separatist movements of the time on the territory of 
Yugoslavia with the funds obtained from drug sales. In 1990 the majority of Yugoslavians detained for 
drug distribution in Europe were Croatians and ethnic Albanians, the rest were representatives of the 
Kosovan province of Serbia.8

 Back in October 1991 the Minister of Justice of Switzerland declared, 
that the Albanians of Kosovo had purchased semi-automatic weapons with funds obtained through the 
sale of drugs in Bern. By analysing other information it was established that these arms were either 
sold to Croatian separatists or supplied to the Kosovo Resistance Front or national liberation forces of 
Albania, in short to groups whose aim was that Kosovo would leave the Yugoslav union and join 

                                                                 
6 Observatoire géopolitique des drogues (OGD), Compte rendu des études réalisées sur la culture du pavot en Afghanistan, 
Peshawar, Madera, 1993. 
7 United Nations International Drug Control Programme, Regional Office for South Asia: Afghanistan, Opium lamps and 
production, Islamabad, 1994, pp.17-49. 
8 M. Roux, Les Albanais en Yougoslavie minorite nationale, territoire et developpement, Editions de la Maison des Sciences de 
l'Homme, Paris, 1992. 
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Albania. On the whole the policy of exchange was a widespread one in Yugoslavia. Every rebel group 
trafficked drugs with a view to financing their own separatist movement.9 
 
The same could be said of the Albanians from the province of Serbia. They purchased arms to fight 
against the Serbs with money from heroin trafficking to Switzerland. A “Times” journalist’s investigation 
of this matter, is worth mentioning. The Kosovo Liberation Army is funded by dubious sources, 
including drug money - wrote the Times. This opinion is also supported by representatives of 
European law enforcement organisations. 
 
An investigation by the Times has established that police forces in three Western European countries, 
together with Europol the European police authority have separately disclosed cases, which provide 
evidence that drug money is funding the KLA's leap from obscurity to power. The KLA’s drug running 
explains how the KLA has grown from a theoretical notion to an often successful, very mobile and very 
visible guerrilla grouping in a remarkably short time. Some of the KLA money is thought to come from 
drug dealing.  
 
One Western intelligence report quoted by Berliner Zeitung says that DM 900 million has reached 
Kosovo since the guerrillas began operations and half the sum is said to be illegal drug money. In 
particular, Germans are investigating the Albanian connection: whether Kosovan Albanians living 
primarily in Germany and Switzerland are creaming off the profits from inner-city heroin dealing and 
sending the cash to the KLA. 
 
An intelligence report, which was prepared by Germany's Federal Criminal Agency concluded: “Ethnic 
Albanians are now the most prominent group in the distribution of heroin in Western consumer 
countries." 
 
Europol, which is based in the Hague, has prepared a report for European interior and justice 
ministers on a connection between the KLA and Albanian drug gangs. 
 
Two years ago police in the Czech Republic tracked down a Kosovan Albanian drug dealer named 
Doboshi who had escaped from a Norwegian prison where he was serving 12 years for heroin trading. 
A raid on Doboshi's apartment turned up documents linking him with arms purchases for the KLA. 
 
Police sources in Germany have made plain their suspicions: the sudden ascendancy of Kosovan 
Albanians in the heroin trade in Switzerland, Germany and Scandinavia coincides with the sudden 
growth of the KLA from a ragamuffin peasants’ army two years ago, to a 30,000-strong force equipped 
with grenade launchers, anti-tank weapons and AK-47s.10  
 
1.2 Diplomacy imposed upon the Caucasus 
 
Against the background of the appalling events and the hot spots in the various parts of the world, it is 
interesting to review the “diplomacy of drugs” imposed on the Caucasus at this, the most important 
stage in the historical development of Georgia, as well as to review Georgia’s place in this geopolitical 
area. In order to draw the right conclusions, it is necessary to perceive everything in a historical light 
meaning everything related to Georgia’s large sovereign neighbours. 
 

                                                                 
9 T. Kresovik, The Separatist Organization, Kosovo Dossier, SKC Nis, Belgrade, 1996, p. 88. 
10 B, Boyes, E. Wright, Drugs Money Linked to the Kosovo Rebels, The Times (London), 24 March 1999. 
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Russia built up the greatest empire through a policy of forced intervention. In the second half of the 
eighteenth century it started the colonisation of the Caucasus invading Georgia in the year 1801, 
Azerbaijan in the year 1813, and the last to surrender were Chechnya (1858) and Daghestan (1878). 
 
One of the persistent characteristic features of this policy was the expulsion, at worst – the eradication 
of whole ethnic groups. On the basis of the analysis of historical facts, events, as well as other 
theoretical data it could be said that Moscow pursued the same policy at the time and in the region as 
its neighbours – the Byzantine and Ottoman empires, and the Austro-Hungarian Empire had. Major 
migration processes succeeded their invasions. Migrating populations used to settle in the outlying 
districts of the empire, permanently moving from one area to another, from the Balkans to Central 
Europe, from the Caucasus to Central Asia, from the borders of China and the Pacific coast, easily 
and rapidly adopting the reflexes of the Diaspora. Mainly they used to settle around the big cities and 
live their ephemeral lives. They required smaller investments – sometimes became profitable more 
quickly, as they feared movement in the near future. In the medieval centuries they became masters 
of trade like the Jews, sometimes in occupations that had never existed before. 
 
These populations that were used to living in labour camps and who were deprived of any means of 
subsistence, were permanently engaged in movement and trade. During the most critical periods they 
kept clan-type contacts between them and never lost their historical links with their places of origin. A 
good example of this is the Chinese majority of Manchuria, who were the first to start the distribution of 
the poppy culture in Central Asia and the trade in it. 
 
From the start of the twentieth century events followed each other with remarkable speed. The 
Ashkhenasi Jews fled first from tsarist and then from Polish oppression. The Armenians defended 
themselves against Turkish genocide and the Greeks ran away from the Ottoman Empire. 
 
After World War II the process of population migration began across the whole territory of the former 
Soviet Union. The ethnic mosaic of these punished peoples has never lost the instinct acquired 
through dynamic movement even after the disappearance of the Empire. Refugees moved towards 
the East, the Balkans and Central Europe along the circular strategic routes, which had always 
centred around smuggled cigarettes, oil, spirits, and drugs.11 
 
The 1980s are of particular importance, when the disorder in the former Soviet Union, wars in the 
Caucasus, conflicts in the neighbouring regions of Kurdistan and the Balkans, and wars in Central 
Asia, certainly promoted the development of smuggling in Asia and the Caucasus, particularly the 
trade in drugs and one of the reasons for this was the reallocation of the spheres of influence over the 
drug smuggling routes in the countries of the “golden crescent”. 
 
A substantial proportion of the members of individual Diasporas became involved in these conflicts - 
the Suphist communities of the Chechens in Kyrghistan and Asia Minor, Armenian businessmen in 
various parts of the world, Kurdish refugees in Europe, Abkhazians in Turkey and other countries were 
mobilised for the protection of their communities and ready to do whatever necessary, legal or illegal 
at their end. 
 
It is generally acknowledged that when conflicts and wars stretch out seemingly endlessly, the 
members of the Diaspora become involved in many kinds of commerce and finally the business, that 

                                                                 
11 A. Ottoman, Le desenclavement de l' Asie centrale et du Caucase, in Cahiers d'études sur la Méditerranée orientale et le 
monde turco-iranien, CEMOTI, Paris, N 18, 1994. 
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was at first simply a means of survival, gives rise to considerable trade networks in a remarkably short 
period of time.12 
 
It can be said that this is how criminal links between the Diasporas and the smuggling networks are 
established and how now the latter even derive profit from the misfortune of the former, and illegal 
business gradually becomes stronger and stronger. It should not be forgotten that Central Asia and 
Caucasus are not only the major drug growing and transit areas on the territory of former Soviet 
Union, but in addition are located at the crossroads of ethnic confrontations in this region. Drugs 
promote the expansion of these confrontations, which then becomes profitable for the counties 
concerned. 
 
If the world does not pay attention to the initiation of the processes of political violence and economic 
disintegration in the Caucasus and Central Asia, similar to that in the Lebanon, Peru and Afghanistan 
in earlier times, the consequences will be of the gravest for the whole of mankind.13 
 
While working on my thesis I became interested in one major issue, which to my mind has particular 
strategic importance for the Caucasian states. Over the past few years the interests of two powerful 
states keep crossing in the Caucasus – those of Russia and Turkey. The Caucasus republics have 
been historically located between these two states, the political, economic and military influence of 
whom has been gradually increasing in Transcaucasia over the past two centuries. These two super 
states are continuously fighting for geopolitical supremacy in the region, moreover it is the connecting 
artery for the Eurasia Corridor and thus have major military importance.14 Enormous resources of oil 
and other precious raw materials are concentrated in this part of the world.  
 
In trying to leave the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the Caucasus countries become 
priority targets for Russia very rapidly. The latter arranges for acts of terrorism in these countries, stirs 
up ethnic conflicts, supports separatist movements as it prefers them (Georgia, Azerbaijan) to be 
under permanent pressure or to make them a political and military ally like Armenia. It should also be 
mentioned, that endogenic reasons within the countries themselves make it easier for Russia to create 
a drug and arms market in this region. This is also effected by the location of the Caucasus on the 
crossroads of the traditional drug routes of Central Asia. 
 
This was the reason for the military take-over organised by the former members of the State 
machinery of the Soviet Union in 1991. The direct aim of the take-over was to place Baku on the route 
which began in Central Asia and Iran and provided for the possibility of transit of various strategic raw 
materials, including drugs. Baku was seen as vital due to its status as the major oil-chemical 
processing centre. 
 
1992 in Georgia saw the taking of Sukhumi by the Abkhazian, Russian, Kazak, Northern Caucasian 
and other supporting forces, with the aim of establishing a free and independent seaport for the 
Russian military.  
 

                                                                 
12 D. de Kochko, A. Datskevitch, L' empire de la drogue: La Russie et ses marches, Paris, Hachette, 1994. 
13 R. W. Lee III, S. MacDonald, Drugs in Post - Communist Societies, Drugs and Foreign Policy, Westview Press, Boulder - San 

Francisco - Oxford, 1994. 
14 International Centre for Study of Conflicts and Negotiations, Conflicts and negotiations, Tbilisi, ¹ 1, 1999. 
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This desire was easily attainable, due to the fact that Georgia had followed the scenario of its 
neighbour countries; it had gone through a civil war in 1991-92, which had taken the lives of numerous 
people and left the national government with a pitiful inheritance: internal disorder, ethnic conflicts, a 
ruined economy, unsettled social relations and a country split into two parts.  
 
Under the gravest conditions the social opinion has been preparing in Georgia: Adjara and its seaport 
Batumi on the border with Turkey, seemed also to be escaping from Tbilisi’s control. As for Abkhazia, 
it separated from Georgia in 1993 with the help of the Russians, the Kazaks, the Chechens and others 
with a so-called formal borderline on the river Enguri.15 As soon as Georgia declared its reintegration 
into the CIS, the war came to a halt.  
 
Russian military forces, who had been in Abkhazia throughout this period, have since become the 
guarantors of the status quo, while Sukhumi – the second most important seaport, remained in the 
hands of the Abkhazian warriors and their allies. For the time being Sukhumi is a free (independent) 
seaport and the illegal importation of cigarettes, drugs, arms, oil, etc continues uncontrolled and 
unchecked. 
 
In the 1990s, in Baku, the centre of Caucasus oil, and in the neighbouring city of Sumgait, raw 
morphine from Central Asia, Iran and Afghanistan was refined. In 1990 the chemical industry went into 
operation in the clandestine laboratories of Baku to produce the synthetic drug – ’amphetamines’, 
destined for export.  
 

                                                                 
15 J. Radvanyi, Le Monde, Paris, 13 November 1993. 
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The decision of the Azeri government to make the Caspian pipeline pass through Georgia and Turkey 
has greatly exasperated Russia i.e. Moscow. The consequences of this decision have been frequent 
coup d’etats in Azerbaijan and acts of terrorism in Georgia.  
 
Local rival clans have introduced a new political “game” in the Caucasus and in Georgia as well – 
compromising high officials by accusing them of being engaged in trade in drugs, but drug business 
still continues to grow and to expand its borders.  
 
After arriving at a compromise regarding the operation of the two pipelines on two routes – Baku-
Tbilisi-Supsa and Baku-Groznyi-Novorosiisk – the mutual accusations of trade in drugs has 
weakened, but the trade still continues. The southern part of the country is of major importance to 
Russia, giving it the opportunity to enter the international arena via the Black Sea. Thus the 
confrontations in this region, which date back to the 1990s have undergone a certain metamorphosis, 
but the main issue is still far from being settled once and for all. In fact a final settlement seems almost 
invisible.  
 
One fact that should be mentioned in particular and explored is the most complicated phenomenon of 
the region, that is the situation in the Republic of Chechnya. Political, religious, economic, ethnic and 
other types of confrontations are concentrated here. One party has the money and the other arms, 
some have both. The situation is controlled by means of the latter. The extent of trade in drugs and the 
kidnapping of people for ransom is growing, among the kidnapped are soldiers, high military officials 
(even Generals), foreigners. Chechen communities, who used to operate all over the territory of the 
former Soviet Union – from Siberia to the borders of Afghanistan have become vigorously engaged in 
illegal activities.  
 
Their mafiosi networks are well known not only in Moscow and Saint Petersburg, but also in the 
capitals of satellite countries and Germany. The Chechens have rather strong Diasporas in the Middle 
East, Turkey, Jordan and Syria.  
 
Given this situation, Moscow tries to make Chechnya the “scapegoat” and impose the responsibility for 
Mafia incidents, acts of terrorism, etc. in Russia on it. Yet who was at the centre of the transit net, 
crossing the borders of Chechnya? Who exercised control over the conveyance of drugs and other 
smuggled goods? How did Chechen armed units manage to use the aerodromes, bases and 
warehouses of neighbouring countries at this end?  
 
In order to make it clear how Chechnya was connected with international drug business it is necessary 
to go back to the events of 1991. Analysis of various pieces of information, statements and practical 
data brings us to the conclusion that at the initial stage of self-determination of the “Ichkeria Free 
Republic” large-scale drug business was not among the priorities of the Dudaev regime. Initial capital 
had been built up through illegal trade in arms and financial fraud, at the same time the oil resources 
and transport communications were pillaged.  
 
On the basis of many facts and documentation it is possible to prove that the Chechen leaders 
inherited the flying stock and they were smart enough to manage to establish channels for transit 
smuggling due to the total lack of control on the part of the Russian authorities. The transport and 
smuggling potential of Chechnya was practically unlimited.  
 
Dudaev’s representatives became professionally engaged in the drug business only after establishing 
criminal contacts with Asian drug producing countries in autumn 1991. These drug gangs set up the 
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first channel with the help of the field commanders of the armed units of Northern Afghanistan. The 
links which had been established between the KGB and the Afghanistan Security Service in the 1980s 
were still reliable and functioning. From 1994 Chechnya moved to direct contracts with Afghanistan, 
and later on narcotic drugs started to flow in from Pakistan.  
 
By the end of 1991 small, but modern pharmaceutical factory was brought from England, which 
provided for the refining of morphine into highly purified heroin. The existence of the drugs base in 
Chechnya was also proved by the Russian Parliamentary Commission (the Commission was headed 
by Stanislav Govorukhin) and was alluded to in their official report.16 
 
From the very first day the Chechen drug base was guarded by a reinforced, armed group consisting 
of 100 hired warriors of Chechen and Slavic origin. The base was also used for the storage and 
trafficking of arms from local warehouses of the Soviet Army, as well as from those of Mongolia, 
Germany and Lithuania. Until January 1995 the drug procession line functioned without interruption. 
On 5th of January 1995 the Russian Air Forces bombed the base. Drug production flourished for three 
years – a record amount of heroin, approximately 30 tonnes was produced at this base for this period.  
 
At first the major part of these narcotic drugs were sold in Lebanon via Chechen channels. The same 
private aviettes used to traffic “goods” to West Beirut, were used by the local smugglers who then sent 
them to the European market via their own channels.  
 
By the end of 1992 Dudaev’s representatives had gradually limited the amount drugs supplied.  
 
To my mind it should be stressed in particular that one of the main drug routes of those times was the 
Abkhazian route, which could be freely called the private drug-channel of the brothers Shamil and 
Shirvani Basaev. They shipped drugs from the Vedeno region of Chechnya to Novy Athon airdrome by 
Mi-8 helicopters. They used the bases in Jeirah valley on the territory of Kabardino-Balkaria as transit 
landing grounds. From Novy Athons the drugs were transported to the seaport of Sukhumi, and then 
to Famagusta port on North Cyprus by ships. There the goods were handed over to local drug dealers. 
On the way back the ships, as a rule were loaded with arms and armament for the Basaev gang.17 
 
As various Russian experts have noted, Chechnya, which was fighting for its independence became 
the main revolving axis for every secret operation and became a free zone for criminals. Russia’s 
invasion into Chechnya some time later could be explained as a “good sweeping out of this drug nest” 
and a fight against criminal organisations.18 
 
The provision of assistance to Abkhazia was Russia’s attempt “to tame” Georgia and it was in this 
area that the interests of Russia and Chechnya coincided, Chechnya’s turn then came and it became 
the next victim of Russian aggression.  
 
For the time being the Chechen Republic is driven by one perception: the continuous fight for 
independence, which means the constant search for arms and money and placing the civilian 
population under the control of the national armed forces. The latter will intensify relations with the 
Chechen mafia in Russia, in the Middle East and in the Caucasus.  
 
This is an important time for Georgia. Despite a most severe political, economic and military situation 
Georgia has steadfastly stuck to the creation of democratic institutions. Gradually, but persistently the 
                                                                 
16 A. Lyasko, Mortal route through Chechen President, Komsomolskaya Pravda, 5 May 1996. 
17 E. Krutikov, Alchemists, Izvestiya, 30 September 1999. 
18 Observatoire géopolitique des drogues, atlas mondial des drogues, Presses universitaires des France, Paris, 1996. 
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democratic institutions of the countries have been established. Reform has been fully implemented in 
various fields: in law enforcement, in the healthcare system, in the field of transport and in the field of 
military construction, etc.  
 
In 1999 Georgia became a member of the Council of Europe. In fact since 1992 several years prior to 
joining the Council of Europe and during what was probably the most difficult period in Georgia’s 
history a modern system of combating the illegal circulation of drugs was initiated in the country. Step 
by step the relevant infrastructure was created. In 1993, under the Presidential Ordinance the National 
Bureau for Fighting against Drug-addiction and Narco-business with its relevant subdivisions was 
created within the framework of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia. International contacts were 
soon established and at the invitation of the National Bureau of the US Drug Enforcement 
Administration conducted training courses in Georgia in 1996. The same year the President of the 
country approved a National Programme for Combating the Illegal Circulation of Drugs, as prepared 
by the National Bureau of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and held in high esteem by international 
experts. Thus, the system established within the State started to work, the special services of Georgia 
and their subdivisions gradually became engaged in the international system for combating drugs.19 
 
On the basis of many years of research and practical experience I have arrived at the conclusion, that 
the fight against illegal circulation of drugs is not a straightforward process, it is a complex problem 
and even a small relaxation in this struggle may result in grave consequences as the drug-business 
and the drug-cartels dynamically react to changes in international law and shifting alliances in their 
constant search for the shortest and most uncontrolled methods of transporting narcotic drugs from 
Asia to Europe. 
 
Unfortunately, Georgia is well marked on the geopolitical map of narcotic drugs as a transit country, 
while the western special services repeatedly register the trafficking of large quantities of narcotic 
drugs through our territories and seaports. The seizure of 486 kg and 976 gr. of narcotic drugs by 
Turkish authorities from special hiding places on a tourist company bus at the Sarphi border 
checkpoint on 8th of January 1998 serve as a prime example. 
 
There are currently five routes of narcotic drug transportation and distribution in Georgia: 
 
The first – from North Ossetia via the military road: Khazbegi-Dusheti-Mtskheta, then on to Tbilisi or 
West Georgia: namely to Poti or Batumi, then might be on to either Turkey or Europe; 
 
The second – from North Ossetia via the Roki tunnel: Tskhinvali, Gori territory – then Tbilisi or West 
Georgia – namely to Poti or Batumi; 
 
The third – the same routes, but instead of West Georgia the goods may go in the direction of the 
Akhaltsikhe or the Akhalkalaki border checkpoints; 
 
The fourth – Iran-Armenia-Georgia, then via Poti or Batumi seaports possibly on to either Turkey or 
Europe; 
 
The fifth – Azerbaijan-Georgia and then from Poti or Batumi seaports possibly on to either Turkey or 
Europe; 
 

                                                                 
19 National Programme for fighting drug addiction and illegal circulation of narcotic drugs in Georgia, Tbilisi, 1996. 
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The sixth – the prohibited goods are trafficked from Abkhazia to Tbilisi (West Georgia) or the Black 
Sea ports (Poti-Batumi) passing Zugdidi. 
 
The prohibited shipment seized by Turkish customs officers on 8th of January 1998 had taken the 
above-mentioned fifth route.  
 
If we consider the above-mentioned fact from a scientific point of view, it will not seem peculiar against 
the background of the level of training and logistics of the relevant Georgian services. Today’s fight 
against the drug-business, and particularly against international transit of drugs requires special 
knowledge and experience. At this end it is necessary to implement the requirements of the National 
Programme as it provides for clear-cut and detailed measures essential for international efforts and 
co-operation.  
 
To my mind the present scarcity of resources in Georgia makes it impossible to fund the Programme 
on a local basis, it is necessary to look for sponsors, donor States and organisations abroad. Given 
the current situation in Georgia, one more issue acquires particular importance and requires thorough 
study and examination – another delayed-action mine is being slowly but discreetly prepared in a 
beautiful part of Kakheti – the Pankisi Valley, right on the border with the Chechen Republic. The latter 
gives great importance to the Valley, from a strategic point of view, is that it is one of the springboards 
in the North to the main watershed range of the Caucasus.  
 
Due to warring actions in Chechnya, Russia is methodically closing the loop around it, aiming to: 
 
- prevent the importation of counterfeit petrol and other counterfeit goods to Russia; 
- fight vigorously to prevent kidnappings for ransom and the importation of large quantities of 

narcotic drugs and what is of foremost importance, the implementation of special targeted 
measures against terrorism and terrorist organisations.  

 
Trapped by a blockade, Chechnya has become like a wounded bear, looking for ways to leave the 
country and for territories on which to prepare for future warring actions. There are only two options 
left: Daghestan, which is sitting on a gunpowder cask and on the territory of which the well-armed and 
well-trained military and special-purpose units of Russia are largely concentrated and which has rather 
secure borders with Chechnya; and the other – Georgia with its transparent borders and grave social, 
economic and political situation.  
 
The poorly protected state of Georgia’s borders meant that in the summer of 1999 a large influx of 
refugees came into the Pankisi Valley from Chechnya. The refugees numbered several thousand, but 
they have never lost their links with their native territories. Such situations not being uncommon in the 
world today it was not long before a variety of organisations showed up in the Pankisi Valley: The 
Red-Cross International Organisation, UN observers and various other humanitarian organisations, 
who started funding humanitarian programmes in the Valley and distributing humanitarian goods.  
 
Similar to what happened in Southeast Asia, the Balkans and other hot spots in the world the refugees 
were soon followed by various armed groups, the wounded, those who had escaped from areas of 
conflict, each of whom having different goals.  
 
In summer of 2000 the situation in the Valley became particularly tense, resulting in armed conflict 
between the inhabitants of the Valley and the policemen of the Kakheti Regional Board. Two officers 
and two locals were killed. This mini conflict attested to the fact that confrontations might cause 
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extreme irritation to the local population and there was a realisation of how easily the situation could 
have developed into a large-scale struggle. The Police finally decided to be loyal towards the way of 
life in the Valley. Meanwhile Pankisi Valley may gradually become a centre for the trade and transit of 
arms and narcotic drugs.  
 
Experience of the world’s hot spots shows that arms and narcotic drugs are always present in areas 
where there is a concentration of military forces. Due to the non-issuing of wages and corrupt 
personnel, potential police become vigorously engaged in the trade in arms and narcotic drugs. The 
drug business develops according to the well-known principle: Narcotic drugs for arms. 
 
Machine guns, grenades, pistols of various brands, live-cartridges (a great deal of which is 
concentrated among the local population and there are cases when they are taken from Russian 
military bases) are exchanged for arms and vice versa. 
 
Criminal activity has become the main activity of armed groups gathered in the region. They soon 
assume control over the distribution of humanitarian goods, – the drug business becomes much more 
target-oriented. The process of opening up the villages near to the Valley has started – the local young 
population, whose attitude towards narcotic drugs was at first traditionally negative, was presented 
with large quantities of heroin free of charge, after becoming dependent on the drug they turned into 
addicts and they are now used as labour forces by the armed groups of the region. In short, the 
population has gradually surrendered to the traders in narcotic drugs and arms. The establishment of 
drug networks and their development in the direction of the large cities of Georgia started using the 
methods well documented and widely practised worldwide. Logically the next step will be the 
movement of shipments in the direction of Turkey and Europe. It appears that a new Chechen vector – 
the seventh route for the distribution and transit of narcotic drugs in Georgia is being created.  
 
Given the connections between local and Chechen criminal organisations the kidnapping of people for 
ransom has become quite systematic. In the year 2000 four officers of the Red Cross Organisations 
were even kidnapped and the Valley was challenged with the danger of being able to survive without 
any humanitarian aid whatsoever. As a consequence of the non-standard measures used all four 
officers were released.  
 
At the beginning of the year 2001 two Spanish businessmen were kidnapped, their fate is still 
unknown and in May the Member of Georgian Parliament Petre Tsiskarishvili and his fiancée were 
kidnapped from the centre of Tbilisi. 
 
One more important issue: in one of the villages of the Pankisi Valley, in Duisi the Vahabist group 
Jamaat has been established, it is gaining increasing influence over the population of the Valley and is 
marked by its extremist philosophy. In such circumstances the habits and traditions of many-centuries’ 
are undermined, and there is the threat of a negative reaction within the local population. This is 
particularly dangerous as both parties are armed. Conditions for launching a large-scale conflict are 
ripening, the region is becoming a central point of interest for the special services of a number of small 
and large states. Given this situation Georgia faces the danger that this beautiful and strategically vital 
part of the country (Pankisi Valley) may break away from the jurisdiction of Georgia.  
 
If we recall and analyse the wars and conflicts in Georgia and in the whole of the Caucasus, including 
the Kvemo Kartli Crisis of the 1980s, the civil wars in Samachablo and West Georgia, and the 
Abkhazian Patriotic War, we can see that these conflicts were always preceded or supplemented by 
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an aggravation of the situation with regard to narcotic drugs. This situation also occurs on an 
international scale. This is the axiom of world history.  
 
These are the geo-strategic outcomes of the narcotic industry in post-Communist Eurasia. The main 
conclusion of this world history of narcotic drugs is that those states that promoted the production and 
consumption of narcotic drugs through their acts or omissions, have always been punished as 
severely as possible.  
 
 
2. LEGISLATION – THE MAIN INSTRUMENT FOR FIGHTING AGAINST NARCOTIC DRUGS 
 
The research discussed in this article assures us that the scope of the illegal circulation of narcotic 
drugs in Eurasia has long surpassed the danger zone and requires the implementation of relevant 
effective measures. To my mind the elaboration of a proper legal framework and the establishment of 
the preconditions for its successful operation are of the utmost importance from a legal standpoint. 
 
This is particularly pertinent to the countries of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, as the 
effective legislation of these countries is certainly insufficient to deal with the current grave situation 
with regard to narcotic drugs.  
 
The main reason is that inadequate reaction to this problem for years, self-isolation from the global 
system of combating narcotic drugs has placed the countries that survived the Soviet regime in a 
grave situation. The famous Czech expert Pavel Bem properly assessed this situation and I fully agree 
with him. He says in one of his speeches: “Post-Communist space adheres rigidly to the ideology, that 
the illegal distribution and trafficking of drugs is peculiar to decadent capitalist societies. As a 
consequence the military forces, public health officials and financial authorities are largely unprepared 
to cope with an unfettered drug trade. Under the previous government, certain social problems were 
purposefully ignored or simply suppressed to the point where they were not even acknowledged. Drug 
abuse and their illegal circulation was among those problems and just as we are learning the finer 
points of the free market system, we find ourselves newcomers to the role of fighting drug abuse and 
drug trafficking”.20 
 
The international drug business reacts dynamically to the world situation and searches constantly for 
large, unprotected transit areas, for countries that it can use for the transportation of narcotic drugs 
from the zones of production to the regions of consumption, in which it is easy to legalise obtained 
assets – to launder them and invest these assets in the state sector of the countries due to the fact 
that they do not possess the relevant legal framework to deal with such a situation.  
 
Unfortunately, for the time being the countries of Central Asia and Caucasus are examples of a 
situation where effective legislation is unable to oppose the integration of criminal assets (including 
drug assets as well) into their economy, this is an extremely hazardous phenomenon.  
 
In this respect I fully agree with the opinion of the American scientists, Rensselaer W. Lee III and Scott 
MacDonald that it is to the benefit of the countries of the world community to develop stable and 
legitimate societies in former Communist countries. The countries of the former Soviet Republic are 
economically poor but rich in narcotic drugs and have the most favourable conditions for the 

                                                                 
20 P. Bem, Chief Doctor at the Centre of Drug Addict Cure in Prague. Speech to the conference on drug abuse in Paris on 18 
April 1991, p.1. 
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transportation of narcotic drugs, giving drug dealers and other criminal elements a good opportunity to 
settle here.  
 
That is why an anti-drugs coalition is to be created by the newly developed states from Europe to the 
Pacific coast in order to oppose the dangers of the drug business, money laundering and the large-
scale consumption of narcotic drugs. All the above said should promote the establishment of 
democratic principles and a commitment to a free market economy in these countries.  
 
Unless these countries combat this process with the assistance of international community, the 
economic and political power of organised crime will attain unbelievable heights.21 
 
Over the past couple of decades the motivation to combat the illegal consumption and transportation 
of narcotic drugs has been permanently changing given the huge variety of different political, 
economic and other strategic interests involved; although it seems that most countries are willing to 
control the illegal transportation of narcotic drugs and prevent internal drug abuse. The mere desire to 
stop the distribution of narcotic drugs will not bring about significant results insofar as the inconsistent 
attitude of the countries of varying levels of development towards the use of narcotic drugs and 
alcohol holds back the implementation of the necessary measures against these evils. Very often 
small countries lack the forces and resources to fund large-scale campaigns against narcotic drugs or 
to implement anti-drug legislation. Often in acknowledgement of the need for the money obtained 
through the sale of narcotic drugs to fill up the empty coffers of the treasury and to solve a variety of 
social problems, governments of some countries sign international conventions and agreements 
against the illegal circulation of narcotic drugs with one hand and create protected channels for their 
illegal transportation and production with the other.  
 
We should also take into consideration the fact that the current world order, with its open borders, 
unlimited and free trade zones, expanding migrant populations and permanent fighting between states 
to attain economic and political superiority has promoted the escalation of crimes such as drug abuse 
and the illegal transportation of narcotic drugs.  
 
Under these conditions the elaboration of proper and efficient legal rules and the establishment of 
proficient legal practices should be the main instrument for the establishment of a global system for 
the control of narcotic drugs. The law should be a comprehensive, fundamental document covering all 
the aspects, every possible case and situation. It should be based on effective international normative 
documents and agreements in this field, but first of all this law should secure an adequate and efficient 
reaction to the violations related to the illegal circulation of narcotic drugs, psychotrophic substances 
and their precursors, it should establish legal grounds for the disclosure and prevention of criminal 
actions related to their illegal circulation, as well as legal grounds for the punishment of offenders and 
provide authorisation to the legal representatives of the state bodies in this area.  
 
When elaborating the law, we should keep in mind, that the disclosure and prevention of the illegal 
transportation of narcotic drugs becomes more and more complicated, thus, the law enforcement 
bodies should accept this challenge and strive for perfection in their tackling of these problems and 
employ new tactics which are based on a strategy of mutual co-operation. This strategy should be 
reinforced by the rules of law. 
 

                                                                 
21 R. W. Lee III, S. MacDonald, Drugs in post - communist Societies, San Francisco, Oxford, 1994. 
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In order for the countries of the post-Communist region, and the Georgian services including those 
fighting drug addiction and drug trafficking to attain material success in their activities and effectively 
participate in the international system for combating narcotic drugs, it is necessary: 
 
- To improve permanently the services fighting against the drug business from a strategic, 

organisational and methodological point of view, concurrent to the dynamic processes in the 
criminal field; 

- operational services fighting against the illegal circulation of narcotic drugs are to combat only 
drug trafficking. They should deal with the consumers of narcotic drugs only in exceptional cases, 
when the latter are in some way related to the trade in narcotic drugs. All the aforementioned 
points should be explicitly regulated by relevant normative acts; 

- the function of special services fighting against the illicit circulation of narcotic drugs should be 
carefully delimited according to their competencies and so as to facilitate their joint concurrent 
operation. 

 
International practice in fighting against the drug trade has shown us that this is not the problem of any 
one country alone and it sets new goals for the countries of the international community. To our mind 
the following is necessary at this end: 
 
- Systematic and more cautious integration of the information between countries; 
- elaboration of a new system of co-operation between the executive powers of the states which will 

be based upon a wider exchange of information and personnel.22 
 
The best example of the aforementioned is the successful co-operation between the executive 
agencies of the United States of America and Italy. 
 
- Making the legal framework universal will considerably facilitate the fight against transnational 

criminal organisations (TCO);23 
- the establishment of a universal legal framework will facilitate the possibility of establishing a 

strategy for fighting transnational criminal organisations (TCO) so as to sow doubt and breed strife 
inside these organisations; 

 
For example, the deprivation of the right to supply narcotic drugs would allegedly mean the betrayal of 
a partner. The strategy will aim at the opposition of these organisations at such a level so as to 
substitute co-operation with competition and even confrontation and rivalry. 
 
- The governments shall take into consideration the potential outcome of assaults on successful 

fields within the market infrastructure of illegal business, as far a the blocking of one organisation 
may result in the promotion of others which may cause even greater problems; 

- apart from this, I consider it expedient that the law enforcement agencies of Eurasian countries 
vigorously participate in international and regional programmes for fighting against the illegal 
circulation of narcotic drugs and that they should start the implementation of such programmes in 
the countries of the Black Sea area. 

                                                                 
22 J. Janashia, Fighting against illegal circulation of narcotic drugs (Guidebook), National Bureau for Fighting against Drug-
addiction and Narco-business of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia, Tbilisi, 1995. 
23 R. Godson, Professor, Georgetown University, George C. Marshall European Centre for Security Studies Conference on 
Organised Crime: the National Security Dimension, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, 31 August – 2 September 1999. 
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CHRISTOPHER POLLMANN* 
 
 

SOME HUMAN RIGHTS RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES 
 
 
The following lines are an invitation for research on human rights based on the social sciences. They 
are addressed, first of all, to the author himself. But they may also help other scholars to find some 
orientation in a sector characterised by either philosophical idealism or legal nihilism. 
 
1. HUMAN RIGHTS IN A GLOBALISED WORLD 
 
Human rights seem to mirror as well as foster the contemporary evolution, characterised by 
globalisation and individualisation. At the same time, they help to disintegrate traditional political 
entities and to unify them on a larger scale. In order to examine and understand these complex 
dynamics, it may be necessary to take into consideration the fundamentally contradictory character of 
the evolving relationship between the world as a whole and its parts. 
 
On the one hand, in a process often called globalisation, various regions and their inhabitants unite as 
far as economic activities (including tourism) and migrations are concerned. This is in fact an old story: 
since its origins in the Middle Ages, the history of capitalism is that of a continuous globalisation; it is 
however, true that it approaches today, for the first time, the physical limits of the planet in a spatial as 
well as ecological sense. 
 
On the other hand, and in spite of some movements of regional integration, namely in Europe, the 
world stays politically fragmented into numerous nation-states. Besides this descriptive element, such 
fragmentation could also be a necessity: Economic activities depend on political power, and this 
dependence on co-ordination and legitimisation is even growing with globalisation. In order to institute, 
organise and justify markets, professions and production of goods and services, an extra-economic 
authority is needed, operating with the help of material, institutional and legal infrastructures: 
measures of time, weight, volume, etc.; transport, currency, language and other means of 
communication; police, sanitary and other standards; education... In the absence of a world 
government, it is for the time being the nation-state which assures this complex job. It is the state 
which also leads wars to defend or conquer markets and to allow for the periodic collective catharsis 
of frustrations due to painful and stressful everyday life (I therefore do not share the recent analysis by 
Toni Negri and Michael Hardt). In a market economy, the competition between economic actors 
seems indeed to require some rivalry between communities.  
 
Thus, there are several reasons to agree with Karl Polanyi, Nicos Poulantzas and others who say that 
the nation-state will stay, for the foreseeable future, the key structure and actor of international affairs 
and that the advent of a world state is improbable, perhaps impossible. However, it is true that the gap 
between economic internationalisation and political fragmentation is growing. This entails decreasing 
possibilities for solving, especially ecological, problems and increasing risks of conflict. 
 

                                                                 
*
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So, what is the role of human rights in this setting? In the past and inspired by Jeremy Bentham's 
reflections, my analysis was radically critical, if not negative. I have perceived human rights as the 
legal organisation of capitalist individualism. One may object to this perspective and say that it does 
not sufficiently take into consideration the fundamentally ambivalent character of law. It is not my 
primary intention in this presentation to relativise my former studies, but rather to extend them towards 
an area, which I have not yet investigated. It is this discovery of a terra incognita, which will require 
intensive discussion and exchange with the worldwide human rights community. 
 
In fact, my past studies of human rights solely concerned the national level. The main reason for this 
limitation was simply that individual prerogatives exist mainly, for the time being, within nation-states 
and their legal systems. On the international level, human rights if not law in general, ultimately still 
depend on power relations. This is precisely because of the world's political fragmentation I have 
already emphasised: There are hardly any institutions, which can impose the respect of human rights, 
especially against powerful states. However, this may change in the course of and because of two 
probably related processes: globalisation and individualisation. 
 
What is precisely meant by individualisation? Within the nation-states but also in international 
relations, individuals always gain more impact, whereas states seem to lose influence. In many parts 
of the world for instance, most people are reluctant today to die for their country, unlike the 
generalised enthusiasm for war one-century ago. It is true though that nationalist tendencies have 
grown over the last ten to fifteen years, and even elsewhere, for instance in the European Union, 
popular reference to transnational or supranational associations, trade-unions, political parties and 
rules is still exceptional. Nevertheless, even nationalism nowadays does not restrict the overall trend 
towards hedonistic individualism and consumption. On the world level, transnational elite represents a 
cosmopolitan way of life where the abandoned national cultures are not compensated by new 
socialities and kinship. And political leaders and other powerful individuals are no longer invulnerable 
to prosecution, neither on the national nor on the world level. One could say that the international 
arena now also hosts the secular individualisation, which has transformed European societies since 
the Middle Ages. 
 
Then, how will the present tendencies of individualisation and globalisation affect human rights? 
Individualisation probably means not only a growing role of law, but also and more precisely, the 
development of a system of individual rights and obligations, culminating in human rights. The reason 
may be that it diminishes the role of confidence and thus provokes a growing need for legal security 
(Friedrich A. Hayek ). Legal security can be achieved by substantial or procedural norms (primary or 
secondary rules according to Herbert L. A. Hart ’s distinction). Within a state, a great number of 
procedures help to provide legal security even when the substantial norms vary. On the international 
level however, substantial norms such as human rights may be easier to obtain than procedural rules, 
because the latter put state power more directly in question. 
 
The international legal evolution indeed manifests growing individualism. International law displays an 
increasing normative function, which consists in fixing rights and obligations, whereas its diplomatic 
function — organising the relations between subjects of international law, meaning states and 
international organisations — is decreasing (Valérie Goesel). This decrease probably reflects the 
weakening of the traditional principles of state sovereignty and independence. As rights and 
obligations are by definition mainly those of private subjects – natural and legal persons –, their 
increase will go along with greater impact of human rights. This process, internal to international law, 
does of course not yet imply better compliance with international legal standards. 
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The combination of individualisation and globalisation may not only foster human rights, but even 
incite the development of an international legal system comparable to national ones. The human rights 
situation legally echoes or even reinforces the aforementioned politico-economic antagonism between 
economic internationalisation and political fragmentation. On the one hand, more and more natural 
and juridical persons seek to be considered in terms of international individual prerogatives, if not 
human rights. On the other hand, institutions capable of guaranteeing their respect are still lacking. 
International law is therefore experienced as insufficient, if not as a contradiction with the proclamation 
of human rights because of the predominance of national law. 
 
My hypothesis is that this legal insufficiency or contradiction is more unstable than the politico-
economic antagonism. As I have indicated, the latter was and is not harmful, but perhaps on the 
contrary functional for both internationalisation and state power. However, the properly legal 
contradiction between the declaration of substantial rules and the difficulty to assure compliance with 
them may appear, with the increasing number of international private actors, more and more 
intolerable and therefore appeal for the triumph of one of the two poles. In the past, nation-states and 
their legal systems won against human rights, probably because the national cohesion of people was 
stronger than their international legal existence and claims. Today, globalisation and individualisation 
mean growing strength of the human rights pole: not only is the proportion of international private 
actors growing, but at the same time, the political support for – and in – numerous nation-states is 
decreasing, in spite of some nationalist tendencies. 
 
If the present evolution continues, the defeat of the states by and against human rights seems 
inevitable in the long run. However, this does not imply any concrete answer to the question “Who will 
impose human rights and how?” Human rights could be guaranteed in a sort of world state, by 
strengthened international organisations (or regional ones such as the European Union) and courts or 
by new, still unknown mechanisms, perhaps in the sense developed by Gunther Teubner. Equally 
open is the question to which extent the efficiency of human rights requires reconciliation and 
consensus or rather what M. Cherif Bassiouni calls the criminalisation stage which may imply a duty to 
prosecute human rights violations (Diane F. Orentlicher). 
 
Therefore, my initial claim about the continuing primacy of the nation-state in world politics may have 
to be relativised in the light of pressure by human rights and their beneficiaries. Law in general and 
individual prerogatives and litigation in particular indeed possess a subtle centralising impact, namely 
a great capacity to foster territorial integration (Eric Stein and Terrance Sandalow). Thus, whatever 
their nationally bound analysis, human rights merit a prospective point of view on the international 
level (which is always less inter- and more and more trans- or even supranational). Indeed, human 
rights bring forth a world legal subject which is, just as the national legal subject, an abstract, if not 
rhetorical figure open to all sorts of practices (Renata Salecl) while transforming them by a selective 
perspective. Once again, this process could imitate and pursue what has happened within the nation-
states: the progressive creation of a society of persons, persona meaning in Greek and Latin the mask 
actors needed at the theatre to be understood by the whole audience. 
 
 
2. HUMAN RIGHTS FOR EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 
 
European integration results from a confrontation between two contradictory dynamics: on one side, 
the participating nation-states associate with their neighbours in order to increase their respective 
influence and on the other, the institutions which they set up in the pursuit of their national interests 
become autonomous and promote always wider and more detailed common interests (Albert Statz).  
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But this model neglects the citizens. The European Court of Justice started to refer to them early on by 
proclaiming fundamental rights, partly taken out of the European Convention on Human Rights. Thus, 
it succeeded to build up an everlasting alliance, especially via preliminary rulings (Hjalte Rasmussen). 
So far, European integration has been mainly a legal affair promoted by the Court, whereas on the 
political level, inter-state procedures have dominated (Joseph Weiler). Law thus demonstrates its 
centralising dynamic pointed out before. 
 
Two reasons make me believe that this mechanism will intensify in the future and is therefore worth 
examination. First, as I have already indicated above, individualisation continues. Globalisation is not 
only an increasing proportion of international private actors, but also a decrease in the political support 
for – and in – numerous nation-states. Individualisation probably means an expanding role of law and 
the development of a system of individual rights and obligations, culminating in human rights. This is 
because it diminishes the role of confidence and thus provokes a growing need for legal security 
(Friedrich A. Hayek ). 
 
Second, for a few years, globalisation as well as European integration provoke wide popular 
resistance. This trend seems new to me in two respects. In some countries, mobilisation for or against 
Europe used to be limited. In Germany for instance, support for integration up until the 1970s was 
mainly a matter of good consciousness. Opposition tendencies were nationalist. But the bulk of 
society, namely the trade unions stayed passive, whereas at present, there is some mobilisation. In 
other countries such as France, a mass movement against Europe existed, namely in the Communist 
Party and the trade union CGT. But unlike this anti-European (and often anti-German) movement, the 
current mobilisation is pro-European. It calls for a different Europe improving education, working 
conditions, social security etc. These wishes materialise in demands for a European Social Charter or 
even a catalogue of fundamental rights in a European Constitution. 
 
In my view, this new trend is of the greatest political and legal importance. In a period of increasing 
pressure on the nation-states and their determination and ability to assure public welfare and of 
spreading general uncertainty, pro-European protest has two political consequences: 1. Protesters 
themselves are not available for an anti-European movement; 2. Such a movement would not dispose 
of much public attention anyway, because people’s curiosity would already be captivated by 
supranational actions.  
 
In legal respect, only such a mass mobilisation is likely to bring forth binding and judicially protected 
human rights. Individual European prerogatives put to question the established powers and habits not 
only of and in the member states but also in the European political institutions and can therefore only 
be secured by struggle. Indeed, if we look into the past, property, the right to conclude contracts, the 
right to vote and many other prerogatives were usually fought for. Although the concrete progress of 
European integration takes place in legal and especially judicial forms, this normative supra-
nationalism cannot replace the “abstract”, global, political fixing of the objectives, the contents and the 
frame of integration (Wilfried Fiedler). This requires public decision-making resulting from the 
confrontation between conflicting social and political forces. 
 
European unification has presumably not yet reached the “point of no return” (which is never definitive, 
anyway). The breaking-up of Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union and other federations shows that peoples 
may reverse an integration process even when this creates a heavy burden for them. In order to carry 
the construction of Europe beyond this point of no return, a European identity is probably necessary. 
In the long run, a collective identity results from common interests forged in confrontation. Such 
common interests can be fostered by a shared perception of an external threat. But individualisation 
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makes this mechanism always weaker. However, common interests may also consist of possibilities to 
improve one’s living conditions by reference to the European Union’s fundamental rights. The Charter 
recently adopted in Nice is perhaps the first step in this direction. 
 
Summing up, the official recognition of human rights would make European integration more dynamic 
without politicising and thus endangering it. However, human rights, attractive for the majority of 
people, will only result from political struggle. 
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THE BASIC GROUNDS OF ROME CONVENTION ON LAW APPLICABLE TO 

CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Harmonisation of conflict of law rules in the European Union is mainly carried out through the adoption 
of secondary legislation.1 However, two basic agreements – the Rome Convention on Law Applicable 
to Contractual Obligations of 19802 and the Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction, Recognition and 
Enforcement of Judgment in Civil and Commercial Matters of 19683 – are the main legal instruments 
operating in the field of private international law within the European Community. 
 
This contribution aims to provide the reader with a short overview with regard to the most important 
stages of the drafting-history of the Rome Convention, its structure, contents and existing legal trends 
in this field of law. The essay will also briefly touch on the principles – so-called pillars of the 
Convention, which served as the basis for the elaboration of the methodology of legal regulation 
provided in a form of unified legal provision of the instrument. 
 
 
2. HISTORY OF DRAFTING OF THE CONVENTION 
 
In September 1967, the Benelux Countries4 addressed the Commission of the European Communities 
with a proposal, which was presented by Belgium on behalf of the latter, the Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands. They expressed the desire to invite representatives of the Member States to collaborate 
on the unification and codification of conflict of law rules within the European Community. This 
initiative was to bring to a conclusion an international agreement with the draft Convention for the 
Benelux Countries as a starting point. 
 
Due to the complexity of such an activity it was decided that the eradication of conflicts and existing 
divergences between national conflict of law rules of the Member States in the area of contractual law 
was both urgent and important. Director-General for the Internal Market and Approximation of 
Legislation at that time - T. Vogelaar - advocated the proposal emphasising, that this activity was the 
next step towards the complete unification of conflict of law rules.5 The idea that provisions for unified 
private international law would extend not only to the relations between the Member states but also to 
relations involving third states was fully acknowledged.6 
 
The opinions expressed during intensive discussion of the subject in the Commission can be briefly 
summarised as follows: the reasonability of following two approaches – the unification of either 
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1 D. Lasok, P. A. Stone, Conflict of Laws in the European Community, 1987, pp. 92-126. 
2 O.J. L 266 09.10.1980. 
3 O.J. L 304/77. 
4 Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg (Economic-Customs Union of Benelux countries). 
5 Comp. M. Giuliano, P. Lagarde - Report on Convention on the law applicable to contractual obligations, O.J. C 282, p. 31. 
6 Ibid. Introduction, Par. 1. 
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substantive law or conflict of laws – were the main points referred to. Due to the revelation that a body 
of substantive legal norms did not exist at this stage of the development of the Community Law, 
priority was given to the creation of codification of conflict of law rules in defined sectors. Another 
argument in favour of this decision was that the intended unification would facilitate better realisation 
of the Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction, Recognition and Enforcement of Judgement in Civil and 
Commercial Matters, which had been adopted as a set of procedural provisions in the field of conflict 
of laws.7 
 
The main difference between the Brussels and the Rome Convention is that it was not envisaged that 
the latter would be based on any of the legal provisions of the EC Treaty. However, the 
representatives of all states involved decided to refer to the procedures to be applied to the 
agreements concluded or under preparation on the basis of Article 293 of the EC Treaty with regard to 
the Rome Convention.8 
 
A further issue to be decided was the extent of harmonisation. The main directions for harmonisation 
were identified, taking into account the goal, which was the rightful and proper functioning of the 
Internal Market. Thus the following vectors of possible harmonisation were chosen: substantive and 
non-substantive law; law applicable to contractual and non-contractual obligations; law applicable to 
the form of legal transaction, evidence and other general matters.9 
 
The process of drafting the text of the Convention comprising the above-mentioned directions 
commenced after the resolution of the formalities.10 Four coordinator delegations of the Member 
States - Germany, Italy, France and the Netherlands (in agreement with the delegations of Belgium 
and Luxembourg) – were assigned to work accordingly in the above listed directions aimed at 
accelerating the drafting process. 
 
Since 1970 the working groups had intensified their activities by drawing up questionnaires for the 
Member States in order to get a clear picture of the existing legal frameworks at national levels in the 
field of private international law. The questionnaires were supplemented by both oral and written 
reports by experts at the plenary sessions and in addition the relevant trends of case law and legal 
theories were taken into account.  
 
Consequently all the above-mentioned helped in the elaboration of particular articles, a set of which 
formed the working draft of the text of the Convention. The working draft was then passed to the 
governments of the Member States in 1972. A bit later, in 1973 the working groups expanded due to 
the accession of Great Britain, Denmark and Ireland to the European Economic Community. In 1972, 
the text of the Convention covered the issues of law applicable to contractual and non-contractual 
obligations.  
 
The working process was delayed for some time for political, technical and a variety of other reasons 
and after its re-commencement the decision was made to extend the scope of the Convention only to 
the law applicable to contractual obligations. 
 

                                                                 
7 Comp. Ibid. Introduction, Par. 2. 
8 Minutes of the meeting of 20 to 22 October 1969. 
9 Renvoi, classification, application of foreign law, acquired rights, public policy, capacity, representation. 
10 Authorisation issued at the meeting of Committee of Permanent Representatives held on 15 January 1970, to the special 
working group. See supra note 5. 
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The draft was finally finished in 1979 and was sent to the governments of the Member States and to 
the Council. The former were instructed to assess the text by the end of the year in order to facilitate 
its conclusion by 1980. 
 
The competence of the European Court of Justice11 on official interpretation of the Convention was 
one of the problematic issues to be resolved before the conclusion of the draft because the 
relationship of the legal instrument to the Community legal order appeared to be unclear. This issue 
was further complicated by the problem of identifying the number of ratifications needed for the 
Convention to come into force. 
 
The problem of the competence of the Court of Justice was resolved by agreement among the 
representatives of Member States, which was expressed in a joint declaration. This was one of the 
encouraging points in the acceleration of the ratification procedures.  
 
Finally, the plenipotentiaries of Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands signed the Convention on June 1980 and since this time has been 
available for signature by the rest of the Member States. 
 
 
3. AIMS AND DIFFICULTIES 
 
The primary objective of the Convention is to create a uniform set of legal provisions related to the 
conflict of laws in the field of contractual obligations.12 This set is designed to be further incorporated 
into the national laws of the Member States so as to achieve unified regulatory mechanisms applicable 
throughout the Community. This will ensure more certainty in equal legal protection of persons 
established and carrying out their business within the European Community. 
 
The achievement of the objective appeared to be quite complicated, because the authors of the 
Convention had to put together a wide range of legal rules from different legal systems of which only 
Italian law possessed a set of conflict of law rules covering almost all the matters regulated by the 
Convention. In the legal systems of other Member States the provisions of private international law 
were found only in customary rules or in case law.13 
 
Nevertheless, the elaborated provisions of the convention are not substantially different to either 
French draft law supplementing the Civil Code with respect to private international law or to the 
Benelux Treaty establishing uniform rules of private international law signed in 1969.14 
 
 
4. UNIVERSAL APPLICATION OF UNIFIED RULES 
 
4.1. Universal character 
 
The Rome Convention is an integral part of the Community legal system15, which itself is of a specific 
character due to the supranational nature of the Communities as a regional international organisation 

                                                                 
11 On Court of Justice and its jurisdiction see: I. Macleod, I. D. Hendry, S. Hyett, The external relations of the European 
Communities, Oxford 1998, pp. 15-16. 
12 Comp. P. Kaye, The new private international law of contract of the European Community, 1993, p. ix. 
13 Comp. supra note 5, Introduction, Par. 7. 
14 The attempt to codify common conflict of law rules at a national level of Benelux countries. 
15 As far as one of its main objectives is the full realisation of Brussels Convention of 1968. 
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in general and the principles of direct effect and supremacy of its norms over national laws16 in 
particular. In the case of the Convention, Article 2 went further in developing the more extensive 
principle of the universal character17 of its norms than the aforementioned developments in the realm 
of direct effect and supremacy. 
 
The operation of this principle is that any law specified in the Convention applies whether or not it is 
the law of the Contracting State.18 This is so, irrespective of whether the parties are nationals, 
domiciled or residing in the Contracting State.19  
 
4.2 “General” character 
 
The drafters of the Convention paid relevant attention to the system and to the methods of regulation 
of the relation covered by the instrument. This implied looking at the nature of the norms themselves 
and as a result of various discussions, three options of the following type came to light. They could 
have 1) general – applicable to all categories of contracts; 2) specific – applicable to various 
categories of contracts; or 3) intermediate – a joint version of the previous two, character.20 
 
It was the third option, which was finally preferred. Thus the text of the Convention was structured in a 
way that normally the provisions of a general nature would have priority but was supplemented by the 
specific norms as exceptions for certain categories of contracts. An example of the latter is Article 4 
providing for the rule on applicable law in the absence of choice.21 
 
 
5. SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION 
 
The unified rules of the Convention apply to contractual obligations only in cases, where the laws of 
several countries equally might be set in force according to Article 1, Par. 1. The purpose of the 
provision is to resolve the dilemma for a judge, which examines the case with at least one foreign 
element, where the reasonable pretension of regulation of a contract or the obligations arisen from it 
by the laws of different national origin may exist. This kind of situation may lead to confusion and 
impede fair settlement of disputes.  
 
Article 1, Par. 1 provides a tool for the resolution of the aforementioned dilemma by excluding choice. 
This, in fact, refers to the proposition that all relevant national conflict of law rules be repealed once 
the Convention comes into force. 
 
According to Article 1, Par. 2 the Convention does not apply to the status or legal capacity of natural 
persons22, contractual obligations related to wills and succession, property rights arising from 
matrimonial relationships, parentage, marriage or affinity, including maintenance obligations in respect 
of children (including illegitimate), contractual obligations related to negotiable instruments (as far as it 
concerns their negotiable character), arbitration agreements and agreements on the choice of court, 
questions governed by the law of companies (range of company law obligations), possibility for the 

                                                                 
16 Accordingly the cases 26/62, Van Gend en Loos v. Nederladse Administratie der Belastingen, 1963 E.C.R. 12 and 6/64 Costa 
v. ENEL, 1964 E.C.R. 585. 
17 See P.M. North, J.J. Fawcett, Cheshire and North’s Private International Law, Twelfth edition, 1992, p. 475.  
18 "Any law specified by the Convention shall be applied whether or not it is the law of a Contracting State", Art. 2. 
19 See P. Kaye, p. 143. 
20 Comp. supra note 5, Introduction, Par. 9. 
21 Also, Articles 5 and 6 - accordingly the cases of the absence of the choice of law on consumer and labour contracts. 
22 Subject to Art. 11. 
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agent to bind a principal, or an organ to bind a company to a third party, relations between settlors, 
trustees and beneficiaries, evidence and procedure.23 
 
Paragraph 3 of the Article excludes from the scope of the Convention insurance contracts if the risk 
covered by the latter is situated in the territories of the Member States. However, the uniform rules 
apply to re-insurance contracts according to paragraph 4. 
 
Articles 20, 21 and 23-25 of the Convention are exemptions from the scope of the application defining 
the relation of unified rules to the relevant provision of other international legal instruments to which 
the Contracting Parties of the Rome Convention are or may in future become parties. The scope of the 
Convention also does not extend to the cases of choice of law with regard to contractual obligations 
regulated by the acts of the institutions of the European Communities or by national provisions 
implementing such acts. 
 
 
6. FREEDOM OF CHOICE – AGREEMENT ON CHOICE OF LAW 
 
Article 3 of the Convention provides for the basic principle of private international law – freedom of 
choice of law for the parties to the contract. The present principle is known to all legal systems of the 
Member States of the European Communities, despite its different forms of expression.24 The principle 
takes its origin from case law for most of the Members States, except Italy25, and afterwards 
undergoes systematisation according to the legal traditions of these countries.26  
 
The US legal system approaches the principle in a different manner. According to the US legal system 
the choice of law is often limited by the national conflict of law rules. There is only an extremely narrow 
possibility of the principle being applied, where the chosen law is significantly related to the contract or 
parties to the latter or any other reasonable ground for such application is evident.27  
 
Freedom of choice represents the first pillar of the Convention, thus the American doctrine is rejected 
by Article 3. It seems logical due to the fact that the contract itself is a result of free expression of the 
wills of the parties to it and furthermore, the parties enjoy the freedom to choose the law to govern 
their relationship. This idea appears to be the essence of the provision provided for in the Article 3, 
Par. 1. It is also up to the parties to choose the law, which has connection to the contract. 
 
Besides the general statement on freedom of choice, this Article envisages the somewhat technical 
side of such an action: this means that parties should fix the choice of law directly in the text of the 
contract. Furthermore, the choice made may be logically deduced from the essence of the terms of the 
contract or other circumstances related to the latter – so called implied choice. However, the latter is 
not presented without limitations; the second sentence of Article 3, Par. 1 sets the criterion for the 
definition of the existence of implied choice: this is a “reasonable certainty”. 
 

                                                                 
23 Subject to Art. 14. 
24 See supra note 5, Title II, Par. 1. 
25 See Morelli, Elementi di diritto internazionale privato italiano, 10th edition, Napoli, 1971, Nos 97-98, pp. 154-157. 
26 See supra note 5, Title II, par. 1. 
27 See section 187 (2)(a) of the US Second Restatement in P. North, ed. 1982, pp. 150 and 297. This approach is characteristic 
of the American school which sets up a list of factors influencing the choice of law and conceives that the court examining the 
case refers to the statutory requirements of its own legislation and in the case of the absence of the latter uses the 
aforementioned list of factors for the determination of applicable law. The author of the given approach – J. Reese – believes 
that the aforementioned factors are not determined rule for the choice of law and constitute the basis for an approach to be used 
in elaboration of the rules. 
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A judge examining the case, in which the parties to the contract have not explicitly chosen the law 
applicable to their relations, may not immediately make a decision on applicable law on the basis of 
the provision of Article 4, which provides for the usage of the principle of the closest connection of law 
to the contract. He must first examine whether there was a common will expressed by the parties on 
the choice of law, although he should stick to the terms of the contract or related circumstances. At the 
same time, the judge is bound by the aforementioned “reasonable certainty”. The latter provides the 
clearance for him on how far he can go in his examination using the premise of “implied choice”. 
 
In addition, according to Par. 2, the parties to the contract may at any time agree on a new choice of 
applicable law. This can happen even during the court proceedings. Alteration of choice may be done 
at any time before, during, or after the conclusion of a contract or even during the pending 
proceedings as mentioned above. The new choice however is subject to Articles 8, 9 and 11 due to 
Article 3.4.28 It is also subject to the national procedural rules of forum and the same provisions, which 
previously determined the validity of the first choice. Furthermore the new choice must not adversely 
affect the rights of third parties.29 
 
 
7. MANDATORY RULES OF CONTRACTUAL LAW 
 
Articles 7 and 16 provided for the basis for the system of imperative system of provisions. They are 
given as specific rules setting the boundaries to the autonomy of parties to the contract. These 
provisions concern mandatory rules and so called Public Order. 
 
We will discuss them separately to make clear their characteristics and to define in which situations 
they are used.  
 
7.1 Article 7 – mandatory rules 
 
Article 7 provides that when applying under the Rome Convention the law of a country, effect may be 
given to the mandatory rules of the law of another country with which the situation has close 
connection, if and in so far as, under the law of the latter country, those rules must be applied 
whatever law is applicable to the contract. In considering whether to give effect to these mandatory 
rules regard shall be had to their nature and purpose and to the consequences of their application or 
non-application (Par. 1).30 Further it stipulates that nothing in the Convention shall restrict the 
application of the rules of the law of the forum in a situation where they are mandatory irrespective of 
the law otherwise applicable to the contract (Par. 2). 
 
In the case of Paragraph 1, attention should be paid to the phrase “may be given”. It provides for a 
certain degree of discretion for a judge to apply or not to apply the mandatory rules of a foreign 
country. Therefore, logically the judge has the option to disregard such rules. However, the decision of 
the judge to apply or disregard mandatory rules is based on the evaluation of the character and 
purpose of them. In addition the given situation must have a specific close connection to the country to 
which the mandatory rules belong.  
 

                                                                 
28 Accordingly: material and formal validity of contract (Articles 8, 9) and contractual incapacity (Article 11). 
29 See supra note 5, Title II, Par. 6. 
30 Par. 1 is not in force in UK unlike paragraph 2, which is applicable to all parties of the Convention. 
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Traditionally, issues on the application of foreign mandatory rules are related to the so-called principle 
of the Comity of Nations and the general problems of the ex-territorial application of law.31 However it 
is acknowledged, that the comity of nations is not sufficient for such actions.32  
 
A range of arguments for and against the concept and wording of the provision were advanced during 
the elaboration of the latter. From the opinions expressed, that of the United Kingdom was most 
reasonable in my opinion. It was again the concept stating that the application of mandatory rules is a 
source of confusion for the court, where the mandatory rules of several states might be applied, 
argumentation on the basis of foreign law is costly and the availability of choice may cause delay in 
business.33 
 
The UK remained faithful to that position and Paragraph 1 is not applicable in it due to the reservation 
made. Nevertheless Par. 2 of Article 7 remains in force for the United Kingdom ensuring the 
application of mandatory rules of law of the forum. 
 
7.2 Article 16 Ordre Public 
 
Article 16 is a norm of a restrictive character, and stipulates that a court should disregard the law 
applicable to the contract under this Convention if it is explicitly contradictory to the public policy of the 
court examining the case. Giuliano and Legarde report does not foresee a contradiction between 
applicable law and public order in general, but examines cases in which reference to a specific rule of 
applicable law is manifestly incompatible with the public policy of the court. According to the authors 
the key point in such cases is the manifest incompatibility of the result with principles of the rule of law. 
Thus, it is logical that, in some cases (despite the incompatibility of applicable law with the public order 
in general), the court may solve the problem by the law applicable to the contract.34 
 
Furthermore, Community Law is also covered by the concept of public order, because it is an integral 
part of the national legal systems of the Member States. 
 
The application of mandatory rules provided for in the provisions described above is also guaranteed 
by other norms of the Convention. They have together created a system of such rules.35 Their 
common characteristic is that they ensure the application of such domestic legal norms, the avoidance 
of which is not permissible even by the expression of common will. The close connection of specific 
situation to the country to which mandatory rules come from is the motivation for their application. 
Basically such rules are of a statutory character and cover the conditions without which the realisation 
of the transaction36 is impossible and the application of them is inevitable by the reference made in the 
conflict of law rule of the relevant countries. 
 
In conclusion the general rule of freedom of choice is recognised by the Convention, but it is still 
limited in certain cases with specific reference to the mandatory rules and contradiction with the public 
policy of the forum. This is an attempt to achieve balance between the two main pillars of the 
Convention – the autonomy of the parties to the contract to choose applicable law and the applicability 
of mandatory rules of the foreign country as distinct from applicable law.  
 

                                                                 
31 See P. Kaye, pp. 240-241, where the example of England and its relevant case law is discussed which for its part is in force 
despite the existence of Art. 7, Par. 1. 
32 Comp. Ibid., pp. 345-350. 
33 See Ibid., p. 249. 
34 Comp. P. Kaye, p. 346. 
35 Articles 3(3), 5(2), 6(1), 7(1), 7(2) and 9(6); See P. Kaye, p. 247-248. 
36 Specific transactions such as consumer and labour contracts are foreseen. 
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8. UNIFORM INTERPRETATION OF THE CONVENTION 
 
Article 18 of the Convention provides for the provision without which the fulfilment of the main 
objective of this Convention – unification of legal norms – would be impossible. The fact that the 
provisions of the convention are the result of the convergence of a variety of regulatory mechanisms of 
different national laws gains the utmost significance and is reflected in the wording of the given text. 
The balance of the interests of the participating countries, which has been established in the form of 
this agreement requires the uniform interpretation and application of its norms in practice.  
 
The obligation of uniform interpretation and application limits the organ of justice directly using the 
norms of the Convention in interpretation of uniform rules and allows activities based on the case law 
of foreign countries.37 In addition as far as the Convention is to be applied within the EC countries, 
national courts should pay close attention to the case law of the Court of Justice in which there is a 
clear tendency to assign independent meanings to the terms and notions through the interpretation of 
the provisions of such international legal instruments.38 
 
It is especially important that according to the Brussels Protocol of 1988 the Community Court of 
Justice is assigned the right to give the official interpretation of the provisions of the Convention 
through a so-called preliminary ruling procedure. Additionally there are special procedures defined for 
the Court to give such interpretations.39  
 
 
9. CONCLUSION 
 
The issues that have been covered in this article are not the subject of detailed scrutiny by Georgian 
scientific literature, and insofar as the reforms ongoing in the country are mainly of a western 
orientation, the mechanisms of regulation under the above discussed legal instrument, as presented 
here are not be devoid of interest to the reader. In addition to this, the idea of legal unification and 
approximation is widely acknowledged by both political and scientific circles. 
 
It is important to mention that Georgian legislator has not neglected the basic Principles of the Rome 
Convention. For instance, such an important principle of private international law as the applicability of 
the law of the location of a thing in relation to the transactions with immovable property, has been 
transposed in the Law of Georgia on Private International Law. 
 
As has become apparent, the Convention covers the combination of the interests of many parties and 
circles, this is explicitly manifested in the wording of its provisions and this is where the progressive 
nature of the Convention can be detected. Development of such a common system of conflict of law 
rules promotes the enlargement of international business and the full-scale realisation of the rights of 
the parties to such relations. This itself implies the reinforcement of the principle of justice and efficient 
implementation of the objective, which is the creation of a common market. 

                                                                 
37 Comp. comments on Art. 18 in the Giuliano and Legarde Report.  
38 Case LTU v. Eurocontrol 2976 [1976] ECR 1541, [1977] CMLR 88. 
39 First Brussels Interpretation Protocol of 1988, O.J. 1989, L48/8. 
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MOST IMPORTANT NORMATIVE ACTS 
ADOPTED IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2001 

 
 
1.  LAWS OF GEORGIA 

 

13.02.2001 Law on Amendments to the Criminal Procedure 
Code of Georgia 

SM1 No. 4, Art. 4 

16.02.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the 
Organic Law of Georgia on Prosecutor's Office 

SM No. 2, Art. 2 

16.02.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on Mandatory Life and Health 
Insurance and Pension Scheme for a Member 
of the Parliament 

SM No. 5, Art. 5 

28.02.2001 Law on Amendments and Changes to the Law 
of Georgia on Amnesty 

SM No. 5, Art. 6 

02.03.2001 Law on Changes to the Law of Georgia on the 
Basis of the System of Taxes 

SM No. 6, Art. 9 

02.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on Entrepreneurs 

SM No. 6, Art. 19 

02.03.2001 Law on Amendments to the Organic Law on 
Georgian Citizenship 

SM No. 6, Art. 7 

02.03.2001 Law on Changes to the Law of Georgia on 
Customs Tariffs and Fees 

SM No. 6, Art. 14 

02.03.2001 Law on Changes to the Forestry Code of 
Georgia 

SM No. 6, Art. 11 

02.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on Fauna 

SM No. 6, Art. 13 

02.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on Safety of the Dangerous Plants 

SM No. 6, Art. 17 

02.03.2001 Law on Amendments to the Law of Georgia on 
Budgetary System and Budgetary 
Responsibilities 

SM No. 6, Art. 15 

02.03.2001 Law on Amendments and Changes to the Law 
of Georgia on Oil and Gas  

SM No. 6, Art. 16 

                                                                 
1 “Sakanonmdeblo Matsne” is the Georgian official law gazette. 
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02.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the 
General Administrative Code of Georgia 

SM No. 6, Art. 8 

13.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on State Budget of Georgia for 2001 

SM No. 7, Art. 22 

14.03.2001 Law on Parliamentary Secretary  SM No. 7, Art. 20 

14.03.2001 Law on Amendments to the Law of Georgia on 
Structure and Rule for Activities of the 
Executive Power 

SM No. 7, Art. 21 

14.03.2001 Law on Amendment to the Law of Georgia on 
Privatisation of State Non-agricultural Land 
used by Natural Persons and Legal Persons of 
Private Law 

SM No. 8, Art. 24 

16.03.2001 Law on Target Duties on Servicing of Arranging 
Lottery and Other Games of Fortune 

SM No. 8, Art. 28 

16.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on Customs Duties  

SM No. 8, Art. 26 

16.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the 
Organic Law of Georgia on the Supreme Court 
of Georgia  

SM No. 8, Art. 23 

16.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the 
Customs Code of Georgia 

SM No. 8, Art. 32 

16.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the 
Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia 

SM No. 8, Art. 29 

16.03.2001 Law on Amendments to the Law of Georgia on 
Licensing Duties 

SM No. 8, Art. 27 

16.03.2001 Law on Changes to the Tax Code of Georgia SM No. 8, Art. 30 

16.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Tax 
Code of Georgia 

SM No. 8, Art. 25 

28.03.2001 Law on Changes to the Law of Georgia on 
Chamber of Control of Georgia 

SM No. 8, Art. 31 

28.03.2001 Law on Extending the Territory of Borjomi-
Kharagauli National Park 

SM No. 9, Art. 34 

30.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the 
Constitution of Georgia  

SM No. 9, Art. 33 
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30.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on State Procurement 

SM No. 10, Art. 37 

30.03.2001 Law on Amendments to the Law of Georgia on 
Normative Acts 

SM No. 10, Art. 35 

30.03.2001 Law on Changes and Amendments to the Law 
of Georgia on Entrepreneurs  

SM No. 10, Art. 36 

 
 
2. ORDINANCES OF THE PRESIDENT OF GEORGIA  
 

12.01.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 4 on Changes to the Statute of the Ministry 
of Finance of Georgia approved by the Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 303 
of 9th of May 1999 

18.01.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 17 on Approving the Statute of the Ministry of 
Defence of Georgia  

31.01.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 32 on the Individual Program for 2001-2002 
on Georgia-NATO Co-operation 

02.02.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 36 on a Change to the Statute of State 
Bureau for CIS Countries and Peaceful Caucasus Affairs Approved by the Ordinance of 
the President of Georgia No. 517 of 15th of September 1997 

02.02.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 37 on Changes to the Ordinance of the 
President of Georgia No. 272 of 26th of June 2000 on the Statute of the Ministry of 
Economy, Industry and Trade of Georgia 

08.02.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 43 on Introduction of Changes to the Statute 
of the Ministry of Justice of Georgia Approved by the Ordinance of the President of 
Georgia No. 471 of 30th of October 2000 

12.02.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 49 on Changes to the Ordinance of the 
President of Georgia No. 317 of 24th of July 2000 on Promoting the Fulfilment of the 
Agreement between Georgia and European Union on Partnership and Cooperation   

22.02.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 63 on Reform in the Field of Employment 

23.02.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 69 on Reducing the Scale of Shadow 
Economy in Labour, Health and Social Security System of Georgia and on First Priority 
Measures for Combating Corruption 

10.03.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 89 on Approving the Program for Social-
Economic Revival and Economic Growth 

11.03.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 90 on Establishing a Governmental 
Commission for Co-ordinating Interstate Economic Relations between Georgia and 
Hellenic Republic  
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15.03.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 95 on Some First Priority Anticorruption 
Measures 

23.03.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 108 on Approving the Rule for Exporting and 
Importing Human Organs 

23.03.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 110 on Approving the Statute on Honorary 
Counsel of Georgia  

26.03.2001 Ordinance of the President of Georgia No. 113 on Developing Georgia's Relations with 
World Trade Organisation (WTO) being a Full Member of this Organisation  

 
 

3.  DECREES OF THE PRESIDENT OF GEORGIA 
 

15.01.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No. 24 on Adopting the Text of Agreement on Visa 
Free Movement of Citizens 

15.01.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No.36 on Concluding an Agreement between 
Georgia and the Republic of Kazakhstan on Visa Free Movement of Citizens of these 
two Countries 

10.02.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No.94 on Commission for Economic Co-operation 
between Georgia and Ukraine 

25.02.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No.156 on Signing an Agreement between the 
Government of Georgia and Federal Council of Switzerland on Passenger and Cargo 
Conveyances  

02.03.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No.178 on Concluding an Agreement between the 
Governments of Georgia and Russian Federation through Exchange of Notes 
[agreement on regime of movement of citizens) 

08.03.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No.184 on Decisions Made at Third Session of the 
Joint Intergovernmental Commission for Economic Co-operation between Georgia and 
Ukraine  

22.03.2001 Decree of the President of Georgia No.226 on Immediate Measures for Strengthening 
Crime Combating and Ensuring Public Safety 

 
 
4.  DECISIONS OF THE PARLIAMENT OF GEORGIA 
 

16.02.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No. 729 on Ratifying the European Convention on 
Extradition 

16.02.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No. 730 on Ratifying Additional Protocol to 
European Convention on Extradition 
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16.02.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No. 731 on Ratifying Second Additional Protocol 
to European Convention on Extradition 

16.02.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No.723 on Ratifying an Agreement on Avoidance 
of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Income and 
Capital and Property between the Governments of Georgia and Republic of Poland 

02.03.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No. 766 on Ratifying an Agreement on Mutual 
Ensuring of Maintenance of the Interstate Secrecy in the field of Legal Protection of 
Inventions  

02.03.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No767 on Ratifying the Statute of International 
Migration Organisation 

30.03.2001 Decision of the Parliament of Georgia No. 839 on Ratifying 12th Additional Protocol to 
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
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